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This study explores the day-to-day lived experience of eight novice hospital play
specialists in New Zealand, during the early months following their appointment. Hospital
play specialists come from a background in early childhood teaching and work as
members of paediatric healtllcare teams to support development and coping in hospitalised
children and young people. Participants' stories were gathered in face-to-face interviews
and were then analysed using an interpretive approach informed by Heideggerian
hermeneutic phenomenology. Throughout the reflective process of the study, I have
sought to show the vividness of tlie parlicipants' unique experiences whilst revealing the
deeper understandings that lie below.
This study shows that experiences as a novice matter to the subsequent development of
professional identity as a hospital play specialist. The participants' early impressions of
tile world of a hospital are shown in the findings to be those of strangers arriving in a
foreign country, struggling to survive and to achieve a sense of belonging. Despite initially
feeling lost and vulnerable, they are revealed as resourcefU1 in coping with change, and
resilient in acquiring new skills, finding support, building relationships, and adapting their
practice. Inclusion within healthcare teams, and recognition of their knowledge and skills
by the participants and by their healthcare colleagues, contribute to participants'
successful transitions from novice to competent practitioners.
There are implications in this study for team leaders, managers and hospital play
specialists regarding recruitment and support, such as ensuring that those employed show
the flexibility needed for this role and are the11 provided with suitable early information
and induction programmes Alongside this is the need for a focus on professional
development and improved processes of communication, and inclusion of new staff
members within the healthcare team.

CHAPTER
ONE-~NTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
The Stories We Tell and Hear Told
Our lives are ceaselessly intertwined with narrative, with the stories we tell
and hear told, those we dream or imagine or would like to tell, all of which
are reworked in the story of our o w l lives. . We live immersed in
narrative, recounting and reassessing the meaning of our past actions,
anticipating the outcome of our future projects, situating ourselves at the
intersection of several stories not yet completed.
Brooks, 1984, cited in Epston & White, 1989, p. 46

Introduction
This study explores the experience of eight novice hospital play specialists working in
New Zealand hospitals. It asks the question, "What is the meaning oftheir experience in
their early months of employment in this role?" Hospital play specialists are allied health
professioi~alswhose role is to support the norrnal development, psychosocial wellbeing,
and coping of infants, children and young people. They incorporate play as an integral
aspect of their work, based on their understanding of play as fundamental to development,
wellbeing, learning and mastery. Despite the increasing presence of hospital play
specialists in many pediatric health care teams, there is very little research that is specific
to this profession and none, to my knowledge, of a qualitative nature. My philosophical
approach to this interpretative study is informed by hermeneutic phenomenology. There
are no llypotheses or results that can be generalised. Rather, it is an approach in which I
seek through thinking, writing, reflection and re-writing, to reveal a deeper understanding
of each individual's unique experience, the meaning of which might otherwise be hidden
within narrative and text.

I believe that this is the first study in New Zealand to explore the lived experience of this
paiticular professional group. The participants are eight former early childhood teachers
who had been employed as hospital play specialists for between three months and two
years at the time of the study. They were chosen to ensure that the study incorporated
participants from a number of different hospitals and from both small and large services.
1

At the time o f t h e interviews, two of the eight were no longer working as hospital play
specialists. The study is important because hospital play specialists are closely involved
with children, young people and families at a time of stress and vulnerability. To serve
them well, llospital play specialists need to be skilled and confident yet, as former
teachers, they come to aspects of their role without specific preparation. For. their own
wellbeing, and that of the children they work with, it matters tliat they have the support
they need to enjoy their work and to do it competently. This study is undertalcen in the
hope that an exploration of the nature of hospital play specialists' early experiences may
generate ideas as to how to improve the support and education given to new practitioners
and thereby enllance the work they do wit11 children.
My personal interest in this topic arises fkom my own career as a hospital play specialist
and my involvement, more recently, in the provision of professional development support
to both new and experienced hospital play specialists across New Zealand. In the course of
this work, I arn often privileged to tallc with recently appointed play specialists about their
day-to-day experiences in hospitals. The stories they tell me aroused my curiosity and
started me wondering about the significance of their experiences and what meaning they
might have for their professional wellbeing, for that of other new hospital play specialists,
and for the profession of hospital play specialist in New Zealand. It is this curiosity that
has led me to this study.
Tliis introductory chapter provides a background to the study. It describes the worlc of
hospital play specialists, and the theories and beliefs about working with children tliat
underlie their role. The chapter shows how hospital play programmes have emerged over
the past fifty years, shaped by widespread changes in beliefs about children and how they
should be cared for. Tlle professional context in which New Zealand hospital play
programmes are developing is also explained, providing a background for a better
understanding of the narratives of tlle participants in this study. As well, I trace my o w l
professional journey, how it led to my interest in this area, and why I chose to approach
the study from a hermeneutic pheno~nenologicalperspective. Finally, I will provide an
overview of the structure of the thesis as a whole, to guide the reader in his or her journey
with me as this study unfolds.

What is a hospital play specialist?
Hospital play specialists work as members of healthcare teams, with the primary aims of
~naintainingchildren's development, emotional wellbeing, and ability to master and cope
with illness, hospitalisation and treatment. Involvement in play and creative activities is
their primary means of engaging children and establishing trusting and supportive
relationships. Their role encompasses infor.ma1 assessment of children's development,
learning and responses to hospitalisation, and provision of support for siblings and other
family me~nbers.Hospital play specialists liaise with services outside the hospital, such as
early childhood centres and schools, and help with children's transitions between horne,
hospital and other settings.
Hospital play specialists differ from both teachers and play therapists, yet their role
incorporates teaching and their use of play draws on psychoanalytic theory and the skills
used by play therapists They work with all children and young people, rather than only
those with identified proble~ns;their goals are generally preventive and protective, rather
than diagnostic In common with othet healthcare professionals, hospital play specialists
also provide infor~nationand advice to families, and teaching sessions for nursing and
medical students and for fellow professionals As well, they contribute to wider aspects of
paediatric care through advocacy for healthcare policies, practices and environments that
~ninimiseharm and are develop~nentallysupportive of children and young people (Child
Life Council, 2002; Francis, 1990; Hospital Play Specialists Assn of AotearoaNew
Zealand, 1999; Icayes, 1999a; Thompson & Stanford, 198 1)
Most commonly, hospital play specialists are ernployed in paediatric hospitals or in
paediatric units within general hospitals, both in inpatient wards and in areas such as
outpatient clinics, intensive care and day-stay units. They may also provide services to
children and young people cared for in adult units, or to children of adult patients.
So~neti~nes
they are employed in mote diverse settings in the community such as respite
and rehabilitation settings.
In New Zealand, hospital play specialists are a very small professional group, numbering
fewer than sixty people scattered across hospitals within thirteen of the twenty-one district
3

health boards. Most services are quite small, although they vary from one or two person
programmes to teams o f t e n or more. There are a number of public hospitals admitting
children and young people as inpatients that do not yet have a play specialist service and,
to my knowledge, none are employed in private hospitals. However, the profession is well
established in the United Kingdom and parts of Europe, as well as in Canada and the
United States, where comparable practitioners are lcnown as child life specialists'. In their
gradual development as a profession, hospital play specialists have drawn on theoretical
and pllilosophical understandings from many fields. Over time, a body of understandings
has emerged that are generally believed by the profession to be fundamental to the work of
hospital play specialists.

What theories inform their work?
The conceptual framework for hospital play progralnmes pulls together a number of
strands within the theoretical and research 1iteratur.e. These include developmental
theories, stress appraisal and coping theories, information processing and, of course, play.
(Child Life Council, 2002; Gaynard et al., 1990).
Developmental theories, in which I am including understandings of learning as socially
constructed, suggest that children's response to illness and hospitalisation is complex.
Being unwell and in hospital may affect development by impacting 011 children's ability to
engage in the activities necessary to maintain learning and social development. In turn,
their level of development may affect how they respond to hospitalisation. Their response
is also influenced by the interplay between such factors as temperament, their current and
previous experiences of illness and hospitalisation, as well as family and cultural values,
beliefs and expectations about ihe child's condition and treatment, and about healthcare
more generally (Bibace & Walsh, 1980; Douglas, 1975; Gaynard et al., 1990; McIntosh,
2000; Quinton & Rutter, 1976; Rogoff, 2003). All these factors influence the likely
meaning that children attach to events and also the extent to which hospitalisation may
have either positive or detrimental effects on the child's developlnent in the longer-term

'

TIie terms "hospital play specialist" and "child life specialist" will both be used throughout this study,
consistent with the literature or context being discussed, as will "hospital play programme" and "child life
programme"

(Dahlberg, Moss, & Pence, 1999; Dockett & Fleer, 2002; Mclntosh, 2000; Rogoff, 200.3;
Thompson & Stanford, 198 1 ; Wong, 1999).
The basis for hospital play specialists' abilities to help children understand what is
happening to them, and to engage effective coping mechanisms, is the formation of
trusting, consistent and supportive relationships between hospital play specialists, children
and families (Gaynard et al., 1990). Novice hospital play specialists are encouraged to
facilitate communication by becoming closely attuned to children, by reflecting in
language what children say and do, and by asking "open" rather than "closed" questions
(Petrillo & Sanger, 1980). It is "an approach based on listening rather than speaking"
(Rinaldi, 199.3, cited in Dahlberg et al., 1999, p. 60). Being present with children and
listening to their ideas without preconceived ideas of what is correct or valid may, for
some, be rather different from their former ways of being with children as a teacher, yet 1
believe it is essential to engaging with children in play.

Understandings of play in hospital
Play in hospital is not the exclusive doinain of any single discipline and there is a broad,
~nultidisciplinaryinterest and involvement in play. However, the hospital play specialist is
the person on the healthcare team with specific responsibility to implement play. This is a
pivotal distinction. Providing an environment that supports children to engage in
spontaneous play, and playing with children, are two key aspects of the role ofthe hospital
play specialist
There is a huge literature on the irnporlance of play to children. Play is commonly
believed to be a fundamental activity of childhood, essential to all aspects of the child's
wellbeing and development. It is a primary means of communicating, coping, learning and
adapting. It assists children in information processing, enhances understanding, and
enables them to master stressful events (Azarnoff & Lindquist, 1997; Bruce, 1991;
Docltett & Fleer, 2002; Golden, 198.3;Linder, 1993). As well, in hospital, play is seen as a
key means of coping and of ameliorating the potential ill effects of' hospitalisation on
wellbeing and development (Bolig, 1997; Golden, 1983; Petrillo & Sanger, 1980).

However, llospitalisation has a negative impact on children's spontaneous engagement in
play. Even when play equipment and activities are available and accessible, children are
less likely to engage spontaneously in play than are non-hospitalised children, and their
engagement is likely to be of shorter duration. Significant differences have been found in
the nature and extent of hospitalised children's engagement in play when adults are
available lo support play, as opposed to times when such support is not available (Adams,
197 1 ; Noble, 1967; Thompson, 1985). Children's engagement in play has been described
as a barometer of their adjustment to hospital (Bolig, Yolton, & Nissen, 1991). Children
who are playing in hospital are seen as coping positively. Those who are not playing, or
who for some reason cannot play, are seen as being at risk:
Play is an essential continuing report from children about their participation
in the healing process. The therapeutic component of play provides cues to
children's handling of illness and treatment. When play is omitted or only
allowed randomly in hospitals, it is an indication that staff does [sic] not
acknowledge its benefits and that they keep illness and passivity equated
Instead, play facilitates recuperation and emotional health. (Azarnoff &
Lindquist, 1997)(p. iii)
Given the number of theoretical perspectives and the multiplicity of possible definitions of
"play", the usage of the word is somewhat problematic. Rather than trying to find a single
description, many definitions focus on characteristics wIiic11, when combined, contribute
to a disposition of play or playfulness. Commonly, play is seen as being internally
controlled, intrinsically motivated, actively engaging of the child, process rather than
product oriented, internally real, pleasurable and largely free of externally imposed rules
(Bruce, 1991; DelPo & Frick, 1988; Doclcett & Fleer, 2002). It is helpful, I believe, to
envisage play as a continuum between activities that are clearly "play", and those that are
"not play", distinguished by the relative degree of control and structure exerted by
children rather than adults.
Hospital play specialists incorporate play along the "playlnot play" conti~iuumdepending
upon circumstances and professional judgment of what is likely to serve the child's best
interests at that time. For example, they may play with a child to have fun, and to build
relationships and trust. They observe children's play in older to assess their response to
llospitalisation and ability to cope with stress, and how best to provide for their ongoing
development and any special needs they may have. They provide opportunities for

children to play with each other so as to develop friendships and social skills. They take
advantage of a particular interactions or situations that arise to "scaffold" (Berk &
Winsler, 1995) children's learning, to complicate their thinking, and to implement early
childhood curriculu~nprinciples and goals (Kayes, 1999a). The different kinds of play are
not discrete but may coexist within a single interaction with a child. A11 of these activities
may be more, or less, "play-full" depending upon the purpose and the way in which the
adult becomes involved (DelPo & Fr.ick, 1988). For example, engaging a child in play for
the purpose of psychological preparation may be less genuinely playful than, say,
engaging with a child in an unstructured activity such as water play in order to build
relationships, or in healthcare play.

What is meant by healthcare play and preparation?
A particular aspect of play in hospital is the provision of opportunities for children to
freely engage in medical or healthcare play (Bolig, 1997; Harvey & Hales-Tooke, 1972;

Petri110 & Sanger, 1980). "Healthcare play" is the term used for play that is focused on
aspects of healthcare experiences. I have found that New Zealand hospital play specialists
tend to use the term "therapeutic play" almost interchangeably with "healthcare" or
"medical" play, to refer to children engaging, directly or indirectly, in play that relates to
the emotional component oftheir illness or hospital experience. McCue (1988) defines
medical play as the child's use of their ability to play through their experience of illness
andlor medical intervention in order to increase their understanding, express feelings and
misconceptions, and develop more mature coping mechanisms. Direct healthcare play
may involve children in re-enacting medical experiences using real or pretend medical
equipment. Indirect healthcare play may be "safer" for the child in an emotional sense as it
is more removed from his or her actual experience.
The adult's role in therapeutic play is supportive and non-directive. it is akin to what
Readings (1996, cited in Dahlberg et a]., 1999, p. 60) calls "listening to thought". Adults
supply the environment and materials to stimulate play, ensure that children can play at
their own pace without interruption, attend sensitively to the child, and reflect the child's
actions and expression of feelings Involvement in shared activities, observation of
children's play, and listening to and talking with children, provide opportunities for

assessing children's response to being in hospital. In the course of these interactions it
may become apparent that a child's understanding of events differs from the taken-forgranted understanding of adults. If so, this nlay suggest a need for improved
communication between children, families and other members of the healthcare team in
order to achieve better quality of care for children (Child Life Council, 2002; Gaynard et
al., 1990; Hogg, 1990).
I-lospital play specialists also use children's ability to engage in sy~nbolicplay in preparing
children and young people for potentially stressful healthcare procedures or events. This is
referred to in the literature as psychological preparation (Gaynard et al", 1990), although it
may commonly be called, simply, preparation. It may be less playful than medical play, as
the adult has particular outco~nesin mind in planning his or her engagement with the
child. Psychological preparation of children for procedures is a component of the hospital
play specialist's role that must be acquired by novice hospital play specialists in New
Zealand. PsychologicaI preparation aims to make unfamiliar or challenging healthcare
events as predictable and manageable as possible. It incorporates identification of, and
planning for the situation or specific aspect of a situation that has the greatest potential to
overwl~elm a particular child. In addition to providing developmentally appropriate
information, psychological preparation includes the selection and rehearsing of coping
bel~avioursthat enable the child to visualise "getting through it" (Child Life Council,
1997; Gaynard et al., 1990). doping efficacy is judged by how successful the coping
process is over time in preventing later emotional distress. For example, crying may be an
effective coping mechanism for a young child during a distressing experience, but may be
regarded as shameful, babyish or embarrassing by an adolescent, and so add to his or her
distress. Successful experiences of managing stressful situations may be generalised to
other potentially stressful life experiences. Conversely, repeated experiences of ineffective
coping may contribute to an ingrained sense of "learned helplessness" (Seligman, 1975,
cited in Gaynard et al, 1990).

How did hospital play programmes develop?
Following World War 11, in a climate of increasing concern for the protection of human
rights, evidence began to emerge of the harm that might be done to children througli
institutional care. The work of .John Bowlby (1951) and James and Joyce Robertson
(Robertson, 1958) focussed attention particularly on the adverse effects of hospitalisation.
Their work led to the influential British PIatt Report (Ministry of Health, 1959), which
made a number of recorn~nendationsrelating to protection of the emotional wellbeing of
children in hospital. The 1960s saw the publication of numerous studies, as researchers
attempted to determine the exient of the potential ill-effects of hospitalisation and to
suggest initiatives that would counter any damage. Their conclusions supported the
findings of Robel-tson, providing co~npellingand consistent evidence of the frequency of
short-tenn disturbance and regression, and pointing to possible long-term detrimental
effects. Children were believed to be most vulnerable between the ages of 6 months and
four years, and more affected by a long stay than by a short admission (Prugh, Staub,
Sands, I<irschbaum, & Lenilian, 1953; Tliompson, 1985; Vernon, Schulman, & Foley,
1966).
In 1975 Douglas found an association between extended or repeated admissions of
children under the age of five and disturbance into adolescence (Douglas, 1975) His
findings were confirmed in a replicated study the following year (Quinton & Rutter, 1976)
and changes of behaviour were also observed in a New Zealand study (Simons, 1979).
More recent studies have found associations between hospitalisation and performance on
cognitive tasks up to ten years later, as well as on anxiety, depression and chronic illness
in adults (Gaynard et a1 , 1990; Lansdown, 1996; McIGnlay, 1982)
The research findings led to moves to humanise llealthcare for children, primarily in
relation to parental presence, but also by the introduction of play (Hall & Cleary, 1988;
Lansdown, 1996). Many reports were published advocating for the implementation of play
programmes as a way of normalising children's development in liospital and speeding

elnotional and physical recovery (Gillis, 1989; Harvey & Hales-Tooke, 1972: Thompson,
1985). A I989 Save the Children Fund report advised:
It is imperative that adequate play provision be made available to ALL
children admitted to hospital. Failure to do so not only constitutes a neglect
of their basic developmental needs but also deprives them of the medium
through which they can successfully cope with the experience. (Save the
Children Fund, 1989, p 31)
Recom~nendations were increasingly centred on the need not just for play, but for
supervision of play programmes by trained play staff (Clatworthy, 1981; I-Iogg, 1990;
MacCarthy, 1982; McKinlay, 1982; Organisation Mondiale pour I'Education Prescolaire,
1966; Save the Children Fund, 1989). The appointment of play staff was supported by
com~nunityadvocacy groups, such as the British National Association for the Welfare of
Children in Iiospital (later Action for Sick Children) and the Children's Health Liaison
Group in New Zealand. They adopted a "children's rights" perspective in their lobbying
of policy ~naltersfor hospital care to be Inore supportive of children's development and,
particularly, for the introduction of hospital play progralnmes. In 1995 a "Charter for
Children in Hospital" was published, linked to the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (Alderson, 199.3). The "Child Friendly Iiealthcare Initiative" launched
in 2000 under the auspices of UNICEF (Southall et al., 2000), is the most recent of these
developn~entsinternationally. However, while hospital authorities became Inore open to
the implementation of play programmes, the idea of elnploying staff to provide play ]net
initially with considerable resistance.

Volunteers and the "play lady" legacy
Hospital play programmes are recorded from as early as 1909, in Finland, and in the
[Jnited States from 1917. However, it was not until the early 1960s that they began to
proliferate, particularly in the United States and the United Kingdom (Mall & Cleary,
1988; Lansdown, 1996: McI<inlay, 1982; Tho~npson & Stanford, 198 I). The early
hospital play programmes were allnost always provided by volunteers, invariably women,
under the auspices of a philanthropic group or, sometimes, as an ad,junct to occupational
therapy programmes (Hall & Cleary, 1988; Rubin, 1992). This was a time when many
hospitals had strictly enforced restrictions on parental visiting. Many young children

spent long periods of time alone and distressed, and play activities were ther,efore most
often seen pri~narilyas a way of providing distraction and substitute mothering.
In the United States paid "play ladies" began to be e~nployedfrom the mid 1940s. Care
was talcen to ensure that programmes assisted other disciplines to fulfil their roles and did
not in any way disrupt ~nedicaltreatment (Hall & Cleary, 1988). Save the Children Fund
was instrumental in initiating play program~nesin the United Kingdom, and their first
salaried hospital play worker was employed in 1963. The 1970s saw an expansion of play
progra~nlnesin Europe, the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom. Since 1991,
the linited Icingdom Depart~nentof Health has been advising provider hospitals to ensure
that they provide play facilities and employ play specialists (Department of Health, 1991).
In Sweden, e~nploy~nent
of hospital play staff has been legislated for since 1977 (Hall &
Cleary, 1988). With increasing numbers of'play staff employed, a need emerged for better
coordination, staff training, and consistency and quality of programme provision.
Consequently, professional groups began to emerge.

Becoming a profession
The early paid play staff were given a variety of titles, ranging from play ladies or play
worlters to child care workers, iecreation workers, play therapists and preschool activities
officers. These titles reflected varying beliefs about what the role should entail, about the
nature of children's play, and about the age group of children who should be entitled to
participate (Rubin, 1992). In the United States and Canada the term "child life" was
adopted in 1980, in recognition that the role encompassed more than play. It was also felt
that there might be some stigma associated with the volunteer and "play lady" history that
might prove a barrier to professionalism.

These titles were seen as feminising the

profession and as being associated with lack of skills, low status and low paid work. In
contrast, in Britain the title hospital play specialist was eventually chosen, as it was
believed that this best reflected the "specialty" area of this profession. A situation was
therefore created where the two largest professional groupings, with similar philosophical
bases and programme goals, are represented by two different titles. The failure to achieve
a consistent title continues today in a proliferation of names internationally to describe

essentially the same role. In Australia, for example, I am aware of at least four titles:
educational play therapist, play therapist, play specialist, and play activities coordinator.
The National Association of Hospital Play Staff was fonned in the United I<ingdoin, in
1975, and the Child Life Coul~cil,representing North American child life specialists, in
1982. The Child Life Council now has a process for certification that incorporates
academic preparation to a required standard, an approved internship, and an externally
moderated examination. Graduate and postgraduate courses are available in child life in
the United States and Canada. (It should be noted, however, that while all child life
specialists hold degrees, they are not all certified, and their degrees are in a variety of
sub,ject areas.) The first training course for British hospital play specialists was established
in 197.3. As yet, it is not possible to obtain a degree level qualification specific to hospital
play specialists in the United Kingdom. However, British hospital play specialists are
currently negotiating to become registered health professionals, which is seen as a
significant step to increased recognition and professionalism.
New Zealand hospital play specialists have looked to colleagues in North America, the
United Kingdom, and to some extent Europe, for guidance on the development of
programmes here. A number of experts in the field have been brought to New Zealand to
provide workshops and general advice, and New Zealanders have attended and presented
at international conferences. The Child Life Council is by far the major intemational
source of published resources, and the New Zealand Hospital Play Specialists Association
has used these extensively in the development of professional documents and provision of
training programmes.

Hospital play specialists in New Zealand
Hospital play programmes developed in New Zealand, as they did internationally, in
response to concerns about the psychosocial wellbeing of children in hospital, and
supported through lobbying by advocacy groups. The New Zealand Playcentre Federation
was i~istrumentalin establisl~ingvoluntary liospital playgroups, thirteen of which were
operating during the 1960s (Department of Education, 1971). The 1971 report of the
Committee of Inquiry into Pre-School Education urged hospital boards to "give serious

consideration to providing for the educational needs of the pre-school child in their care"
(Department of Education, 1971, p. 66) and in 1974 the Department of Health provided
for the establishment of positions with the title "pre-school activities officers". The legacy
of the volunteer tradition and the involvement of the early childhood section of the
Department of Education was that hospital play programmes were viewed as only relevant
to infants and young children. The needs of older children were presumed to be met
through

hospital

school programmes.

Although the Department

of Education

recommended that qualified early childhood teachers be employed, some hospitals
employed staff without any qualifications, and. the role was viewed in some hospitals as
being an assistant to nurses and a substitute mother (McKinlay, 1982).
A comprehensive 1982 study for the Child Iiealth Research Foundation (Mcl<inlay, 1982)

stated that "New Zealand hospitals lag behind those in most of Europe and North America
in the play facilities available in children's wards" (p. 154) and recommended:

.. that trained play workers be employed in all hospital children's
departments to work with teachers and nursing staffto provide for the play
and developmental needs of all children in hospital, and in the preparation
of children for interventibn through appropriate play therapy. (p. 155)
However, despite various reports and continuing lobbying, there was almost no change in
funding or staffing levels until legislative changes to the Education Act in 1989.
Subsequently, hospital early childhood education services became eligible for licensing,
chartering and part-funding by the Ministry of Education. However, I know Eom my
involvement at the time, that the goals of the programmes being provided were already
changing to reflect the more comprehensive nature of programmes in North America and
Britain, driven largely by the initiative of play staff themselves. Programmes began to be
more therapeutic in nature, and to be inclusive of all age groups.
The debate on names took place in New Zealand, too, with "preschool activities officer"
being universally seen by those who held that title as non-representative of the role. The
first conference of New Zealand hospital play staff, in 1989, acknowledged that a
consistent title was essential and agreed to adopt hospital play specialist, in line with the
profession in the United Kingdom.

1989 marked the founding of the Australasian Association of Hospital Play Specialists.
This was a significant move in terms of liaison and shared professional identity, but small
numbers, lack of funding and geographic distance prevented this being a very active
linking. In 1997, the I-lospital Play Specialists Association of AotearoaNew Zealand was
incorporated as the professional body representing New Zealand hospital play specialists.

Qualifications and professional support
In contrast to North America and the United Kingdom, there is no qualification available
in New Zealand that is specific to wolking as a hospital play specialist. Allnost all people
entering the field in this country come from early childhood education, and have not
previously worked in a hospital Most of them are qualified and registered teachers and a
number have additional qualifications, for example in early intervention (Kayes, 199921).
No matter how competent and experienced the commencing hospital play specialist may
be in the world of education, they are almost always newcomers to the world of illness and
hospitals They must therefore acquire new skills and knowledge
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job", particularly

in psychological preparation of children for healthcare procedures. Working within a
~nultidisciplinaryteam is not regularly a part of early cliildhood teaching so that, too, may
require additional skills
Because of the smallness of the profession, and of most hospital play specialist teams,
responsibility for service provision, quality and develop~nentmay lie with one or two
people. They may be both geographically and professionally isolated from colleagues with
the same professional background. The I-Iospital Play Specialists Association of
Aotearoa/New Zeaiand has developed a number of documents to guide practice, including
a Code of Ethics, guiding principles, and professional competencies. Certification was
introduced in 2003, and more recently a comprehensive induction programme for new
appointees is being trialled. Further support is provided through newsletters, a library and
regular conferences. Visibility has been enhanced by the development of a website and
publication of a leaflet on hospital play specialists. Since 1998 the Association has been
contracted by the Ministry of Education to provide professional development support to
staff in licensed and chartered hospital early childhood education services.

Policy and Regulatory Frameworks
Most New Zealand hospital play specialist services incorporate early childhood education
services for children from birth to school entsy age that are licensed, chartered and partfunded by the Ministry of Education. In this respect New Zealand hospital play specialist
progralnines are different from those provided in other countries. In order to receive
funding from the Ministry of Education, hospital play specialists working in sucll services
must abide by the relevant Education legislation (Ministry of Education, 1996).
Prograinmes also must be consistent with the requirements of the New Zealand early
childhood curriculum, Te Wl7iir.iki (Ministry of Education, 1996). While licensing brings
significant advantages in terms of more stringent standards, external review by the
Education Review Office, and additional funding, there are some drawbacks in the dual
accountability to both Education and Health. 111 my experience of visiting services and
talking with staff, the design of hospital buildings and the particular circumstances of
children in hospital may cause difficulties for staff in complying with the Education
Regulations. These difficulties, particularly with regard to docu~nentationand attendance
requirements, outdoor play, and playroom supervision, can be time-consuming to resolve
and stressful for the staff involved.
As hospital employees, hospital play specialists work within various other guidelines and
regulatory frameworks associated with health services. Hospital play specialists are not
registered health professionals so are not affected by Health Practitioners' Competence
Assurance Act 200.3. However, their services are covered by the New Zeala17dHeallk and

Disabi2ilj1Sector Sta17nbrds,NZS8 134:2001 (Standards NZ Ministry of Health, 2001 ) and
the Code of Health ar~dDirability Services Co17.szm1ers'Rigl71s (Health and Disability
Commissioner, 1994). The Standards require that "consumers", including children, are
provided with developmentally supportive facilities and services. An accompanying Audit
Handbook, specific to services for children and young people, has a number of references
to hospital play progralntnes and hospital play specialists (Standards New Zealand, 2004).

T17e Code of Health and Disability service.^ Conszaners' Rights is a statutory regulation
applying to all health and disability support services in New Zealand. Under the Code,
children and young people have a right to information that is given in a form, language
and manner which they can understand.

Advocacy for hospital play programmes can be supported by reference to the iJ17iled

Nntio17s Co11ve17!io17
on !he Rights of the Child, which has a number of Articles that have
significance for tile role of hospital play specialists. In particular, these are Article 12, the
right of children to express opinions and to have these taken into account in decisions that
affect them; Article 13, the light to freedom of expression, including the freedom to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas; Article 28, the right to education; and Article

3 I , the right to leisure, play and participation in cultural and artistic activities
My personal expe~ienceof moving from the w o ~ l dof early childhood education to
immersion in the world of a llospital, has spanned the period during which most of these
regulatory framewo~kshave been introduced. It is this journey that I now describe.

My journey from practitioner to researcher
There are some choices that you know are coming upon you only when
they are just about to explode. But there are other choices that insinuate
themselves into you and become apparent with a kind of obstinate
lightness, that seem to have slowly grown within you during the
happenings of your life because of a mixing of molecules and thoughts.
Malaguzzi, 1998, p. 56
In reflecting on the choices that I made in becoming a hospital play specialist, it seems
they must have been ofthe insinuating kind, becoming only gradually apparent. Teaching
was not my first career, it grew out of' "the happenings of my life". I was led to wo1.k with
young children by the enjoyment and satisfaction I experienced from involvement in my
own children's early education within the Playcentre organisation, and from participation
in a number of parent support and advocacy groups during the same period. Over time I
acquired teaching and special education qualifications and worked in a number of early
childhood settings. My work in hospital started in a volunteer capacity, as coordinator of
the playgroup at the former Princess Mary Unit of Auclcland Hospital.
111 1989 1 was e~nployedas a "pre-school activities officer", as the job was then called,
job-sharing with a colleague. At that time there was one position for 200 paediatric beds.
The Starship Children's I-Iospital was built, play specialist staff' numbers increased, and I

subsequently became manager of the Starship play specialist team. The 1990s were a
period of many exciting changes for hospital play specialists as a professional group, and I
enjoyed opportunities to contribute to in the growth of the Association. Since 1999 I have
been employed by the Hospital Play Specialists Association of AotearoarNew Zealand, to
provide professional development support to hospital play specialists in hospital early
childhood services across New Zealand.
1 vividly remember the mix of excitement and trepidation that I experienced in the days
and weelts following my appointment, and the sensory impressions and unfamiliar
"culture" of a hospital. I remember, too, my elnotional responses to the experiences of the
children and families with whom I was working. Over time I found that I was re-defining
myself as a professional. 1 no longer saw myself as a teacher, and certainly not as a
"preschool activities officer", but neither did I feel myself to be an allied health
professional in the same way I imagined that, say, a physiotherapist might. Looking back,

I see that I was on a journey to a new professional identity as llospital play specialist. This
role was at that time rather vagiiely defined. Neve~.thelessit seemed to have the potential
to contribute a perspective that was different from the more established professions, wliilst
sharing the same goals of supporting children's healing in the broadest sense.
In lny current role as a provider of professional development, I have many opportunities to
hear the stories of new and experienced hospital play specialists. These stories have raised
a number of questions in my mind. What impact, if any, do early experiences have on
practitioners' understanding of theniselves as members of healthcare teams? 111 what ways,
if at all, do they affect whether or not people choose to continue working in hospital
settings? To what extent do their experiences parallel mine, or have there been changes of
some sort in the intervening years that inake these more recent experiences different from
mine in ways that might be important to others? And especially, what insights might their
experiences reveal to inforln how new practitioners can best be provided with professional
development support that is meaningful and relevant to the realities of their workplaces?
Like Alice, 1 got "curiouser and curiouser" (Carroll, 2001a, p. 15) These questions have
fostered my interest in exploring the experience of newly appointed hospital play
specialists as the focus for this research study.

Why this study?
In 1998 I had the opportunity to undertake a small research project on the extent of play
provision in New Zealand hospitals, as part of a Diploma in Early Intervention The
results suggested that the transition to working in a hospital setting was very challenging
for many novice hospital play specialists (!<ayes, 1999a) This flirther stimulated my
interest in what influences might shape the very different experiences that participants
described
An opportunity arose for me to look at some of these ideas in more depth in papers 1
undertook towards my masters degree at Auckland University of Technology. Embarking
on a masters degree coincided with moving into a professional development role in which

I have specific responsibility for providing programmes to support professional growth
and wellbeing. My own experience suggested that the early months might have a
significant influence on the wellbeing of hospital play specialists. There are also
suggestions in the limited literature that this period may be critical to the establishment of
a unique identity within healthcare teams (Bolig, 1982). As well, I was aware that there
was very little written on the professional aspects of being a hospital play specialist. It
seemed therefore that the experiences of novice hospital play specialists might reveal
understandings that could be useful not only for my own work, but also for the profession
as a whole,
Primarily, however, the reason for this study stems from my deeply held belief that the
work of hospital play specialists has potential to contribute to the wellbeing, develop~nent
and recovery of children and young people who are experiencing stressful life events
associated with illness, treatment and hospitalisation. A better understanding of play
specialists' experiences might, therefore, ultirnately benefit the children and families with
whom play specialists work. It is my hope that the stories that emerge will reflect shared
experiences and understandings. It is my hope, too, that this study will provide a means
whereby the unique experiences of the participants will be made visible and vivid to the
reader. My wish to look more deeply at the experiences of individuals so as to reveal
understandings that might have meaning and value for others, has led me to use an
approach to this research study that draws on both phenomenology and hermeneutics.
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Why hermeneutic phenomenology?
This study is a qualitative one, its interpretive methodology informed by hermeneutic
phenon~enology.Hermeneutic pheno~nenologyis founded in a philosophical tradition
arising from the work of Meidegger. According to Heidegger (cited in van Manen, 1990),
a pheno~nenologicalapproach aims to "let that which shows itself be seen from itself in
the very way in which it shows itself from itself" (p. 3.3). It is the search to discover, fmm
text and narrative, the essential nature of an experience and so to describe the meaning of
human experience as it is lived,. In this way, as the researcher, I will endeavour to move
beyond the everyday assumptions of the phenomenon being studied to show its true
nature.
The decision to adopt a hermeneutic pl~enomenologicalapproach was infonned by my
wish to liave a way of uncovering the significance of lived experiences and of enabling the
voice of the participants to show through. In working with adults and with children, it has
been my experience that stories can illuminate everyday experiences in ways that may be
surprising and thought-provoking. Even very young children can, I believe, show us
through their play, art and stories the depth of meaning that may lie behind apparently
insignificant events. Before I had heard the term "hermeneutic phenomenology", I was in
agreement with the Red Queen in Canoll's story Throtigl~the Looking Gtnsr, when she
assures Alice that there are levels of meaning underlying every aspect of experience:
"What do you suppose is the use of a child without any meaning? Even a joke should have
meaning - and a child's more important than a joke, I hope" (Cal~oll,2001b, p. 171).

I was also aware as I approached this research that I have a multifaceted personal and
professional involvement in the subject, and an ongoing relationship with many o f t h e
potential participants. Inevitably, my own perspectives and experiences would shape the
way in which I approached the study. My sharing of a common professional background
with the participants was likely to influence our relationship and the way in which they
would tell, or choose not to tell, their stories. In some approaches to research, this close
involvement would be seen as a bias and as presenting a barrier to objectively looking at
the subject. My chosen methodology, however, allows me to "own" my own experience
and requires me to recognise that I cannot step away from it Van Manen (1990) suggests
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that sucll shared experiences between researcher and participants may have both
advantages and disadvantages. They may alert the researcher to the com~nonalityof some
aspects ofthe human experiences ofothers
It is to the extent that my [enil~l~asi,~
original] experiences could be our
[ef??pI?ari.so~iginl] experiences that the pl~enomenologist wants to be
reflectively aware of certain experiential meanings. To be aware of the
structure of one's ow11 experience of a phenomenon may provide the
researcl~erwith clues for orienting oneself to the phenomenon and tl~usto
all the other stages of phenomenological research ... (pp. 57-58)
Equally, however, van Manen (1990) warns that a common problem with
pheno~nenologicalinquiry is "not always that we lcnow too little about the phenomenon
we wish to investigate, but that we lcnow too mucll" (p. 46). In embarking on this research
therefore I was aware that 1 must guard against the possibility that my own experiences
might lead me away fiom the participants' narratives or that I might invest them with a
significance that does not show itself from the stories. As a researcher, my duty is to
continually ask myself; "What assumption am I making, that I'm not aware I'm making,
that gives me what I see?" (Zander & Zander, 2000, p. 15). Just as important is to maintain
an awareness of the possibility that 1 might ignore or ~ninimisethe significance of a story,
or an aspect of a story, because it is not reflected in my own experience. Participating in a
pre-suppositions interview was therefore an important part of my preparation for this
study. Rather than trying to exclude my own experiences, this interview helped me to
~nalceexplicit my own assulnptions and expectations in order to remain open to the
significance of the experiences of others. What this interview revealed about my own presuppositions and how these might affect my understanding of others' experiences, is
looked at in greater depth in the rnetllodology chapter, chapter three.

Overview of the thesis
The focus of this study is the experience of novice hospital play specialists in the early
months following their appointment. My research seeks to understand the meaning that
lnay be concealed beneath the everyday lived experience of the participants, and in this
search for what might lie hidden I have been guided by her~neneuticphenomenology. As a
researcher, and as a hospital play specialist myselc I am deeply embedded in the topic,
and bring to it my own background, values, beliefs, experiences. My own history and

undelstandings are inevitably a part of my research journey and will therefore be
acknowledged throughout.
The study unfolds over seven chapters. This introductory chapter sets the study in context.
It describes the role of hospital play specialists and outlines the theoretical underpinnings
of their work. It shows the connections between the development of the profession over
the past fifty years and the present professional context. Chapter one also describes the
~nethodologicalapproach I have used, and how I came to undertake the study.
Chapter two reviews literature relevant to the study, and shows the gaps that exist. The
research approach and methodology that underpin this study are shown in chapter three.
The design of tile study is described, including information on the participants, the
interviews, and the process used for analysing the data. This chapter concludes with an
examination of the trustworthiness of the study
Chapters four, five and six contain the thelnes and sub-themes that emerged from the
stories of the participants. The final chapter, chapter seven, brings together the significant
parts ofthe findings, weaving them together wit11 the literature into a whole. It is here that

I discuss the i~nplicationsof the study for hospital play specialists, for professional
education and development, and for multidisciplinary relationships within healthcare
teams. As well, I discuss the study's limitations and point to areas for further exploration.
Chapter seven also contains my recolnmendations.

In doing research we question the world's very secrets and intimacies
which are constitutive of the world, and which bring the world as world
into being for us and in us. Then research is a caring act: we want to ltnow
that which is most essential to being. To care is to serve and to share our
being with the one we love. We desire to truly know our loved one's very
nature. And if our love is strong enough, we not only will learn much about
life, we also will come face to face with its mystery.
van Manen, 1990, p. 5

The Experiencing of Now
For past experience does not function in the present as the discrete events
that have happened in the past. These are past. What is present is the
experiencing of now, and the past events have made it what it is. All the
past and all the complex aspects of myself today can be involved in the
expe~iencingof my telling the incident.
Gendlin, 1997, p. 35

Intraduction
The literature review for a phenomenological study seeks to shed light on the phenomenon
being explored, the experience of novice hospital play specialists in their early months of
employment. It draws on other sources of understanding within the available literature in
order to illuminate possible dimensions of this experience that might not otherwise be
apparent, As the quotation from Gendlin suggests, the participants' "experiencing of now"
can only be understood in the context of past events. This literature review therefore is
closely linked to aspects of the introductory chapter that traced the history of play
programmes, and to the theoretical frameworks that have guided those programmes. My
search to uncover meaning in "what is present", yet hidden, in the participants'
experiences is intertwined, too, with my own history and my own experience of hospital
play programmes.
Hospital play prograln~nesin New Zealand have been greatly influenced by developments
in North Ainerica and the United Kingdom. It is to these two countries that I have looked,
therefore, for literature most relevant to the experience of novice hospital play specialists
in this country. However, there is very little published literature directly relating to
hospital play specialists as a professional group and allnost all of it comes from child life
in North America, rather than from the United Kingdom. I have not been able to find any
research that is specific to the early months of employment. Nevertheless, I hope in this
chapter to provide some breadth and depth to what I believe are the significant themes
underlying the experience of new hospital play specialists in New Zealand. I also hope to
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show some of the changes and challenges that are shaping the philosophical
understandings and the practices of hospital play specialists in the experiencing of now.

Shifting understandings
Hospital play program~nesare founded on a number of beliefs about children and child
development, and about the role of play in development and in helping children master
stressful events. Some of these beliefs, particularly those relating to the notion of a
"universal child" who progresses through sequential stages to maturity, are so widespread
in the western world that they have come to be seen as "truths" (Larnbert & Clyde, 2000).
However. these beliefs are currently the subject of widespread debate, and this debate is
influencing a gradual shift in previously accepted understandings. Woodhead, (1996, cited
in Dahlberg et al, 1999) throws out a challenge in suggesting that:

... much of what counts as lcnowledge and expertise about children is
deeply problematic right down to such fundamental ideas as 'early
childhood development programme' ... Those involved in early childhood
development must recognise that many of their most cherished beliefs
about what is best for children, are cultural constructions. (p 162)
It may be that these challenges to generally accepted discourses are more directly relevant
to liospital play specialists in New Zealand than in other countries because of their
background in teaching and their responsibility for curriculu~nin licensed and chartered
hospital early childhood services. They have an obligation to maintain up-to-date
knowledge of current issues in education, in order to fulfil their responsibilities to the
Ministry of Education. It is important, therefore, to outline some of the key debates and
different understandings, as these may have an impact on liow tlie role of tlie play
specialist is seen by families, by staff from other disciplines, and by play specialists
themselves

Children and child development
Understandings of children and childhood in the early childhood literature are shifting
(Dalli, 2002; Edwards, Gandini, & Forman, 1998; Moss, Dillon, & Statham, 2000;
Woodrow, 1999) These shifts are important to understanding novice hospital play

specialists' experience because they are part of the discourses of early childhood
education that may not have crossed over into healthcare. They may therefore contribute
to differing unde~standingsbetween hospital play specialists and their colleagues of what
policies and practices are in the best interests of children.
Perhaps most important is the shift from a "deficit" model, to a "credit" model in the
"image of the child", the way in which we construct our understandings of children and
childhood. Rather than seeing children as essentially weak and needy, there is an
increasing focus
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inherent strengths and social colnpetence, and of the importance

of attending to who they are now, as well as who they will become (Dahlberg et a]., 1999;
I-lill, 2001; Moss & Petrie, 2002). Dahlberg (Dahlberg et al., 1999) suggests that the image
we have of children has a widespread yet often unacknowledged influence:
The constructions we have made of the child have enormous consequences
for how we relate to children pedagogically, how we design and
choreograph the milieu as well as how we relate to parents. If we have got
a rich child in front of us instead of a problem child this influences
everything. It functions as a language that in itself becomes productive. (p.
137)
Colitemporary writers are making visible the implicit and explicit power relationships that
are inherent in the assumption that children are weak and powerless, linking images of the
child to adults' decisions about what is "normal" development, what is "best" for children,
and what children need to know (Canella, 1997).
There are shifts in understanding, too, from seeing children's development as a staged and
universal process, to wliat Rogoff (2003) calls "development as transformation of
participation in sociocultural activity" (p. 52). Until recently, developmental psychology
has dominated beliefs and expectations about children, and about the nature and quality of
services for children, especially in the United States. Tlie work ofJean Piaget, in particular
has been hugely influential in the assumption that children's development is a linear
movement along a biologically determined sequence of stages. More recently, Piaget's
theories have been challenged and expanded to incorporate the work of Vygotsky and
others (Berk & Winsler, 1995). This newer socio-cultural constructivist understanding
views children as active co-constructors of knowledge and meaning, in relationship with

others, and in particular social and cultural contexts (Dahlberg et al., 1999; Dockett &
Fleer, 2002; La~nbert& Clyde, 2000). Dahlberg (1999) explains the argument against the
universality of developmental stages, as follows:
Child development has offered, as certain and objective truth, the
individual's process through universal developmental stages, a 'grand
narrative' that has done much to produce the constructions of young
children and early childhood institutions discussed ... as well as criteria for
definitions of quality in these institutions. Both the discourses of child
developinent and of quality adopt a decontextualized approach or, at best,
attempt to bring 'context' in as an explanatory variable, divorcing the child
and the institution froin concrete experience, everyday life, the
colnplexities of culture, the importance of situation. (p. 100)
As a result of this shiR to a constructivist framework, the concept "developmentally
appropriate practice" has all but disappeared from the language of early childhood
education in New Zealand, but not in the United States. The New Zealand early childhood
curriculu~n is founded on a socio-cultural constructivist approacli (Nuttall, 2003a). It
emphasises:
The critical role of socially and culturally mediated learning and of
reciprocal and responsive relationships for children with people, places,
and things. Children learn tlirough collaboration with adults and peers,
through guided participation and observation of others, as well as through
individual exploration and reflection. (Ministry of Education, 1996, p. 9)
The focus is on fostering life-long dispositions for learning, rather than particular skills
(Caw, 2001; Lalnbert & Clyde, 2000), and this changed focus is affecting planning and
assessinent for children's learning

Development and assessment
Socio-cultural collstructivist understandings of children and of child development are
altering assessment practices (Hill, 2001; Te One, 2003). There are moves away from
quantifying achievement in terms of scores or ratings to a more dynamic and flexible
process based not on what children cannot do but rather
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"what they can do,

independently, with assistance, and in different kinds of social coiltexts" (Edwards et al.,
1998, p. 252). This is so for all children, including those with special needs (MacArthur,
Purdue & Ballard, 1700.3).

Nursing and special education texts also increasingly consider individual differences and
the impact of fimily, culture and experience. However it is still quite common in both the
special education and nursing literature to see lists of prescribed abilities at particular ages
(Linder, 1993; Wong, 1999). Such expectations assume previous experiences and
developmental goals that rnay be based on a particular socio-cultural vieyoint, for
example, the expectation that a child of 18 months is able to "manage a spoon without
rotation" (Wong, 1999, p. 674).
It is my experience that most hospital play specialists in New Zealand, influenced by
socio-constructivist understandings, resist requests to undertake formal developmental
assesslnents of children in hospital. They are cautious about undertaking assessments of
children who are unwell and in an ullfamiliar setting, fearing that such assessment may
portray children in a deficit model, creating a "label" that might be unduly influential on
their future. My anecdotal views are supported by a recent qualitative study of the
documentation carried out by six New Zealand hospital play specialists (Blanch, 2004).
However, this is not, of course, to suggest that they do not accept the importance of
assessment of children's changed abilities following injury or illness, as a basis for
planning treatment or rehabilitation.
For the hospital play specialist, differing understandings between education and health
professionals about the nature of children and child development, and the purpose or
methods of assessment, rnay be difficult to reconcile. These different understandings may
carry through, too, to professionals' attitudes to play.

Beliefs about play
As was shown in chapter one, there is general agreement in the early childhood literature
about the universality and fundamental importance of play. Interestingly, the Concise
Oxford Dictionary definitions of play, while numerous, do not include the definitions that
might come from understandings of play as formulated by the early childhood theorists.
Rather, play is defined as primarily recreational, frivolous and amusing, as well as in the
sense of "playing up" or nauglitiness (Allen, 1990, p. 913). These dictionary definitions
arguably reflect a general public understanding of play as not serious and, tllerefore

perhaps, as not worthy of serious attention nor requiring involvement by adults with
paiticular knowledge or skills. Relegation of play to an activity of childhood rather than a
societal activity shared by all age groups is also believed by some writers to contribute to
a view of play as "immature and childish" (Dockett & Fleer, 2002, p. 107). To view play
as an activity confined to childhood, that is primarily diversionary, pleasurable and free of
constraints, is to ignore the power adults have in providing early childhood environments
and determining when, where and how children play. Adults' beliefs about their role in
providing for children's play and early learning, relate closely to their understandings of
play and their beliefs about its value to children. These understandings are culturally
constructed, yet the connections between adults' values and practice may be hidden
(Docltett & Fleer, 2002; Lambert & Clyde, 2000).
Views ofthe adult role in early childhood education and play as quasi-parental are linked
in the literature to a perception that early childhood teaching is undervalued in comparison
to other areas of education (Dahlberg et al., 1999; Dalli, 2002b; Krigg, 2000; Moss &
Petrie, 2002; Rubin, 1992). Even amongst early childhood teachers themselves, it seems
there may not be a clearly articulated understanding of the difference between being a
teacher and being a "carer" or substitute parent. A small qualitative study involving New
Zealand early childhood teachers (Dalli, 2002a) suggests that, "the perceived affinity of
early childhood work with mothering, and therefore also with women's work, may be a
primary reason why early childl~oodwork has retained the status of a poor relation within
the educational professions" (pp. 73-74)"" Dalli suggests that "society is not yet
accusto~nedto the idea that early childhood teaching is a specialist area of educational
work"

(p. 83). In the international context, too, the "parenting" model is seen as

sustaining an assumption that almost anyone can work with children with minimal
preparation (Moss & Petrie, 1997; Rubin, 1992).
Somewhat ambivalent views about play show through in the development of the child life
profession in North America. In 1980, the child life profession adopted the name 'child
life' in recognition that the role encompassed more than play. A paper by Rubin (1992)
explores the gender and political issues behind the decision to leave the word "play" out of
the title. She relates this decision to child life specialists' concerns at that time about the
potential stigma associated with the legacy of volunteerism, the "play lady" name, and the

generally low status, lack of skills and low pay of early childhood workers.

Rubin

comments on the debate that ensued as follows:
... how a profession refers to itself and is referred to by others has many
ramifications. Now a field constructs a nanative about its own history, by
using language to convey its theoretical underpinnings or its standards or
practice, is a highly selective activity. Whose voices will be heard? What
kinds of controversy will be welcomed? Naming provides a powerful lens
through which a profession can project a self-image and establish
credibility. Naming inevitably shapes social discourse about the nature of
the ideas, emotions, actions, and relationships that are considered relevant
to a profession. (p. 5)

Rubin raises what she sees as the contradiction implied by a profession that deeply
believes play to be at the heart of their work, and yet omits play from their title and
sometimes from job descriptions. By avoiding the word "play", Rubin (1992) suggests
that "child life specialists may feel as though it is imperative that they disguise a central
facet of their work, paradoxically perpetuating the very invisibility that lceeps child life
unknown and undel.valuedX(p. 10). In New Zealand, I remember a similar debate, with
similar concerns expressed about connotations associated with the term "play". However,
by 199.3 there was general agreement to adopt the British title of hospital play specialist
(Hospital Play Specialists Assn of A o t e a r o a e w Zealand, 2004).
Diverse views on play and its i~nportancehave been identified within New Zealand
hospitals in Mc1<inlay3s presentation (McKinlay, 198.3) to the .3rd Early Childhood
Convention, although this study is more than twenty years old so may or may not reflect
the current situation. McIGnlay described three "models" of play held by hospital staff
(including hospital play staff) at that time: diversionary, educational and therapeutic. The
first equated with the "substitute mother" model: staff of such programmes were not
viewed as having (or needing) any professional qualifications or slcills. The second
equated to more of an early childhood education concept, where staff should have a
relevant qualification but were not seen as having a contribution to make to healthcare
outcomes for children, so were not viewed as intrinsically part of pediatric teams.
McKinlay gave strong support to the third, therapeutic model, where play was seen as
mediating between the child and all aspects of the llealthcare experience,. Professional
training and an interdisciplinary approach was believed by McKinlay to be essential.

In the early 80s, the therapeutic model of hospital play was in place in only two or three
New Zealand hospitals, and staffing levels made effective programme provision
impossible (McKinlay, 1983). Concerns about being seen by other staff as "just a play
lady" were common in my 1998 study (Kayes, 1998) and participants rated their
professional knowledge and skills as the aspect of their programmes least valued by nurses
and medical staff.
More fundamentally, the notion that play is universal, as conceptualised by western
writers, is being challenged in contemporary early childhood writing There are
suggestions that insuf6cient account has been taken of cross-cultural variations in when
and how children play (Dahlberg et al., 1999; Dockett & Fleer, 2002; Rogoff, 200.3).
Cl-rallenges are also being made to the role of adults in providing for play, and their power
to influence the direction of children's play or to take it over completely. Canella (1997)
is pa~Ticularlycritical of what she sees as the construction of play as a Euro-American,
middle-class concept, in which adults decide what is best for children:
Play has been considered a central tenet of child-centered pedagogy
because it has been constructed as what is "natural" for children. The
"naturalness" of play results in the perfect construct for use in education at
home and school, intervention, evaluation, and therapy. We allow children
to play; we encourage them; at times, we even teach them to play We
judge whether the type of play is normal f o ~a particular age group,
productive or cognitive or social growth, advanced, beneficial or even
therapeutic (Canella, 1997, p. 124)
These views clea~lypose challenges for hospital play specialists, whose professional
identity is closely tied to a view of play, and of adult engagement in play, as
fiindamentally important to all children. At the very least, they provide a basis for critical
reflection and debate on practice, particularly in relation to hospital play specialists' work
with children fiom cultural groups where adult engagement with children in play may be
unfamiliar and even, possibly, unwelcome.

Finding a balance
In providing programmes that incorporate play for diverse purposes, New Zealand
hospital play specialists must balance the therapeutic aspects of their work, with
cuniculu~n requirements, and with providing more direct support for healthcare
experiences The literature suggests that finding such a balance can create tensions
between competing priorities.

Therapeutic play and early childhood education
New Zealand hospital play specialists working in services that incorporate licensed and
chartered early childhood centres are responsible for providing a therapeutic and
comprehensive play programme for all age groups. At the same time, they are required to
implement early childhood cui~iculu~n
goals for children from birth to school entry age.
The incorporation of curriculu~n goals is unique to New Zealand hospital play
programmes, so far as I can ascertain. It therefore constitutes an important area of
difference between programmes here and the overseas child life programmes on which
New Zealand programmes have been largely modelled.
The North American Child Life Council documents and teaching resources have been
used extensively to guide the New Zealand Hospital Play Specialists Association (Hospital
Play Specialists Assn of AotearoaNew Zealand, 1999). The 2002 Child Life Council
documents are strongly focused on therapeutic and coping goals. AII understanding of
developmental theories and assessment techniques is required, and the various documents
acknowledge the role of play in children's learning. However, in contrast to expectations
of New Zealand hospital play specialists who also have early childhood teaching
responsibilities, the Child Life Council competencies do not specifically refer to the ability
to enhance children's development and learning, except in relation to healthcare-related
situations (Child Life Council, 2002).
It seems possible that there might be some contradictions for New Zealand hospital play
specialists in incorporating curriculu~n goals for children into therapeutic play
programmes (ICayes, 1999a). However, the holistic nature of the New Zealand early

childhood curriculum Te Whaaribi (Ministry of Education, 1996), and its socio-cultural
framework, arguably means that there are fewer inherent tensions than there might be with
a Inole traditional skills and knowledge focused curriculum. There is considerable
flexibility within the document for each service to "develop its own programmes to meet
the needs of its children, their families, the specific setting, and the local community"
(Ministry of Education, 1996, p. 27)

Play, preparation and procedural support
Another area where a balance must be found is in determining the relative time spent
involved in play as opposed to psychological preparation and procedural support (Hicks,
2003). There is currently some debate on this in child life. One of the Child Life Council
(Child Life Council, 2002) values statements reads:
Play is an essential, natural part of childhood, important in its own right.
Play facilitates healing, coping, mastery, self-expression, creativity,
achievement and learning, and is vital to a child's optimal growth and
development. Play is an integral aspect of child life practice with infants,
children and youth of all ages. (p. 3)
Despite this, a number of presentations and informal discussion at the Child Life Council
Conference that 1 attended in 2003, raised concerns that play was being overloolced,
relegated to students and volunteers rather than being a key component of child life
specialists' work. Concerns were expressed, too, about whether or not child life students
were receiving sufficient undergraduate academic preparation in play. One presentation
suggested that:
With the emphasis of the child life profession focusing more and more on
psychological preparations, procedural support, diagnostic teaching, and
bedside interactions, one of the main clinical responsibilities of the certified
child life specialist - play - is often overloolted. Child life professionals are
constantly being pulled in what seems like 100 different directions ..... All
too often, when pressed for time, the playroom falls to the bottom of the "to
do" list. (Brasher & Haluska, 2003)
If child life specialists' time is increasingly spent on preparation and procedural support,
this may be in response to demands by hospital managers and funders for cost
effectiveness and cost savings (Bivins & O'Brien, 2002; Brown, 2000). Icleinberg
(Icleinberg, 1987) warned in 1987 of the potential implications for child life services of

what she described as a change froin "service oriented" to "cost-oriented" healthcare.
These activities are quantifiable and their benefits can be costed out in dollar terms. For
example, the cost benefits of a young child managing radiotherapy without the need for an
anaesthetic are obvious, in saved time, saved theatre costs, saved staffing, and less risk to
the child. Also, the child life specialist's role is very visible to other staff. However, the
benefits of "just playing" with a child are less iininediately obvious to non-play staff; and
the interactions tnay take place out of sight of the healthcare team.

I have not found indications that obtaining this balance is such an issue for the profession
in the IJnited I<ingdorn, which seems to have a stronger foundation of play as the primary
focus for their work. However, apart froin the National Association of Hospital Play Staff
Journal, there is very little published material available from hospital play specialists in
the United I<ingdoin. Differences in healthcare systems, and public funding versus private
insurance funding, tnay also drive differences between the lJnited Kingdoin and North
America. New Zealand play pmgrammes are unique in that they receive funding from
both Health and Education. It seems that the professional wellbeing of novice hospital
play specialists in New Zealand may be linked to their need to find a balance between
different aspects of the role, and between the differing accountability requirements of
Health and Education.

Professional wellbeing
New hospital play specialists find themselves in the unfainiliar world of a hospital, one
that is both a changed physical environment as well as a different world in
phenomenological tenns. Leonard

(1994) describes "world", in this sense, as "he

meaningful set of relationships, practices, and language that we have by virtue of being
born into a culture" (p. 46). Novice play specialists have not been born, professionally, in
the world of a hospital. Rather, their professional roots are in the very different world of
early childhood teaching. Their transition to working in hospitals is therefore one that
involves many changes. In contrast to the wealth of professional literature on
hospitalisation of children, there is very little published research on professional or
workplace issues affecting the wellbeing of hospital play specialists, and almost none in
New Zealand. Much of the literature that does exist emanates from the 1980s, so is now
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rather old Nevertheless, it rnay be relevant to the present stage of develop~nentof New
Zealand hospital play programmes, in view of their more recent emergence. The next
section explores the available literature, which groups into four b~oadareas: worlcplace
and resources; inter-professional relationships; elnotional labour, stress and burnout;
professional support and development.

Workplace and resources
Thornpson (Thompson & Stanford, 1981), suggests a hospital is a "labyrinthine
institution, as intricate in its organizational structure as in its architectural design" (p.
163). Accordingly, he suggest that the experience of child life specialists, and their ability
to effect cl~ange,may be affected by organisational factors such as the type and size of
hospital, and by how well resoureed the service is. Thompson proposes that staff of a
designated paediatric hospital can be assumed to have some paediatric training and
experience, whereas there rnay be less awareness of the developmental needs of children
by staff of small paediatric units within general hospitals, Hence, child life specialists in a
s~nallunit ]nay find it more difficult to influence practices or to have input to the
environment, especially where children are cared for in mixed adult-child units. With
reference to the implementation of new child life services, Thompson suggests that some
resistance by other disciplines is probably to be expected as a common response to the
introduction of anything unfamiliar, and may not therefore signify any objection to child
life specifically.
Workplace differences, such as those identified by Thompson ( 1 981), and workload, arc
also identified as variables in a literature review of workplace stress in nursing (McVicar,
2003). With regard to workload, international standards recoln~nend a Ilospital play
specialist to paediatric inpatient bed ratio of between 1 :10 (Hogg, 1990), and 1 :15 to 1 :20
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 20001, with

lower ratios under particular.

circumstances, for example where there are large numbers of infants and toddlers, or
where children are confined to bed. Additional staffing is reco~nmendedto cover areas
such as outpatient clinics and emergency depa~-tments. Presumably there may be
considerable variations on these recommended levels in practice. In New Zealand, ratios
of hospital play specialists to inpatient beds vary enormously, from about 1:5 to 1 5 6

[Icayes, 1999; Paediatric Society of NZ unpublished survey, 20041. Only one or two
hospitals currently have routine weekend and evening cover. There are suggestions, too,
that solne New Zealand services are under-resourced and largely reliant on grants and
donations from com~nunityorganisations in order to obtain play resources, so fund-raising
may add to workloads (Icayes, 1999a; McDonald, 2000)J. Surprisingly, however,
Holloway and Wallinga (1990) found a negative correlation between workload and
burnout in child life specialists, suggesting that child life specialists inay simply "accept
that they are unable to care for all children in the hospital" (p. 17).
111addition to workload, Hall and Cleary (1988) identify other workplace issues in a paper
suinmarising the development of play prograinmes in British and European hospitals.
They coininent on problems associated with deficiencies in role clarification,
communication, support, organisational structure, finance, continuity and proof of
effectiveness. Hall and Cleary draw attention to "boundary problems as to what is in the
scope, competence, and area of action of the play worker, and what belongs to others" (p.
228). They consider that suppoi.t of ward staff, not only administrators, is essential if play

programmes are to be any more than a "tolerated activity". They also mention the
potential for problems where tying salaries for play leaders to external organisational
scales, as in education, inay cause "invidious comparisons" between teaching and nursing
salaries. 111view of continual changes in medical and nursing personnel, they suggest that
"re-education of staff into the ethos of play must be an ongoing activity and not a once and
for all occasion" (Hall & Cleary, 1988, p. 229).

Inter-professional relationships
I have located only two research studies, both North American, which specifically
examine the relationships between child life specialists and their colleagues These shed
further light on issues of role clarity that have been previously discussed. A rather old
survey of 945 nurses, social workers, doctors and child life professionals (Gaynard, 1985,
cited in Cole, Diener, Wright, & Gaynard, 2001), found a number of important differences
in perceptions of the child lire role For instance, child life specialists perceived
contributing to the healthcare teain as a primary role, but this was barely mentioned by
nurses and physicians. Nursing and medical staff ~nentionedamusing and entertaining

children as a primary role of child life, but child life specialists did not see the~nselvesin
this role.
A more recent, partial replication of the Gaynard study (W. Cole et al., 2001), ilivoived

228 health care professionals from a 232-bed children's hospital with a well-established
child life programme. Participants were drawn from child life, administration, social work,
nursing and medicine. This study found that child life specialists were ranked highly by
their colleagues in terms of their importance to the psycliosocial wellbeing of patients, but
low in tenns of influence and power. It also found a number of discrepancies between
child life specialists and llealtlicare team members in understanding of their role, for
example, the extent of child life provision of amusement and entertainment,
responsibilities for maintaining development and support for patients and families.
However, there was agreement that psychological preparation for procedures was a part of
child life responsibilities. The authors suggest that health care professionals' lack of
Icliowledge about play may mean that they fail to recognise that activities are part of a
planned programme to enhance development and mastery, assuming a merely
entertainment fuliction. Like Hall and Cleary (1988), they recoln~nendthat child life
specialists ulldertake more education of other healtll professionals regarding the various
aspects of their role.
The participants in my 1998 New Zealand study (Kayes, 1998) also felt that tlieir role was
often poorly understood by their colleagues. However, as only hospital play specialists
were surveyed, and not other healthcare professionals, no data is available to verify or
disprove their perceptions.
A small observational study by Gaynard, I-lausslein and DeMarsh (1989) of five child life

specialists in four different hospitals points to possible reasons for the findings of
discrepancies between child life professionals' views of their role, and that of their
healthcare colleagues. Participants were primarily engaged in direct patient interactions.
They spent very little time in contact with other health professionals, primarily nurses, or
in documentation of' patient care. Interestingly, of the seventeen percent of administrative
time spent
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documentation, only one percent was spent in charting in patient notes. The

authors comment:
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It appears from the current study that the actual amount of documentation
of child life work that takes place in hospitals, on an interdisciplinary level,
is almost nonexistent (1%). This lack of comn~unicationwith other health
team members may significantly affect the view of child life specialists
held by fellow health care professionals and the care and assessment of
child patients. (p 80)
Gaynard's study is more than a decade old and the situation may well have changed. Prior
to commencing work, new hospital play specialists in New Zealand may not have had
opportunities to participate in well-knctioning multidisciplinary teams, even if they have
worked in early childhood centres inclusive of children with disabilities (MacArthur et al.,
200.3). Most of the hospital play specialists I surveyed in 1998 attended interdisciplinary
ward meetings but twenty percent reported that they seldom or never attended, and more
than half never attended specialist team meetings or case conferences. Only a third
documented frequently in patient notes and a further third said that they never documented
their inteiventions (I<ayes, 1998). My study was conducted by questionnaire, not through
observation of' actual practice, and its accuracy therefore relies on participants' estimates
of what they do. Again, this study is now five years old and there is some evidence
pointing to changed practices, at least to some extent. For instance, all the participants in
Blanch's 2004 study of assessment practices by six hospital play specialists in New
Zealand r.eported that they did regularly document in clinical notes. However, most of
their documentation was retained for their own records, and not seen by others (Blanch,
2004).
New Zealand hospital play spe'cialists are also required to document children's learning
and to carry out other administrative tasks for the Ministry of Education. It seems likely
that these tasks could erode the time available for documentation in patient notes. Failure
to participate regularly or fully in activities that are key to interdisciplinary
communication, may contribute to invisibility within the ward teams and therefore have an
impact on professional wellbeing.

Emotional labour, stress and burnout
In contrast to the limited literature addressing the experiences of hospital play specialists,
there is a large body of literature on professional wellbeing, stress and burnout in health

professionals and the effects of working over long periods with sick children and their
families. Issues of "compassion fatigue" and "secondary traumatic stress" have been
widely identified in nursing and medical staff and to some extent in other health
professionals (Badger, 2001; Catlin, 2004; McVicar, 200.3; Omdahl & O'Donnell, 1999;
Rornesberg, 2004) The "emotional labour" involved in coping with experiences of grief,
fear and anxiety have also been identified by a number of writers as a threat to the
professional wellbeing of child life specialists (Bolig, 1982; Holloway & Wallinga, 1990;
Leff, Chan, & Walizer, 1991; Munn, Barber, & Fritz, 1996). However, the ability of
professionals to show empathetic concern and communicative responsiveness has been
shown to be negatively associated with burnout (Omdahl & O'Donnell, 1999).
Burnout in child life specialists has been explored by Holloway and Wallinga (1990).,
They undertoolc a study of 104 child life specialists to detennine if there is a relationship
between burnout in full-time child life specialists and role stress. Role stress has two
components: role ambiguity, where the role occupant lacks suf6cient information to
adequately perform the role; and role conflict, where role demands are inconsistent with
the professional's abilities, goals, values andlor beliefs. Generally, bunlout was low, but
this might be explained because there was a mean of only three years employment in the
profession. Role ambiguity was a stronger predictor of burnout than role conflict, and
organisational variables were more significant than were individual variables. Perceived
adequacy of salary in relation to stress experience was a significant predictor of burnout
and perceived ability to fulfil the demands of the ,job was a predictor for emotional
exhaustion.

Lack of clarity concerning work role expectation was a primary factor

negatively affecting professional wellbeing. The authors comment that "there may be a
lack of uniform role expectations throughout the child life programs nationally" (p. 16)
and that this might contribute to child life specialists' struggle for a cohesive personal and
professional identity.
Subsequent research by Munn, Barber and Fritz (1996) surveyed 156 child life specialists
to test a conceptual model depicting predictors of three measures of professional
wellbeing in child life specialists: burnout, job dissatisfaction and intentions to leave a job.
Consistent with Nolloway and Wallinga (l990), role stress, especially role ambiguity, was
the best predictor of burnout and job dissatisfaction. However, role ambiguity was much
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greater in the Munn study. Munn suggests this might be accounted for by changes
resulting from healthcare restructur.ing, and consequent uncertainty about the child life
role. Supervisor suppol-t was found to be pa~.ticularlyimportant for those who had been in
the field for less than five years, and lack of supervisor support was the best predictor for
,job dissatisfaction and intentions to leave a job. The writers called for more attention to
workplace stress levels, more detailed,job descriptions, and the use of clinical pathways to
more clearly define the responsibilities of each team member in specific situations.
In the New Zealand context, Webster

(2004) describes issues in working with sick

children and their families that she believes to be specific to the hospital play specialist
role. Her unpublished presentation to the 2004 Hospital Play Specialists' Association
conference, draws on her experience in working closely with a team of New Zealand
hospital play specialists and providing them with regular team supervision. She suggests
that there are aspects of the play specialists' role that distinguish them from other
healthcare professionals, tlospital play specialists focus on the emotional world of
children, rather thaii on particular tasks. They are involved in helping children manage
painful or invasive procedures yet have little control over how these procedures are
arranged or performed. As well, they may be asked to "fix" child distress or nonco~npliancethat are the outcome of far wider syste~nicissues. Webster also draws
attention to the likelihood that play specialists' previous experience will not have prepared
them to understand the hospital world, yet families will expect hospital play specialists to
"translate" this world for them. Power relationships, hierarchies, devaluation of their
input, and unrealistic expectations of the hospital play specialist are identified in the paper
as factors malting it challenging for play specialists to integrate into multidisciplinary
teams. Webster suggests a number of strategies to assist wellbeing: team and management
acknowledgement of the intrinsic difficulties of the work; clarification of roles and

boundaries within multidisciplinary teams; a team culture that enables expression of
emotions; team training; cognitive strategies for dealing with irrational thinking; back up
for work related risks; attention to self care; awareness of times of increased personal
vulnerability; and processes and rituals for making the transition from work to home.
Webster also linlts the professional wellbeing of hospital play specialists to changing
trends in llealthcare for children (Webster, 2004). Changes in New Zealand mirror those
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overseas. For example, improvements in diagnosis and treatment, and earlier discharge,
may mean that children are co~nmoniymore acutely ill when they are hospitalised than
was previously the case (I<leinberg, 1987; Mitchell, 2001; National Health Committee,
1998; Percival, 1999). This may have an impact on the emotional content of the work of
hospital play specialists (Leff et al., 1991). Reductions in average length of stay may
reduce the time available for hospital play specialists to build relationships with children
and families or to provide preparation in advance of procedures. It is my experience that
data on average length of stay may mask the reality that repeated admissions andlor
extended admissions of several months' duration are not uncommon for young children
with complex healthcare or other special needs. There may be very different lengths of
stay between, say, a inedical specialities unit, such as oncology, and a general medical
ward, making it difficult to generalise. There are suggestions in the literature, and also
anecdotally, that changes in admission patterns are leading to provision of hospital play
specialist care in other settings, such as community outpatient clinics and in the home
(Icleinberg, 1987).

Professional support and development
During the early 1980s, Bolig (1982) proposed a model for supporting the professional
growth of child life specialists. This paper, while over 20 years old, may nevertheless have
relevance to the professional growth of New Zealand hospital play specialists. She
suggested that:
For child life workers, the aspects of the role that are potentially most
challenging and fulfilling - working in a ~nultidisciplinarysetting, working
with children of all ages and their families, working for the "whole" child may also be the most frustrating. (p. 94)
To Bolig, lack of recognition of the needs of child life specialists, by themselves and by
administrators, and lack of appropriate training and support might be significant
cont~ibutorsto turnover.

She proposed a foul-phase framework for supporting the

development of child life specialists, based on models proposed by Eribson and Katz, and
suggested that each phase might last around a year for a practitioner with no previous
experience in hospitals The first phase, trust, is a time when existing knowledge must be
adapted and new learning acqui~ed.Bolig saw this as a critical period for development of

professional identity, one in which child life specialists must define their own role, with
the support of other child life specialists. Otherwise, "child life workers may become
socialized by those in other disciplines with whom they have day-to-day contact and
whose approval they need most often to carry out their tasks and responsibilities" (p. 95).
Provision of specific, concrete information as well as non-critical mentoring and feedback
are suggested as part of essential support. The second phase, autonomy, is characterised
by a sense of competence ("I'm okay"), a focus on quality improvement, a search for
recognition as professionals and inclusion in the multidisciplinary team, and a desire to
share knowledge wit11 other professionals. The third, initiative, is a time when basic skills
have been mastered and child life workers may look for new challenges outside of their
role within the hospital or new ways to contribute. Lastly, phase four sees the emergence
of greater reflection and debate; where individuals may become engaged in research and
activities such as supervision and training of others.
Bolig's paper sets individual professional growth within a wider framework of the
maturity of the programme in which child life specialists are working. She considers that
programmes pass through similar stages to that of individuals, influenced by the length of
time the programme has been in place, the qualifications, experience and length of
employment of the staff, background of the administrators, and funding levels because
funding provides evidence of institutional support. Programmes with few staff or a high
turnover of staff may find it difficult to consolidate and to articulate their function and
philosophy. Bolig characterises a mature programme as one that is fully integrated into
the functions of the hospital, a separate department equal to others, with articulated and
distinct goals. An established programme is able to address time and energy on research,
advocacy, and support for other programmes.
One important source of support identified in the literature on nursing and other
professional groups is the availability of mentoring or pveceptoring programmes (Cooper,
1990; Mattsson & Mattsson, 1994) Bain (1996) talks of the "reality shock" for newly
qualified nurses, and the need for around four months' guidance by a preceptor to help
new nurses achieve confidence. The education literature also supports the importance of
ongoing supervision, professional support and critical self-reflection (Butler, 1996;
Fenichel, 1992; Guskey, 2002; 1. Hill, Hawk, & Taylor, 2002). New Zealand teachers

must undertake a two year supervised advice and support programme in order to become
registered. However, in my experience, whilst hospital play specialists do have access to
professional development support, only some are provided with preceptoring andlor
professional supervision by their employing liospitals.

What is missing from the literature?
In my exploration of research relevant to the themes and sub-themes that emerge from this
study, I have found a vast literature relating to play, to the importance of comprehensive
play and preparation programmes for children in hospital, to professionalism, to interprofessional relationships in healthcare, to workplace stress, and to emotional contagion
and burnout in healthcare professionals. There is also a growing body of writing,
influenced by socio-cultural and critical perspectives, that is challenging all those involved
with children to examine their professional practice in the light of the underlying
assumptions they reflect about children and chiidhood.
In contrast, there is a fairly small body of research relating specifically to hospital play
specialists,. What does exist relates largely to the North American context, and much is
twenty or more years old. 1 hive found some studies relating specifically to professional
aspects of the hospital play specialist role, but none that explore the experience of novice
practitioners. I have looked in vain for published research in this area that has been
undertaken elsewhere than the United States. I have also looked in vain within the
published literature for the voices of hospital play specialists then~selves.

Summary
In this chapter I have explored the research literature relating to the context in which
participants in this study live their professional day-to-day lives. This context is a
changing one. It is shaped by what has gone before, as revealed in the previous chapter.
As well, it continues to be influenced by ongoing shifts in theoretical approaches, in health
care practices, and in understandings about play, about children, and about ways of being
a professional in relationship with children and with others.

The available literature shows some tensions for hospital play specialists in how they
balance their tiine and their priorities between supporting free-flow play, the educational
aspects of their role, and the Inore medically focused aspects of preparation and
procedural support. Lack of clarification about the parameters of the role, together with
the differing understandings of play that may be held by hospital play specialists and their
healthcare colleagues, can contribute to stress. There are suggestions that hospital play
specialists do not routinely participate in communication systems established in hospitals

If so, this too may contribute to misunderstandings about the contribution they make to
healthcare teams
As well as these co~nmonaiities,it seems some significant differences may be emerging
between New Zealand hospital play specialists and their counterparts elsewhere. Dual
accountability to both Health and Education, sets thein apart from Australian programmes,
their closest geographically, as well as from those in North American and the United
I<ingdoin Differing priorities given to play, early childhood education, and psychological
preparation, between New Zealand progralnmes and those elsewhere may be uniquely
shaping the profession in New Zealand Alternatively, it ]nay be that New Zealand
progranilnes are following a similar pathway of developlnent to those in North America,
but are simply not yet as established.
Having explored the professional context of this study, the following chapter looks at the
underpinning philosophical approach, the study design and the methodology.

The Craft of Thinking
Everything here is the path of a responding that examines as it listens. Any
path always rislcs going aslray, leading astray. To follow such paths takes
practice in going. Practice needs craft. Stay on the path, in genuine need,
and learn the craft ofthinking, unswerving, yet erring.
Heidegger, 1971, p. 186

Introduction
This chapter traces the research pathway that "examines as it listens", the path I have
followed in exploring the experience of novice hospital play specialists. The chapter
positions me, as researcher, in relation to the study. It shows my own "practice in going"
along the path to learning the craft of thinking. I describe the pl~ilosophicalapproach I
have taken and some ofthe important notions that link to this approach. My own context
of shared professional background and ongoing involvement with at least some o f t h e
participants, was touched on in chapter one. This chapter will focus in more depth on the
presuppositions that 1 brought to interviewing the participants. This chapter also describes
the research process itself: how the pa1.ticipant.s were accessed, how their stories were
gathered and analysed, and the ethical issues involved. Finally, 1 explore the
trustworthiness of this study.

Philosophical approach
This study is situated within the human sciences, that is, its focus is on the understanding
of human experience. 1 have been guided in my approach to this research by her~neneutic
phenomenology, informed by the work of philosophers and scholars such as Heidegger
(1996), Gadarner (1989) and van Manen (1990). Phenomenology is critical of forms of
objectivisln that pay attention only to what is apparent and not to how this is experienced
by the subject, and instead "seelcs to restore the richness of the world as experienced"
(Moran & Mooney, 2002, p. 2). When I ask, "What is the meaning of the experience of
novice hospital play specialists in their early months of employment?" it is this richness of

experience that I trying to illustrate. I am seelting to go behind their descriptions of
experience in order to better understand what it is like to "be" in the world of a hospital,
wllat it is to "be" in a new profession.
Van Manen (1990) suggests that phenomenological research has no method, and that the
important starting point for a study of this kind is the questions asked and the way that
those questions are understood, rather than with the methodology itself. This study has its
beginnings in my own practice as a hospital play specialist, and emerges from the
questions I have asked about what this experience is lilce for others. My curiosity led me to
seek a ~nethodologicalapproach that offered the possibility of plausible insights into the
lived experience of others and, llence, to hermeneutic phenomenology. As van Manen
(1990), puts it:
[... the autho~recognizes] that one's o w l experiences are the possible
experiences of others and also that the experiences of others are the
possible expe~iencesof oneself Phenomenology always addresses any
phenomenon as a possible hzrnlaii experieiice It is in this sense that
phenomenological descriptions have a universal (intersubjective) character
(PP 57-58)

A phenomenological approach seeks to reveal the nature of the phenomenon, "to
transform lived experience into a textual expression of its essence" (van Manen, 1990, p.
.36),.A phenomenon, according to Heidegger, is what announces itself to us through the
appearance of something that is observable or somehow knowable. It signifies "that which
shows itself, the manifest (Heidegger, 1962, in Moran & Mooney, 2002, p. 279).
Heidegger cautions, however, that a phenomenon may make itself known by something
that does not show, an example being the symptoms of an illness, where the symptoms are
manifest but the illness is underlying. A study of human experience therefore seeks to
uncover what may be hidden in some way, either because it is undiscovered or because it
is so familiar and so much a part of our everyday lived experience, our being-in-the-world,
that we do not notice it.
From a pheno~nenologicalviewpoint, each of us is essentially situated in a world that is
"both constituted by and constitutive of the self' (Leonard, 1994, p. 47). We are "thrown"
in Heideggerian terms, into a particular historical, cultural and familial world that is
interconnected across time with our past, present and fixture experiences (Grenz, 1966).

Neidegger tells us that our being-in-the world is so much a part of us that we may not see
the ways in which our taken-for-granted language, skills, attitudes, values and practices
influence the meaning we malce of experiences we have. In turn, the meaning we make of
events shapes our lived reality. Another aspect of our being-inthe-world, is that particular
things and activities have significance for us and matter to us. However, what we care for
and what concerns us will be different depending upon our culture, language and
individual experience. We interpret events in ways that make sense to us within our
linguistic and cultural conditions, yet the meaning of experiences may be hidden to us. So,
to understand a person, or the meaning to them of an experience, we endeavour to see that
person in the context of their particular context and understandings (Leonard, 1994).
Gada~ner(1989) builds on Heidegger's notions of "being-in-the-world", drawing our
attention to the essentially interpretive, hermeneutic, nature of human experience. A
hermeneutic phenomenological approach is both systematic and interpretive (Grenz,
1966). It challenges the idea that the researcher's own experiences should be "bracketed"
or suspended in order to study the essential nature of a phenomenon, as suggested by
Husserl (2002). Instead, it recognises that all understanding inevitably involves some
prejudice, or pre-understanding, asserting that what should be aimed for is freedom from
undisclosed prejudice (Polit, Beck, & Hungler, 2001). Gada~nertells us that "the
in~poltantthing is to be aware of one's own bias, so that the text can present itself in all its
otherness and thus assert its own truth against one's own fore-meanings" (Gadamer, 1989,
in Moran & Mooney, 2002, p. 316). Accordingly, it is recognised that the "facts"
recounted in the stories of the participants in my study will to some degree be a reflection
upon their experience as it was lived at the time, filtered through their historical being.
Their stories will inevitably, therefore, entail a process of interpretation (van Manen,
1990). In turn, as researcher, I cannot be "neutral" as I bring to the research my own preassumptions of possible meaning. I have a responsibility, therefore, to maintain a
watchfulness throughout the research process, monitoring how my own understandings
and experiences may influence my interpretations of the lived experiences of others.

Lived experience
The tenn "lived experience" is at the core of the philosophy of phenomenology. It refers
to the experiences that individuals have within their own lifeworld, the world of their
immediate experiences and what seems real to them. Van Manen (1990) suggests that
"p11enomenological human science begins in lived experience and eventually turns back to
it" (p. 35). All reflection on experience involves some interpretation and the giving of
meaning, although this is not a conscious act. In turn, the meaning given to past events
shapes a person's reality and their interpretation of future events. Research using a
herrneneutic phenomenological approach seeks to uncover the deeper levels of
understanding that may lie hidden beneath people's day-to-day lives, or to understand
their experience in a different way (Gadamer, 1989; Smytl~e,1996).

Lifeworld existentials
Van Manen identifies four "existentials" that he sees as pervading the lifeworlds of all
people, regardless of "historical, cultural or social situatedness" (van Manen, 1990, p.
101). They are intricately connected and cannot be separated, yet they may be
differentiated. "Lived space" (spatiality) is the effect on us of the spaces we inhabit, such
as our work environment, as distinguished from "mathematical space", which is space that
may be measured. "Lived body" (corporeality) refers to the ways in wliicli we reveal
ourselves to each other through our bodily responses. Examples of this can be seen in
participants' stories of working under the gaze of others. "Lived other" (relationality) is
the way in which we experience our inter-personal relationships, relationsl~ipsthat have
the power to have both a positive and negative impact. "Lived time" (temporality) refers
to our experience of time, as compared with time measured on a clock or a calendar,
including our temporal landscape of past, present and future. Temporality shows in the
way that time seems to the participants to both speed up and slow down in the hospital
setting. It shows, too, in participants' changing understandings of their role.

The liermeneutic circle
A theme central to phenomenology is the idea of what Diltlley terms "the hermeneutic
circle" (Grenz, 1966, p. 101). This idea relates to the complex weaving of the relationship

between the parts of a whole and the whole itself. In understanding the whole we must
look to an understanding of the parts, and yet the parts can only be fully understood when
seen together as a whole. In referring to our understanding of experiences, Gada~nersays
that "every experience is taken out of the continuity of life and at the same time related to
the whole of one's life" (cited in Smythe, 1996, p.. 11). While the henneneutic circle is
ever-changing and stands in the way of certainty, deeper understanding may be reached by
progressively moving backwards and forwards betwee11 different layers of meaning, each
contributing to the next level of discovery. It is a kind of circling between presumptions
and new and surprising understandings (Moran & Mooney, 2002). In this study the
herrneneutic circle shows in the connectedness between historical and philosophical
underpinnings of hospital play programmes, and the present-day context of hospital play
specialists. It shows, too, in the links between individual stories and broader thernes and
sub-themes, and in the ways in which my discovery of the broader themes in turn
illuminate individual stories. My own understanding, my "path of responding", is
intertwined in co~nplexways with the stories arid with my deepening understanding of
their meaning, throughout the listening, writing, reflection and re-writing process that
constitutes this study.

Why this methodology?
The purpose of this study was to better understand the lived experience of novice hospital
play specialists. Other researchers have provided some useful quantitative information
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aspects of the work of this professional group, but their approach does not enable the
reader to "see" what the experiences are like for the participants. I a ~ nnot aware of other
studies of hospital play specialists underpinned by phenomenology. However, a
phe~~omenological
approach is increasingly being used in similar studies seeking a better
understanding of aspects of the experiences of healthcare professionals and those they
work with (Paddy, 2000). As well, hospital play specialists use narrative, and narrative
approaches, in assesslnent and in their endeavours to work more thoughtfully and
responsively with children (Freeman, Epston, & Lobovits, 1997; Kayes, 1991; Kayes &
Mackay, 200.3; Petrillo & Sanger, 1980). In the education literature, too, there is a focus
on narrative, on the experiences of both teachers and children, and on the malting of
meaning through enabling the voices of children and teachers to show through. This socio-

cultural constructivist approach to understanding children is founded in the critical
importance of language and relationships (Can., 2001; Hedges & Gibbs, 2001; I<ocb,
1998; Ministry of Education, 1996; Nuttall, 2003b). Thus, while there is no tradition of
phenomenological studies within the discipline of hospital play specialists, its choice for
this study is not without precedent.
A pheno~nenologicalapproach was merited too by my wish to enable the individual voices
of the participants in my study to emerge vividly for the reader, in the context of their
work settings and day-to-day professional lives. At the same time, by exploring what
mattered to them about their experiences as novice hospital play specialists, I sought to
discover underlying commonalities of meaning that might provide insights for others. An
interpretive methodology, informed by hermeneutic phenomenology, was therefore well
suited to this study. It also fits with the wider philosophical and theoretical framework
2000).
within which hospital play specialists are working (McI~~tosh,

Explicating my own ass~rmptions
As previously discussed, in taking a hermeneutic pheno~nenological approach, it was
important that I b ~ i n gmy own "fore-meanings" to the surface, malting them visible. It
was important therefore that I paid attention to my own understandings and expectations
of what the stories might reveal, before I begail the process of analysis of the participants'
stories. Van Manen cautions that there is a risk when undertalcing phenomenological
research that our everyday "common sense", our own experiences and our professional
knowledge, may prevent us from truly seeing the meaning of the experiences of others.
Because it is impossible to ignore or disregard what we already know, it is better to
aclcnowledge our presuppositions, beliefs and assumptions and bring them to the open so
that they can be recognised (Husserl, 2002; van Manen, 1990).
This was a challenge for me as a researcher, in view of my shared professional
background with the participants and my ongoing contact with some of them, and also in
view of having done some previous research in a similar area (Kayes, 1998). Before
commencing interviewing I therefore was myself interviewed about my expectations, in
an attempt to help me identify when "my stories" might lead me astray and influence the

way in which I heard the stories of others and the relative influence that I attributed to
them.
From my own interview it was apparent that an associated aspect of the play specialist role
that I had really enjoyed in my first year or two were the opportunities at the time to be
involved in lobbying for enhanced provision of play programmes throughout New
Zealand. This political component occupied many of my non-working hours. It added
interest and contributed to my feeling that I could ~naltea difference beyond my direct
involvement with children. This aspect continues to be important to me. In listening to
others' stories I needed to be aware that the context in which they work now is very
different from when I started. I needed to listen carefully, without leading the interview in
particular directions, to see how the participants derived their satisfaction and how any
experiences they might have, of needing to be advocates, were experienced.
In recollecting my own early experiences, I described it in the interview as "walking into a
foreign country" as far as the physical environ~nentand hospital culture was concerned. I
anticipated that this might still be the case for people commencing all these years later. I
experienced my own involvement with children and families as very meaningful and
satisfying, and expected that these feelings might be common to others. 1 also expected to
find some echoes of the tension that I experienced between the demands of compliance
with Ministry of Education requirements relating to playroom supervision and
professional decisions regarding which children were highest priority for play specialists'
time.

I expressed a strong belief in the importance of play as the basis of a hospital play
specialist programme. I went so far as to say "if you don't model the fundamental
importance of play by actually engaging children in play and playroom experience

...then

you're actually denying the whole basis of your profession." This strong belief, left
unacknowledged, might well have taken me from the path of exploring others'
experiences.
In my interview I also voiced my curiosity about the ways personal temperament and
differences in expectations might influence new appointees' interpretation of their
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experiences. I wondered about the importance of support from more experienced
practitioners in the early days and weeks of employment. This was something that I had
found very valuable, but is not available to all novice play specialists.
Being open to the possible influence of my own assumptions has continued to be a
challenge throughout the writing up of this research. The circumstances of my continuing
relationships with some of the participants provide opportunities for us to meet in
situations where participants may choose to talk to me about their ongoing experiences.
Someti~llesthey reflect on llow the meaning or significance of their earlier experiences
have changed with ti111e and as the result of further experiences. I therefore needed to be
mindful that I was not led astray by understandings arising through pathways other than
the narratives told to me during the study. My success or otherwise in "staying on the path
that liste~ls"is addressed in the final discussion chapter.

The research pathway
This next section enables the reader to follow the steps that I took in undertaking this
study, from initial approval th~oughto the analysis of the interview transcripts. it shows
how participants were accessed and interviewed, and the measures that I took in order to
address my own embeddedness in the topic of the study and to safeguard participants'
privacy.

Etl~icalApproval
The Auckland University of Technology (AUT) Ethics Committee granted ethical
approval for this study
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10 March 2003 (Appendix A). A subsequent successfhl

application was made to extend the participant eligibility criteria froin an employment
period of 18 months to two years, in order to ensure sufficient numbers of potential
participants. However, the study focus remained on experiences in the first 18 months.
The Ethics Committee granted this amendment on 8 September 200.3, for a period to 8
September 2005 (Appendix B).

1 was advised by the Ministry of Health Auckland Regional Ethics Committee that its
consent was not required because the study focused on professional issues, was not a
health-related question, and did not require access to health recor'ds.
Because 1 had a professional relationsl~ipwith some of the potential participants, 1 also
sougl~tpermission to undertalte this research froin my employer, the Hospital Play
Specialists Association of AotearoaINew Zealand. This was granted by the President, on 3
March 200.3 (Appendix C).
As a cour.tesy, letters were sent to the service managers responsible for hospital play
progralnmes in all hospitals where there were hospital play specialists who ]net the
e~nploymentcriteria These letters informed them of the project and advised that their staff
might be invited to participated (Appendix D). Managers were not told whether or not a
member of their staff had been approached or recruited.

Accessing participants
The criteria for this study required participants to be qualified early childhood teachers
and to have been employed as hospital play specialists for between three months and two
yeais at the time of the study

As this study sought to understand the meaning of

participants' experiences, as revealed through tl1ei1 stories, a good command of English
was also essential.
Within these broad criteria, I sought to interview between six and eight participants from a
variety of hospital settings across New Zealand. Potential participants were easy to
identify because 1 become aware of new hospital play specialist appointments in the
course of my employment with the Hospital Play Specialists Association. However, the
number of people who fitted the criteria was quite small. From my Itnowledge of recent
appointments, eight people were approached who represented a range of employment
circumstances, duration of employment, and age, and fitted the inclusion criteria for my
study. Letters of invitation (Appendix E) were sent explaining the purpose and nature of
the research and inviting their participation. 1 wanted to be able to schedule the interviews
at some distance apart, so that I was not overwhelmed with data. For this reason, the

letters were posted out over a period of about five months. Most people responded very
quickly that they were willing to participate 111two cases no response was received until
a second letter was sent some four weeks after the initial letter (Appendix F), at which
time they contacted me and agreed to take part.

The participants
All eight participants were qualified early childhood teachers who had previous teaching
experience in early childhood centres, although some had also worked in roles where they
had a broader involvement in providing services for children and families, or in special
education. Three had degrees in addition to their teaching diplomas, and two of tllose had
further post-graduate qualifications. They were drawn from a variety of hospital services
across New Zealand, with staffing levels ranging fro~nonly one full-time equivalent
position to departnlents with 10 or inore hospital play specialists.
All participants were women, and most were aged between 21 and 30 years. When asked
to

nominate

their cultural

affiliation,

they

all

wrote either "New

Zealand

European/pakehan, or 'New Zealander", with no-one identifying as Maori. At the time of
the study no male play specialists met the employment criteria for participation. The
length of time for which they had been employed as hospital play specialists ranged froin
four months to two years; all except two had been e~nployedfor less than one year. At the
time the interviews took place, six were still working as hospital play specialists, and two
llad left the field.

Protection of participants
There are approximately sixty hospital play specialists in New Zealand. Most lu~oweach
other, and many are also familiar with each other's work environments. All the potential
participants for this study lcnew me. Because of our shared knowledge of each other there
was a strong possibility that particular people or situations might be readily recognised.
For these reasons, confidentiality could not be guaranteed. I was also aware that I might
have multiple "liats" in t e r m of my relationship with pote~itialparticipants: as a provider
of professional support and advice, as a link to the Hospital Play Specialists Association,
as a colleague and as a friend. I was therefore very aware of the importance of ensuring
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that no participant felt any pressure to participate or any concern that they might be
disadvantaged by refusing to participate.

I took a number of steps in order to address these concerns. Care was taken to try and
maintain separation between my involvement in the research project and any current
professional or other contact I might be having with the participants. The letter of
invitation sent to potential participants gave an undertaking that I would not give any
reminders about the request for participation, except by mail, nor would I initiate
discussion of the research during any professional development visits or worlcshops in
which they were involved (Appendix E).
The letter of invitation sent to participants acknowledged potential concerns about privacy
and set out the steps that would be talten to preserve confidentiality (Appendix E).
Participants were assured that they could withdraw themselves, or any information they
provided, at any time prior to commencement of data analysis (Appendix G). To assist in
maintaining confidentiality, they were asked not to disclose the names of any children,
families, colleagues, supervisors or other employees during the interviews. An opportunity
was also provided at the start of each interview for participants to discuss any concerns
they might have about privacy issues. I undertook so far as possible to disguise or change
any potentially identifying details in the thesis itself and in any publications or
presentations that might result from it. Consequently, in writing up the study 1 have
changed references to the physical setting of hospitals, and the exact size of the services. I
have also changed information that might identify a particular child or their family, such
as the child's condition, ethnicity or family size. A decision was made that participants
would not be given pseudonyms in case this made it easier to track particular responses
through the thesis. Instead individuals are referred to simply as "participants" or "novice
play specialists".
As well, I have been vigilant to ensure that I have not subsequently identified the
participants in the course of my other activities. When I presented some of the research
findings to a group of hospital play specialists, I was careful not to include stories
contributed by anyone who might be present, or which arose from the same workplace as
any individual attending the worltshop.
5.3

A further strategy to ensure participants' comfort and protection, was that they were
invited to choose a place convenient to them in which to be interviewed, the provisos
being that this place be private, free of interruptions, and somewhere other than their own
office. Five participants chose to be interviewed in private homes and three in meeting
rooms within their workplace. Where interviews were conducted within hospitals, suitable
space and appropriate permission, if necessary, was obtained by the participants
themselves. 1 pointed out that conducting interviews within hospital settings might
identify the participants to their colleagues. Nevertheless, three people chose to be
interviewed at their place of work and were not concerned that this might make their
participation obvious to others.
In addition to protecting participants' privacy and the relationships they have with me
outside of this study, steps were taken to protect participants emotionally. I anticipated
that the intensity andlor nature of some of the stories related might be such that their retelling would rekindle strong and possibly distressing emotions Checlts were therefore
made with all participants prior to interview to ensure that they had avenues of support
which they could access if necessary
A confidentiality agreement was signed with a typist (Appendix H). The tapes and
transcripts are stored in a locked cabinet at my home, and a copy of the transcripts is in
safe keeping at AUT.

Phenomenological interviewing
Henneneutic phenomenological interviewing selves as a way of exploring participants'
stories in order to develop a richer undeistanding of the pllenomenon experienced The
purpose of the interview is to provide the nanative that is the source material from which
a deeper understanding of the pllenornenon may be obtained in later analysis it is
anticipated that parts of the experience will show in the participants' stories and that parts
will remain hidden. According to van Manen, the resesarcher must have an abiding, deep
interest in the question, and must re~nainopen lo the p~ssjbifjtiesfor layers of meaning
that lie below the surface words. He tells us that topics chosen by his own students for

phenomenological research are almost always a significant part of that student's personal
or professional life (van Manen, 1984, cited in Gasquoine, 1996). This was certainly the
case for me.
The interviews themselves were of a relaxed and conversational nature, as befits
phenomenological inquiry. There was no sense of rush, yet I found that they came to a
natural halt after about one and a half hours. Each interview was recorded, with the
participants' consent, by two tape recorders so as to have baclcup should one malfunction.
Participants were very conscious of the tape recorders at the start of each interview, but
this was short-lived and their presence was soon ignored. I was careful not to turn the tape
recorder off until participants had had some additional time for any further thoughts.
In order to remain as close as possible to the actual experience of each participant, it was
important that I kept oriented to the subject of their early months as hospital play
specialists. It was helpful to me in the first interviews to have some initial questions in my
mind as a guide, but as I became more confident in the process I was able to be more
relaxed and remain focused on the purpose of the interview. Participants tended to move
away in their responses from the actual experience, and so I found that I needed to bring
them back to the specific by asking them to tell me about their experience of particular
situations or to "give me an example of a situation that.. .". Sometimes it was helpful to
ask them to "think of another time when

..." (van Manen,

1990), or, "How did you feel

when that happened?" It seemed to me that the participants welcomed these opportunities
to recount stories of specific things that had happened during their early employment.
There were times when I felt that the interviews served a purpose of releasing emotion.
This function was not explicitly stated, yet it seemed that for solne of those interviewed
there was an unburdening of feelings that had stayed with the person, perhaps for many
montlis.

Issues arising during interviews
As already noted, I have a shared professional background with the participants and
already had a relationship with all of them to some extent. Because ofthis, there were
times when participants made assu~nptionsof shared knowledge and understandings, or

skimmed over stories which they thought 1 might already have heard. It was so~netirnes
necessary to encourage them to tell me the story again, as if I had not heard it previously,
or to tell it to me as though I lcnew nothing about their work.
As anticipated, some of the stories evoked vivid memories and strong feelings, ranging
from grief at the death of a child, anger at some aspect of the workplace setting, or
frustration. Where participants were clearly distressed they were given a choice about
whether to continue with that story as part of the interview. No-one took up this choice,
and no-one requested that an upsetting experience be omitted from the transcript.
One technical problem occurred when a participant lowered her voice in parts to the extent
to whicli it was difficult to hear from the tape exactly what had been said. Where possible,
gaps were filled by discussing it with her by telephone and adding her additions to the
transcript. Any ~ernainingmissed phrases were not seen as essential to the meaning of the
stories.
Transcripts ofthe interviews were returned to the participants to ensure that what had been
recorded accurately reflected their understandings of what had been said. In all except one
case,
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changes to actual content were requested.

One participant asked for some

changes to a srnall part of the final section, which I altered as requested. Another
participant telephoned to talk through with me her response to reading the transcript of her
interview. She was dismayed at recognising for the first time the strength of her angry and
frustrated feelings during her early months of employment. Previously she had not
acknowledged these feelings to herself or anyone else. I was able to reassure her that
many of her experiences and responses were similar to those of other respondents. To me,
the strength of her emotion was related to the likelihood that this was the first opportunity
she had had to tell someone how she had been feeling. After further discussion we agreed
that possibly the interview had served the purpose of a de-briefing session.

Working with the data
I transcribed five of the eight tapes myself. Althougli this was time-consuming, I found
that the stories became more familiar and more real to me through hearing and re-hearing

them as 1 typed. In order to capture this same familiarity with the interviews that had been
transcribed by the typist, I listened to the tapes as I read the transcripts. This helped me to
regain the sense of the context of the interviews and of what the participants might be
revealing through emphases and hesitations that could 110t be seen by reading the
manuscript. It was also important for me to clleck the accuracy of the tapes transcribed by
the typist against the voice of the participant. Transcripts were returned to the participants,
as I have already described, to ensure that participants were confident that what was
recorded correctly expressed what they said. By reading the transcripts, and listening to
the tapes over the months in which I was conducting interviews, I began to see
connections and common experiences.
Each interview transcript was then read and re-read, enabling me to pull together coherent
stories. So~netilnesthe participants had told stories that seemed pretty much complete in
themselves. Just as often, however, I found that fragments of a story might be scattered
through a transcript, and that the various strands needed to be pulled together in order to
capture the experience. Once I had done this with all the transcripts, 1 found it helpfi~lto
print each participant's stories onto different coloured paper. In this way, different
participants were readily distinguished and I could easily see if similar stories had been
told by Inore than one person.

Analysis
Van Manen (1990) describes six stages to conducting her~neneuticphenomenological
research, and these wet* a useftti guide in conducting my study: turning to a phenomenon
which seliously interests us; investigating experience as it is lived; reflecting on the
essential themes which characterise the phenomenon; describing the phenomenon through
writing and re-writing; maintain a strong and oriented relation; and consideling the p a t s
and whole that balance the research context. Van Manen suggests that these stages do not
necessarily proceed in sequence, but may take place simultaneously or overlap each other,
and this was my experience.
My focus for this study was an area of personal significance and interest, the experience of
novice hospital play specialists. It was my earlier interest in this topic that brought me to

the research question in the first place and I "lived with" it (van Manen, 1990, p. 43)
throughout the entire period of the research. I investigated this phenomenon by exploring,
through interviews, participants' stories of their everyday lived experiences in the early
months of employlnent I found that this second stage overlapped with the third stage, that
of reflection

01.1the

meaning of participants' experiences

As I became more familiar with the stories, I searclted for emerging themes and subthemes, looking for particular words or phrases that stood out in some way or seemed to
be pa~ticularlyrevealing of the experiences described. Three questions were helpful to me
in trying to move beyond the individual's experience to something that might have
significance for others: What is the meaning of the story? What matters about this story to
novice hospital play specialists? What is showing itself in the novice hospital play
specialists' first eighteen months? This search was refined thr.oughout my writing and rewriting, a process that was ongoing through the whole period of writing this thesis.
Writing is a central aspect of pheno~nenologicalresearch. "Writing and re-writing is the
thing" (van Manen, 1990, p. 112).

I was also helped in my writing, and in my reflection on my writing, by notes that I ltept
along the way and by feedback from my supervisors. Talking with other students who
were working on interpretive theses, and sharing my writing in AUT workshops for
masters students, was also helpful. Sharing participants' stories helped lne to think more
deeply about them. Sometimes others gave feedback that enabled me to think differently
about some aspect of a participant's experience. At other times, unexpectedly, helping
another student reflect on his or her study prompted insights into my own.
Through a period of reflective writing and re-writing, and grouping and re-grouping of
stories, three intes-connected and overlapping themes emerged. Sub-themes appeared
more slowly. I found myself going back to some of the stories a number of times and
interpreting their meaning differently as a result of filrther reflection. This in turn revealed
other ways of understanding the stories and new possibilities for. how they might illustrate
sub-themes or connect to the broader themes. For example, a story that I first understood
as showing an experience of being overwhelmed by a chaotic environment, later emerged
as showing recognition by the participant of the complexity of her role.
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I found that I was often pre-occupied with the research, carrying a story in my head and
puzzling about its meaning. A phrase or a few lines might leap out at me from a chance
conversation or froin so~nethingI had read. These might be quite unrelated to my study,
yet would help me to become more attentively aware of some aspect of the participants'
experiences. A poem or a novel would suggest a metaphor that added richness or depth to
my thinking, or illuminated a theme in a way I had not thought of. Some of these have
been included at the start of chapters. This, it seems, is what van Manen describes as the
fifth stage of research: maintaining a strong and oriented relation to the phenomenon.
The sixth stage was the balancing of the 1.esearc11 study as a whole. The process of
reflection on the connectedness between the overall themes and the sub-themes, and my
deepening understanding of them in relation to each other, enabled me to see how the
her~neneuticcircle became meaningful in relation to my study. There were a number of
times where 1 felt, as van Manen describes, "so buried in writing that one no longer knows
where to go, what to do next, and how to get out of the hole that one has dug" (van
Manen, 1990, p. 33). 1 found it helpful at these times to step back completely from the
research, to move from one section to another, and to ask others who were quite
unconnected with the research to read parts and to provide me with feedback on its
coherence.

Trustworthiness
There is considerable debate around how to determine rigour or trustworthiness in studies
of a qualitative nature, such as this one. The question of rigour is an imponant aspect of
any research, yet the traditional criteria applied to positivist or quantitative research are
seen as a legacy of the scientific method and not appropriate for use in evaluating a
qualitative study (Emden, Hancock, Schubert, & Darbyshire, 2001; Koch & Harrington,
1998; Leonard, 1994; Polit et al., 2001). It s e e m that there is not at present any definitive
answer about what constitutes a "good" qualitative study, and for this reason, the terms
"credibility" and "trustworthiness" have come into use as more appropriate than "rigour"
in considering qualitative studies. "Credibility" is the believability of the findings that
have been established by the researcher, and refers to the truth as experienced or felt by

the participants in the study (Leininger, 1994). Hoepft (1997) tells us that qualitative
researchers have a particular responsibility to the subjects of their study. It is the
researcher who is responsible for discovering and interpreting the importance of what has
been observed and, in turn, for showing the reader that the study is credible and that there
is a believable connection between the data and the conclusions drawn.
Koch and Harrington (1998), in re-conceptualising rigour, suggest an individualised
approach to qualitative research "generated within tlie research product itself through
detailed and contextual writing and a reflexive account of the actual research process".
The work should be well-written, engaging and characterised by ongoing self-critique.
Koch and FIarrington tell us that if the researcher has shown how the research process has
unfolded, and the signposts along the way, then readers should be able to decide for
tliemselves whether or not the text is plausible. For my findings to be believable, I must
position myself, as researcher, and show the pathway I have followed. In the following
sections, therefore, I lnalte the case for the trustworthiness of this study, through my
positioning of myself, my engagement of the reader, the study's credibility, and the
reflexivity inherent in the process I have followed.

Positioning myself
This study shows my interpretation of the meaning of participants' stories, influenced by
my own history and experience. I bring to it my "practical, concernful engagement"
(Leonard, 1994, p. 60). 1 do not claim that my interpretations are the only possible
interpretations, nor that I am anything other than deeply iiivolved in the topic of this
research. It is therefore important that I show my own context in relation to this study and
to its participants. Consequently, 1 have endeavoured throughout to maintain an awareness
of my own understandings and to monitor how these might affect the research process.
This was described in the introductory chapter, in this methodology chapter, and I will
look again at the possible influence of my own pre-suppositions and experience in the
final, discussion chapter.

Engagement of the reader
Another way of evaluating the "goodness" (Emden & Sandelowski, 1998) of a
phenoinenological study is through the quality of the writing. Language, and writing, are
central to phenomenology. Koch and Warrington (1998) suggest that research is plausible
when the work is engaging and when the final pro,ject resembles a carefully woven
tapestry. It should be colierent and able to evolte the feelings and experience of the
research itself (Emden et al., 2001; van Manen, 1990). For van Manen (1990), good
phenomenological writing is oriented, strong, rich and deep. In my choice of participants'
stories, I loolted for those that are vivid, powerful and evocative of the experiences
described. 1 have endeavoured to capture the interest of the reader by enabling him or her
to "see" the emotional content and the deeper significance that lies within them. My hope
is that the study as a whole unfolds in ways that can be readily followed by a reader, and
that the various strands are brought together into a plausible and believable whole.

Credibility
A credible study is one that represents the experience of the participants and where the
process that has been undertaken can be easily traced. The interviews were conducted in a
relaxed atmosphere, and came to a natural halt. Additional time was offered for further
thought and comments, but participants seemed to have nothing more they wanted to say.
Manuscripts were returned to the participants to ensure that the transcripts accurately
recorded what was said, and what the pal-ticipa~its'intended. The changes that were made
were primarily to grammar, rather than content, which reassures me that the participants
felt the transcripts did represent their experiences. Themes and sub-themes were drawn
from a number of stories, not inerely one or two, in an endeavour to ensure that the
ineaning of participants' experiences were not unduly coloured by situations specific to a
particular individuaL
On one occasion I presented aspects of the research to a group of seventeen hospital play
specialists, for their feedback. I was careful to ensure that the stories I chose to share
would not be those of anyone who might be present. Non-verbal responses, nodding
agreement, indicated to me that these experiences seemed familiar to those listening.
Several people told me that they knew who I was referring to in some of the stories, or that
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they had heard the participant tell the story 1 related, but in no case was this so. 1 therefore
assured them that what they were thinking of must have been a similar incident involving
other people Others told me very similar stories of their own experiences. I took these
parallel stories as validation of the themes and their reflection of commonalities of early
experience In the months since 1 conducted the research I have heard many similar stories
from hospital play specialists who have commenced more recently and this also gives me
confidence that the meanings I have identified have a co~nnionality
The study shows a pathway from the reason for undertaking the research, to the research
question, through the choice of methodology, the data gathering and final analysis. I have
been careful throughout this research to maintain records of the process followed.

Reflexivity
As discussed in chapter one, a problem with pl~enon~e~iological
inquiry may be that the
researcher knows too much about the subject, and may not be open to the possible
meanings that show through participants' narratives. My own context of involvement in
this study has already been described. 1 brought to this study ~~nderstandings
that both
preceded the study and influenced my interpretations of it. As an aid to maintaining
consciousness of my own pre-suppositions, I maintained a notebook in which I could
reflect on my understandings, and record ideas or thoughts from others. I have also tried to
ensure that there have been oppo~tunitiesfor voices other than my own to contribute to
this text, and to deepen my own understanding and insights.

Van Manen (1990) describes some ways in which insights may be informally tested By
placing parts of the text in the open, for discussion with colleagues and others, I engaged
in what he calls a "conversational relation" (p. 100) that helped me see the limits of my
interpretations. Throughout the study, I met regularly with my two supervisors, who gave
feedback that was challenging and that helped me in my wliting, reflection and re-writing.

I also participated in the interpretive thesis worltshops provided for masters students at
Auclcland University of Technology. As well, I presented the uncompleted study to an
Auckland University of TechnoIogy Masters of Health Science thesis seminar.

Summary
This chapter has described how I was drawn from my personal experience to this study. It
has shown the connections between research question, philosophical approach and
methodology, tracing in some detail the pathway 1 followed

ill

exploring the participants'

stories and searching for the insights hidden within them. The chapter concluded with a
framework for evaluating the trustwotthiness of the study.

I move now in the next three chapters to the centre of this thesis, the research findings
themselves. It is in these chapters that 1 extract the common threads of the participants'
experiences, and begin to weave them into the themes and sub-themes that will be brought
together in the final chapter to form a more richly textured whole.

Where Edges Meet
I have always thought that the action most worth watching is not at the
center of things but where edges meet. 1 like shorelines, weather fronts,
international borders. There are interesting frictions and incongruities in
these places, and often, if you stand at the point of tangency, you can see
both sides better than if you were in the middle of either one.
Fadiman, 1997, p. viii

Introduction
For novice hospital play specialists, the move from early childhood education to
employment in hospitals represents a professional journey from the known to the
unknown. As former teachers, this move talces them from the world of education where
they ltnow they have a place, into the world of a hospital where they must find a place for
themselves. In this new place, their former knowledge and experience of the world of
early childhood education, together with their expectations and understandings of their
new role, come up against the reality of employment within healthcare teams in the
unfamiliar culture of a healthcare institution. Their rneinories of this early experience
resonate with metaphors ofjoumeying, of diffeience and of being a stranger.
The action taking place in this chapter centres on the participants' early experiences of
approaching and then crossing over the border into a new world. The chapter explores
their first impressions of, and responses to, this new place and the people tl1e.y meet. It
shows their anticipation of challenges and their concerns about what they bring with them.
Crossing the border brings these beginning play specialists to a point of tangency.
Arriving as immigrants, they see the world of a hospital from the perspective of a stranger,
noticing its incongruities and sometimes experiencing the fiiction that arises from their
unfamiliarity with how to be in this new world. They also begin to glimpse how it might
be to belong.

Approaching the edge
To approacli the edge is to come up to a boundary, an end or a beginning, a change of
some sort The transition inay require the negotiatioli of steep and difficult terrain or may
involve a sudden, precipitous drop (Allen, 1990). There is both excitement and danger
inherent in this journey; the excitement of discovery and adventure, yet tlie risks of
stumbling, falling or failing completely and perhaps having to return to where one caine
from. Just as approaching the edge is a purposeful act, the stories participants tell of how
they came to apply for a hospital play specialist position are stories of ,journeying with
intent.
Soiiie participants recall that they had known about the work of hospital play specialists
for years, for example froiii teachers' college. Tliey describe how they had "always" felt
that it was something they wanted to do so had invested considerable time in finding out
more about the work prior to applying. One participant tells how she waited until "tlie
time was right" and then went actively door-knocking to seek employrnent as a hospital
play specialist. She continues:

For me, ishen I went into it I was scared becaztse it was my big dreanr, and
I thoztgl7t it 111ightnot work ozrt. I'd been working it7 e d y cl7ildl7ood, but
I'd ivanted to be a play .speciali.st, lvorking with children in the hospital
enviromttent, for ever: and I knew IVY ti~llehad coi1le I felt I'd I7ad mi
affinity with children who were zn7~lellsince I was a teenagel; bztt I'd never
felt I cozrld be a nzose Not that early childhood ~ v a as secorid option Ijzrst
tcjanted to be tvith childre17. I'd jzr.st never knoivi7 how to go abozrt it. I
~santedto ivork wit17 cl7ildre17,so I ~ ~ einto
n t early childhood edzrcatio17and
loved it I did all sorts of thinigs ir7cluding learn leadership and
niai7agemer7t, and really erqo,yed it I tkozrgl7t that n~a~tagement
was ishat I
1vn.s i.c~onti17g
to do but it didn't give me the bzrzz that I'd il7ozrgl7t it woztld I
dicli7't feel I'd arrived I still felt that there was sorl7etl7iiig more that I
~vantedto do and I knell) that it ~ i a going
s
back to what I'd i~antedin 111y
teei7.s. I couldn't believe it when I got the job becazrse I+va,stold it might
rake ,years becazrse it was such a .small profession. And I didn't really
believe in nlyself I thoztght, 011 isell, tl7erek all those otl7er people ozrt
there, I'nl sure they're ,701 goi17g to choose me. Bzrt then I got ihi.s job and I
thozrg/7t, "017, ~i~oiv!"
and tl~atwas really good Probably two iveeks afrer I
started I renie~ubevfeelivg really tired and thinking maybe I .shottldjzrst go
back to early childhood becazrse it ~ v a seasiel; then the next second I ~clas,
like, no, becaztre I M a s determined ... Becnztse I In?e+11tl7at I'd done the
right tlting And I knew that there MJOS 170 way fny enlployer ivould have
hired son~eonewl7o was going to be a danger to childref?! (L~azrgl~i17g,.

This participant feels sure that she has identified a profession that slie believes will give
lier the "buzz" and the sense of arrival that she is hoping for, yet her excitement is
tempered by her. fear that she is not good enough and will not be appointed. When she
does achieve her goal, after pursuing it for so long, she can hardly believe that her "big
dream" has come true at last. To be where she has wanted to be "for ever", risks the
discovery that it might not, after all, be what she expects. It seems the participants
approach tliis career change with a mixture of excitement and anxiety, certain that they
want the job but uncertain exactly what it entails. Whether they have known about the
work for some time, or have found out about it by chance, they describe a sense of
recognition. One person describes her response to seeing an advertisement:

It ~10sa job I really +vanfedto do When it cmtie zip in the paper I thozigl7t,
"Yes, this is if, this is where I ~ ~ j a to
n t be" I had a l~zcgelypositive feeling
abozrt it. It tcjar, "Tl7i.sjob has been ~vaitingfor- nie!"
For this new play specialist, it is almost as if the work has been calling to lier, waiting for
her to discover it. She feels immediately that it is "right" for her. To be so sure that this is
where one wants to be, before one arrives, is risky, especially so when the path is leading
to a place that one has never been before. Leaving behind a secure career in early
cliildhood teaching and venturing into the unknown professional territory of hospital play
specialist takes some professional and personal courage. Despite their enthusiasm,
therefore, participants are aware that they are entering what is for tliem uncharted territory
and some edge cautiously towards the boundaries that delineate their career change. One
person tells how she hesitated about accepting a position because, as she puts it, "I didn't
really know what it is, it's hard to know the job and it's hard to explain it. I think it is the
hardest job to explain". Being chosen for appointment to positions as hospital play
specialists provides welconie validation that is important in carrying new arrivals through
any momentary doubts during their early days in new and challenging roles.
Regardless of the potential significance of the move professionally and personally, all
participants describe a very real sense of excitement as they approacli their first few days
They reel confident as teachers and ready to move on. They are eager to follow new
pathways and explore new professional places, taking with tliem the lcnowledge and

experience they have accumulated. As one participant says, "I was ready to see what else

I could do with my slcills that wasn't teaching". The next section explores participants'
first i~npressionsofthis new workplace world.

Crossing the border
To cross a border is to enter another country. There is a point at which the traveller is on
the edge of the unknown, a place that may be ~lnco~nfortable
and where it may be dificult
to find a sense of stability. As I have shown in the previous section, the participants in
this study are aware that in accepting hospital play specialist positions they are
undertalcing a journey into new professional territory. They do not plan to visit briefly as
tourists; rather, they ale expecting to be happy and settled in this new place and to utilise
the slcills they bring with them. Their first impressions are important influences on their
feelings about how they will settle in

First impressions
First impressions give us clues about the nature of a place, a person or a situation. They
are, by definition, ephemeral and possibly mistaken, yet paradoxically they may be deeply
affecting and linger in our minds in a way that has a considerable impact on how we
interpret later events. For the participants in this study, their very first impressions of the
world of a hospital are positive and affirm their decision to accept the position:
I got this job arid I thotrght, 011bt~o~l!
That ivas really good I renieinber
arriviiig at the liospital on ri~yfirst rlay and I retnember ~~alkirig
throzrgli
the hospital kiioit~iiigthnt I'd done the riglit tliirig And that feN really
good

I-lowever, this initial sense of excitement and of being in the right place is quickly
tempered for some participants by the discovery that the place in which they have arrived
feels very different from anything they have known before. During interviews, they
describe entering a new world or a new community, one that is full of unfamiliar people,
unfamiliar languages, unfamiliar sensory experiences and unfamiliar expectations of what
they will do. It seems that everything has changed:
You .step into a ho.spital and it get,s ttnned z~pside r l o ~ ~ i i all the
termiiiologv, itlhot doctor does ~vliat,iskat nurse does what - there's a

nlhole new .syste117to leai.17. I've had .several year.; experience in early
childhood, il7clzrCli17gas a .strpervi.so~;and it was vel-y szrcce.s.sfir1 We have
a17 early childl7ood .service here loo bzrt it's i7othir7g like I've ever k 1 7 o ~ ~ n
before. Yozrr experie17ceon one level .seei77.s to be not zr.se$rl, the thillgs that
,yotr trsed to do. And taking ozrf the 'care' aspect of it. Yotr ?e not giving
bottles, you're not cha17gi17gnappies, you 're 17ot doing a17ythi17glike that.
Becattre ofivhere I had c o l ~ fiom
~ e and the fact that I +vasconfident in 177y
job and loved u~l7atI isas rloiitg I expected to be cor?fider?tand love what I
11,a.sdoing here a17d it didn't happen. Going into that horpital eizvironn7ent
I honestly jtrst felt that IlVel7l back to sqtrare one. It felt like son7eor7e had
pulled the rug orrt from tr17der 117yfeet I had to step out of that previotr,~
role and step into artother oi7e and it ulas a bit o j a 1o.s~I slippose It was
quite hard really I felt like a .s~liillnterthat was jtrst flotri7dering in tl7e
water and 17o-one had fhro~~17
111ea life-buoy N was jtrst mifirl, absolzrtely
cn~ifirl. It wa,s I7orrible, absoltrtely horrible. There's a certain arnotri7t of
assei?ii~er?es.s
il7at yotr need ~c~he17
,yotr .start a new job btrt ~ll7enyotr are in a
contpletely dfferent roie and very mucl7 in a foreign ei7i~iro1717te17t
that
assertive17essjzrst seenw to sort of ebb otrt ofyozrr big toe ar7dyotr'rejtr.sf
leji there not quite ki7o+c)ir?ghow lo make yolrr way it7 if at all What I've
fo1r17dhere is that it',s alr77ost like yolr 've bee17 taker7,fiom one cour7ti:y and
1~lar7tedin ai7otl7er with a rifere17t lar?g7rage being spoke17 and that's bee17
qtrite over~vl7elnti17g
Rather than stepping confidently across the border as she had anticipated, this participant
feels she has unexpectedly tumbled into deep and treacherous water. She no longer has the
certainties of her previous role to support her, and feels she is alone, lost and floundering
in this foreign place, unable to cornlnunicate or to get a handhold on anything that might
enable her to regain a sense of stability. Play specialists in larger services may have
opportunities to "edge into" their new roles Inore gently, but for others the experience may
be one of abrupt falling over the edge into strange and possibly dangerous territory. What
is expected to be familiar, the early childhood service, may exist in the hospital context in
a fonn that is unrecognisable and so the security of that familiar place is missing too. The
experience described is one of shock, a feeling of complete disconnection fiom former
knowledge and slcills, and from a sense of self. It seems there is nothing to hold onto from
their former world that is useful as a half-way or transition point. Some new appointees
have difficulty identifying any friendly stranger who can provide a welcome, a map of this
new territory, or a place of shelter. Even the skills and knowledge they confidently packed
in their bag to bring to this new role seem at this time to be unsuitable. Their confidence is
shalcen. As one participant, an experienced teacher, puts it, "When I walked into the
hospital 1 felt lilce I was just a novice."

The physical space of the buildings and the high levels of general activity are commonly
mentioned as contributing to the sense of being lost or overwhelmed:

I did fie1 qztife overb~heln7edby flte bzrsy-ness of flte place. It see~nedfo be
a lrrige job arld a lrrrge place. I fitink it ~~a.s,jltsf
so bzrsy It was jzrsf like
gelling chitcked in fhe deep eeitd, really Flat out. The ho.spifa1war,fitll N
was on red alerf the icd~oletirne.,
The size and unfamiliarity of the unit merges in this new appointee's mind with the size
and unfamiliarity of the workload. It is both the "mathematical space" (van Manen, 1990,
p. 102)), tlle sheer physical size of'the buildings, as well as the "felt space", the feeling of
beingjust one person in a huge building and a huge organisation, that has such an impact.
This participant also feels that she is floundering and out of her depth in her new world.
Her first impressions are that an ongoing "red alert" is a part of the culture of her new
workplace. It is an environment where there is a state of constant vigilance and where it
seems that everyone is focused on serious issues and potential dangers, ready to take
urgent action if necessary. In such a place a request for information or help may be seen as
an unwarranted intrusion. The state of generalised a1ar.m that seems to exist reinforces the
differences between this world and her former workplace, where the atn~ospherewas more
relaxed. A number of participants describe how the apparent "busy-ness" of' everyone
affects their confidence in approaching people and finding out where things are, or asking
to have unfamiliar terminology explained. Feeling unable to seek information can feel
intimidating and intensifies the sense of being an outsider, and so the new appointees
reach out for people to guide and support them.

Being guided
In crossing the border into working in hospitals, the novice play specialists may feel that
they are balancing precariously on the edge that marks the change between their former
world of teaching and their new world in healthcare. Without support, they may feel that
they will topple and fall, so they look to others to sustain them while they find their way
around and learn how things are done. Where possible, they look first to more experienced
hospital play specialists to guide them in negotiating their way around the new terrain.
Hospital play specialist colleagues are frequently mentioned as a key means of support in
the early days and weeks:

Wlien I starred, I r.menrber the (earn being really styportive I fhot~gltt they
were an incredible bzrnch of people ortd I was really excited about
learning I was .szrrpri,sed liow well they worked together even thotrgh they
~c~ere
isolafedfion~
eaclt otlier in flteir work on the warn's I can '1 renter it be^anything negative. It was all positive.
This novice hospital play specialist experiences the warmth of relationship with "the
incredible bunch of people" she worked with, who interacted so well with her and with
each other. Her early experience is remembered as completely positive. A team setting
such as this, where relationships are valued and new learning opportunities are available
and encouraged, is experienced as very supportive. Another participant recalls that clarity
of role expectations also helped, saying, "Because I had a role down there I felt like it
gave me confidence - just knowing that was my place".
Hospital play specialists starling in smaller services, or where part-time hours limit their
opportunities to interact with other l~ospitalplay specialists, may have a very different
experience. There may be no-one within the hospital to be their guide and it is possible
for them lo be in the job for several months before they meet anyone working in the same
role. They may feel isolated, too, fro111 colleagues from other disciplines, even those
working on the same unit. One says, "When I first started I didn't feel lilte I really had a
relationship with anyone. I wasn't there enough to spend much time with the staff"
Guidance may sometimes be found from elsewhere, Ilowever. A participant in a small
service tells o f t h e i~nportanceto her of attending professional development workshops,
where she would meet other novice liospital play specialists:

Tliere is a real sense of i.solatiort, and it doe.srt't help that ive're coilftr.sed
abotrt OZN. role and ~vorkingwit11 tlte.se otlter people who are eqtrally
u17szrre.So it >vosreally ltelpjirl to have sonteone on tlte end oj tlte phone to
co~ttnct,And ~ ~ h Ie went
n and did the first of the trart.sitiort sentinor.;, that
Mrns like taking a gzrlp offieslt air, seeing that there are other people and
being able to talk abotrt ilteir experiences and i1iing.s I don't think I cozrld
hn~leszrrvived ivithozrt that, ~.vithozrttliat .stpport
There is a sense fiom her story that she is struggiing to survive, and that the courses
provide a lifeline that enables her to hang on. Professional development opportunities and
phone contact are lilte a conduit supplying her with the fresh air she needs to come to the
surface and discover that there are others around to support her. Opportunities to de-brief
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and to reflect on practice with other hospital play specialists reduce isolation and help new
appointees to clarify their roles and evaluate for themselves the progress they are making
in settling in to their new worlds.
Orientation programmes are another form of guidance, aiming to familiarise new
appointees with the world of a hospital. However, the duration and nature of these vary
widely, ranging from the general hospital orientation given to all new employees to
comprehensive preceptor programmes designed for new liospital play specialists. One
person, in a small programme with good support from hospital management, relates how
she put her orientation period to good use:
I had t1vo +seeks' orie17tatio17I ive17t arozrnd all the different units and got
to rttake co17tact n~itl?a lot oj'people who didn't know we had a ploy
special*( It tvar really good tho! !hey got to know nle and I've kept contact
sir7ce then. I ring then7 regzrlarly and say hi and tltey lei 1t7e know ~ ~ h e r ?
they've goi chil~lie17and vice veraa And ozrt ofthat i.sszres arose which I've
been able to deal +vith that I probably ,~~ozrlrlit'thave knoivn nbozrt if I
hadn't been 017 orieiitation.

This new appointee finds herself in a large, unfamiliar physical environment without a
guide. However, she is less daunted by it and has less of a sense of being pulled under.
Instead, she is able to see that this early period is an opportunity to build relationships and
develop cornmunication, and works from the start to influence the way in which the lived
relationship (van Manen, 1990) between herself and lier colleagues will develop. Slie is
active in planning follow-up to the initial meetings and uses these later conversations to
establish some understanding of her role. For others, however, well-meaning directiongiving can be overwhelming:
The fir:rt dqy in particular +va,sjzcst far too conjirsiitg I was take17 into
every nook and noitny of the ho.rpita1and I was introdrced to every person
,you cozrld porsibly collie across. I rnei ntrrses fiom all sorts of diffewr7t
areas, people I didn't need to ~ I ~ O M J .FIalnlJ of the117I never carne across
agai17. At the e17d of the day I didn't really know where a17ything was or
+vhoanybody +11as.It wa,s exhnzr.sti17gand co11jir.si17gand really it as jzrsi a
~c~n.sfe
oftifne. Ii ic~asjzrst cof~iplete
and utter co~?ftrsioi?
really N ~1a.squite
Itard

For this person, too much is squeezed into her early days. On lier first day, especially, it is
as if all the inhabitants of lier new country are lined up to meet her in a seemingly neverending procession This only reinforces her sense o i being a foreigner, bombarded with

information and directions, but without any signposts to show what she really needs to
know in order to begin to find her way, Instead of feeling welcomed, there is an
underlying sense of anger that she is subjected to a bewildering and irrelevant whirlwind
tour. A participant who later resigned, comments that her sense of not belonging on the
first day stayed with her, so that "from day one I felt excluded". This is echoed by another
participant, who also subsequently resigned. Despite her "hugely positive" feeling about
the job when she is appointed, she recalls that from the start she felt it 'tjust wasn't going
to work because of personalities and politics and entrenched negativity".
Participants' early experiences of crossing the border are significant. Those who receive
sufficient support to walk across, however tentatively, remember these early days more
positively than those whose experience is more one of falling over the edge into the
unlcnown. Whethe1 positive or negative, these first impressions seem to stay with the
newly appointed play specialists and shape their expectations of the new world they have
entered.

Being in a new world
Showing throughout the stories of participants' experiences of being in the new world of a
hospital, are notions that van Manen describes as fundamental to human experience, to our
"lifeworld". These "lifeworld existentials" encompass lived space, lived body, lived time
and lived other (van Manen, 1990, pp. 101-106). They are intricately connected and
together make up the colnplexity of our experience of being in the world. The previous
section has already touched on the effect on participants of how they experience the space
they are in. This section reveals more of the effect of the lived space of a hospital on the
pai.ticipants in this study. It also shows participants' experiences of changes in subjective
time, and changes in relationality, in how they are in relation to others within the shared
space of a hospital world.

Experiencing changed space
The lifeworld of the participants changes when they enter the very different space of a
healthcare environment, in sharp contrast to tlie educational setting they have come from.

The new space is physically different, in size and layout, and is experienced differently in
terms of its effect on the participants' sense of wellbeing. Most early childhood services
are in ground-level buildings with easy access to the outdoors and to outdoor play
activities, whereas most play specialists are working in an entirely interior environment.,
They may not go outside even at breaks or for lunch as they have done previously. The
physical environment of a hospital seems to be a major and unanticipated part of the
difference that participants experience upon starting:
I wasn 'I prepared for the physical enviror7mer7t - cornir?g zip and do~~r7
stairs, iilith being i17side I isasn 't prepared for the climate change. Here it
I I ~ U Sqztite ir~ar~ttIt TIWS in 1r~i17terii~tte
a17d the heat made 177e really tired
I'd been zrsed to on em~iron~nenl
where you coztld go i17side and ozrt.side so
the te117perntzn.e l i a r qzrite ~clellco17trolled, a ,fi.ee-flow indoor-oritdoor
situatio~?.

For this novice play specialist, the more natural setting of the early childhood environment
has been replaced by one that is interior, man-made and outside her ability to control or
make some impact on. It is dificult, if not impossible, for her to regulate aspects such as
temperature or access to the outdoors. Other participants also talk about the lack of access
to outdoors, and to involvement with children engaged in outdoor play. Working in the
same environnient all day may intensify the experiences of sensory overload that r.emain
in the memory.
Alongside the sensory impressions, participants discover that the spaces in which they are
required to operate, and their ability to access resources, are quite different from their
previous employmeiit:
Part of the tl7ir7g that rirnde rite.feel that it was qzrite overwheIn7i17gii~asr7't
so 1nzrcl7the fa~ttilie,~
or staff, it was jzrst trying to be organised in the space
I worked in First oJ all, to know where evei:ytl?ingwas I.fozi17divas a real
battle Jzrst trying to find stzrff to zrse was really hard, becarrse everyfhi17g
was in a terrible n7es.s and Ijzrst can't work like that. Also, it was really
zrnder-resozrrceci, e.speciallyfor. zmder-twos, and there were so 117anyza7der.
hvo 's. I had to h y and work otrt a sysfen7 for 17tyselJ:and look at what I
u1a.s g i i ~ nm7d could zrse, before I cozrlii actzralZy go and do ar7ything And
also I icja,s quite co17cen7edthat there was no proper toy clea17i17gpolicyin
place at the f i ~ n eand I cozild see what ivns happening i1~itl7
tl7e stzrff and I
didn't feel very happy atiozrt that

The lack of order and systems in this new play specialist's space add to her ]nore general
feelings of being overwhelmed, and seem to undermine her in her new role. She feels she

is battling for tlie most basic requirements, without which she cannot work in this new
user-unfriendly space. If there has been a gap between appointments, new appointees can
be faced with a playroom whicli has been the previous appointee's space and whicli may
not have been staffed or properly supervised for some time. Some, like the participant
above, identify practices that concern thein and that may reflect negatively on them. This
new world is not only foreign, the space may be under-resourced, even poverty stricken,
by comparison to their previous workplace, increasing the sense of alienation. One
participant recalls, "There wasn't anything that I would have called valuable educational
play equipment but, being new, you don't like to get rid of things without getting
reassurance it's appropriate to do it." Becoming familiar with their resources and
establishing the playroom in a way that suits their way of working enables them to call
upon wliat they Inow, at a time when much is unfamiliar, and to retain some sense of
control. By making it their own space, tlie playroom provides a safe base from which they
can venture out into tlie new aspects of the role. Without this sense of having space in
order, the ability to feel a sense of belonging is likely to be diminished.

Experiencing changed time
Time changes, too, for the participants in their new roles as hospital play specialists,
although the nature of this change varies with the type of unit in which they work. The
pace, or tempo, of their day may be very uneven, both speeding up and slowing down in
comparison with wliat they have previously experienced:

It S so different, your pace. You can have 18 chil&en orie day and then
do~117to ivorking with or7lyfive the 17exf Yozrr turnover is a lo! higher. That
tvas really hard You'd have dflere~itkids every day. I remernber 111yfirst
day - I'd jzist ~nasteredthese cl~ildrenand !heti I ca~iiein the next day a17d
they %!,eregone, all gone,
This participant has not anticipated tlie unpredictable fluctuations in numbers of children,
which is yet another difference fiom the more stable world of early childhood. She is
disconcerted to discover that no sooner has she begun to know tlie children than they are
gone. The lack of continuity and predictability is hard at two levels. Professionally, she
realises that she will need to think in different ways about how she works with children
and how she will pace herself in relation to children who are with her for such a short

time, and whose numbers may valy so widely. It is also hard for her personally as the high
turnover represents an ongoing loss of relationships.
The high turnover in some units means that there may be a need for these novice play
specialists to form relationships quicltly with children and to provide for their needs with
very little background knowledge of them. For those who are used to working with
children over months or years, this is a new and challenging professional situation.
However, on other occasions there are also opportunities for participants to "take their
time" with children:
Now I'ltt able to .sit down and 11ave half a11 hotrr, an 110111; of 011e-011-one
tc~iihthe sa17te cliild To nte that's one ofihe 177osi intportaiit thii~gsyotrcan
do, to sit dowri in /he pltryioont a11d .spend ti~ttei.vit11a cllild. It was strange
for a isl~ile,iliozrgl~,going jiorn where there's 25 to one, nrld jtrst that
il~otrgl~t
- i,r iliere sort7ethi1igelse Ishotrld be doing?

This participant enjoys and values one-to-one time with children, yet finds it hard to shake
off the uneasy legacy that she brings with her from her previous job that this might not be
seen by others as acceptable. Despite having a strong belief that attending closely to
children is important and worthwhile, it may be that the pai-ticipants need to give
themselves permission in these early days to take the time to just fully "be" with a child
without feeling guilty or apologetic.
Regardless of the pace of the work or the levels of intensity, feelings of exhaustion are
common in the early stages of employment. Some of this tiredness may stem from the
changed physical environment, the lack of predictability, and the demands of a new job,
yet it also reflects perceived differences in the emotional component of the work in
relating to others, compared with their former early childhood role. It seems, too, that
time is experienced differently:
I rententber going iionte the first week and I ~ v ajztst
s nbsolzrtely exhausted
and I ic~ental~ttoststraight to bed I was really.
I got 11onte in the eve~lii~g
"I've got four more
really, shattered I ren7en7ber nly first day, tkii~ki~lg,
days io go!" Tile need to keep zip energy level,r, jtrst keeping son7etl1ir1g
back so that yotr'd 11nve e~lotrghfor tile nexi day. Ill early cl1ild1~oodyotr
car1 give otrt a lot more becazrre yotr don't need to give a,s 17tucl1. Yozi kr~ow,
yotr do your best btrt it's d~fferei~t
n7eeiing their en7otional needs. It 1va.s
just the erttotiorzal tirediie.ss Tl~aireal entotional tiredne,ss ?v11e11
,yotr've
,jtr.si given otrt all day iltnt I ~ ~ a s rtrsed
~ ' t to. I'd change zrp to 40 riappies a

clay in daycare -physical work - but I still ~~ouldri
't go horne that tired at
night I r?rean, I'd do tlrat work arid tlieri go to the gytrr Wl7ereas here, it
111asjust that dzffererit sort oftirednesr Jtr,st totally drjjGererif

For this participant, the intensity of the work seems to be greater than it was in early
childhood teaching and affects how she experiences the passing of time. She is very busy,
and yet her first week seems interminably slow and she can hardly imagine that she will
last out to its end. Although in her former role it is likely she would have had
responsibility for supporting the emotional wellbeing and social relationships of infants
and very young children, she has not experienced it as the unsettling burden that she now
feels. In order to survive personally and keep working, she feels that she must conserve
her emotional reserves by holding back on fully "being with" the children.
The new appointees feel that they are giving Inore of themselves, even though the work
may be less physical. Several months after appointment, one participant is still
experiencing this exhaustion. She says, "I can't take anything home. I can't read a book. I
think that's because on an elnotional level you are giving out inore than you actually
realise. I'm sort of waiting for the day when 1 feel I can actually do a bit more." The
burden of responsibility felt for the emotional wellbeing of children is experienced as
heavier in the hospital setting than in their previous workplaces, perhaps because they are
aware for the first time of the multiple stresses that some children and families face.
Meeting children in hospital evoltes in the participants a responsibility of care engendered
by what van Manen ternls the power of "the call of the other" (van Manen, 200.3, p. 8).
However, another participant who was required to make her time constantly available after
hours in her previous work, has a different perspective. She recognises that in the hospital
setting she is part of a team, commenting that she feels free to leave her hospital Job at the
end of the day because, "there are other people there and the place will still carry on
without you". This particular participant comes to the role with an expectation, based on
her previous work experience, that responsibility is shared and that she can rely on others
in her absence. Understanding oneself as part of a trusted teain takes time to develop. In
the meantime, early encounters with colleagues, and with children and their families,
create powerful impressions, as we see in the next section.

Encountering others
When we meet others we experience them initially through a certain physicality, what van
Manen terms "lived body" (van Manen, 1990, p. 10.3). We both reveal and conceal aspects
of ourselves, consciously and unconsciously, through our physical responses. We may be
less natural, less our real selves, when we are aware of another's gaze, or we may blossom
under the gaze of someone we feel is admiring of us. It takes time for interpersonal
relationships to develop in ways that are significant and meaningful. Meanwhile, our first
impressions shape our expectations of others, of how readily we will relate to thein and
how they inay respond to us.
For the participants in this study, entering the new world of a hospital immediately brings
them race to face with many new people. Every participant has at least one significant
story to tell about early encounters with hospital colleagues, children and families. One
person, who was initially apprehensive about starting, is pleasantly surprised:
Ei~er:yorier.eal(y ~~arited
111ehere! They +seresqying things like, "Thar~k
good7e.s.s, becazr.se we haijer7'i had anyor~efor a while! " And they were jzist
so fi-iendly and so respected nie. I'd heard that I niighi have to fight for.
that kird of respect bzrt I did17'tfindtlqat at all.
This experience of feeling welcomed and wanted establishes an immediate sense of
connection and belonging for this participant. The warmth with which she is greeted is
unexpected and the anxiety she has felt about whether she will be accepted dissolves and
is replaced by relief. Rather than struggling to earn respect, she senses it immediately and,
in turn, it is liltely that she feels well-disposed to reach out to the colleagues on her unit.
Early experiences such as these help establish expectations about themselves in their new
role in the minds of the new appointees, and remain vivid. Soine of the most ~ne~norable
interactions recalled are those between the new hospital play specialists and nursing or
medical colleagues,

Nu)-sing and rnedical staf
Whatever the size of the play specialist team, individual hospital play specialists have a
primary day-to-day working relationship with nurses and other staff working regularly on
thei~ward. Even small gestures of friendliness are noticed and welcomed, such as being

addressed by name. The new appointees are conscious from the start that these
relationships will be i~nportant to how they integrate into their new roles, so first
impressions are experienced as very significant. One participant tells of an early encounter
with a senior nurse, as follows:

I i.c>a.stold the first tl7ing tl7at ,yozr do in the mor77ing is yozr conte in and yozr
go and check the ~.vardlist and //?enyo21 go to the senior stafJ'i7vr.seand ask
'Xre there ar7y needs 017 the ivnrd at the nion7ei7t, and any +vaythat I can
strpport yotr? " And I remeinber /hii?king, "Ok, I can do this", and taking a
the door and stariding tl7ere. And I
few deep breatl7s a17d going tl~rozrgl~
fozrnd ~~l7er-e
the list rvas and figzrred ozrf i.vhat that tvas arid figured ozit
i141nt tl7is was, and the17 I stood thew ii~aitir7gpntiei7tly and she talked to
everybody else and ninde eye cor?tact %11itheverybody else and I jzrst stood
there feeling quite 17zoi7iliated I didn't know how l0i7g Ishould sort of stand
there or u~l7etl7erI shotrld ii7terrzrpt and say exczwe rne or anything And so
Ijzt.st sort ofskulked back to the office a17dfiN really tpset nbozrt it. So that
~cfnr
qtrite a negative exper?ei?ce.
This participant finds that her tentative attempts to do what she understands is expected
are ignored. She is embarrassed and distressed, feeling at best invisible and, at worst,
wondering if perhaps the nurse has deliberately tried to humiliate her. Either way, this
experience leaves this new appointee feeling upset and intimidated. New play specialists
are led to believe from job descriptions, interviews and orientation that they are a part of
the ward team, and yet the behaviour of other staff ]nay suggest this is not so. Faced with
situations such as this, they may be at a loss as to how to address the issue, unwilling to
believe that the other's actions are deliberate and yet having, at that stage, no other
explanation. Such incidents may contribute to the sense of disequilibriu~nthey feel as
newcomers, knowing that there will be signifiers in the environment which must be learnt
but which they, as foreigners, do not yet recognise or understand. On some occasions
these failures to communicate ale passed off by participants as mere incongruities of the
new setting. At other times, they come up against different beliefs or practices in ways
that cause ongoing, but often unexpressed, friction.

A possible source of' friction is unanticipated for one participant who recalls a difficult
early encounter with a doctor. She tells the story of what happened as a result of differing
views:

There was a17 isstre ivith a registrar A deci.sio17was ntnde to wrap a child
s n7yfirsf
for. aprocedzrre, ivhicl7 &n ' f need to happen, but because it ~ l a in
week I 1.va17tedto foster good relatio17.sl7ipswith staff so I chose not lo do

anything. That happened a cozcple oj times with this doctor, and when I
tried to debrief :fvitltthen7 they jzcrt >~~eren't
interested I didn't have the
at fl7at sfnge - I didn '/ know how to deal tvitlz it.
skills in conflict w.solz~tio17
I felt n7y coi?fidencejust %vent%vaydo~ji?.Althozrgh I had good szcpport
fioni other star I noticed that incident carried tl7rozrgh to all illy relatio17s
with inedical staff I didn't feel the eqzrnl of the doctor any nlore. I can
still feel tl7at son7eti117e.r- nd~enthey're %vorkiiigI get nervous.
This play specialist finds her confidence ebbing away as she works with a colleague who
doesn't listen to her or respect her knowledge, consequently losing trust in all medical
staff. Incidents such as this have the potential to make the new play specialists aware very
early on that there are not in fact shared understandings of their role within the team.
They come to the role with confidence in their ability to "read" children's abilities and
coping skills, and an expectation that they will advocate for practices which in their view
will minirnise distress for children. However, they very quickly sense the existence of
invisible professional boundaries that they feel they might violate by directly discussing
options with medical staff. At this stage it seems they neither lu1ow the unwritten rules
about how they might address this sort of issue, nor do they have a wider perspective that
might help them appreciate the particular pressures that medical staff may be working
under. Incidents that raise strong elnotional responses, such as anxiety and fear, are liltely
to produce long-lasting loss of confidence and make it more difficult to work as an
advocate for children and their families.
Another participant's experience is also surprising and somewhat challenging to her but
has a Illore positive outcome:

One of the fist t17ir7g.s tl7nt happened njns tl7at one of the doctor-s ,sot t77e
doo,cjn and asked me all ri~yqtrali~7catio17.s
and ~il7yI was here I ~va.sa bit
shocked atfirst, bzrt I,jtr.st told hi117 ~ l h a It Itad a17d what I was planni17g to
learn. And tltnt made ?lie really think, ok, i.cll?y ant I here, and that M a s
qzrite good Andfionl that day on he reipected n7e and asked n7y advice all
the ihne.
This participant's practice is not being questioned. She feels that she is "put on the spot",
yet is sufficiently confident to use the discussion as an opportunity to inform the doctor
and to build a ~elationsliipwith him She is able to explain what she can offer, yet do this
in a way that shows she is aware of gaps in her own knowledge and that she is open to
new learning and to other opinions. In retrospect, she values the experience as an aid to

clarifying he1 own understanding of her role It also forms the foundation for a very
effective working relationship. Not all participants are able to build on the early
lelationships with colleagues in this way. However, they are in more familiar territory, a
"known country", in their encounters with children, and it is these very different
encounters that are revealed in the next section.

Children and fa~nilies
Not st~rprisingly,because of their past experience, establisfiing relationships with children
and families seems generally to be one of the easiest aspects of the role for newly
appointed llospital play specialists. New hospital play specialists, children and families
share some characteristic of foreignness in this new territory. Despite some uncertainties
about how to respond to families who are very stressed, communicating with children and
families, and engaging children in activities, are skills with which participants are already
familiar:

The fanlilies ir7rtar7tly itrake a difserence becazrse tliey ,see you as sonrebody
Tl7ey don't necessarily know it :s ,your Prst fiw days o j cozn-se, so fi-on1
those 11er.yearly days fa~rriliesinstantly rely on yozr for a bit ofi1forn7atio17,
for that con~n~tr~.ricatio~~,
for conlpany,for a smile, for a direction to where
tl7ey cari,find a czrp of tea. That !s happetling straigl7t awqy mid that makes
yozr feel as fyozr are part of things. And childreri accept yotr at,face ijaltre
if you're being hone.st to then^. Straight mvay there were cltildrerr there
7 ~ 1 7 0 had already beeri tl7ere long tern1 and I think they nrnke that i17dzrctio17
proce.s,s easier - i f tIiej~take a liking to ,you they'll accept yo21 It's their
e17vironnre17ta17d, if,yotr ie.spect it, that cor7nect.syotr to them.
By using the most basic tools of human communication, her smiles and openness, the new
play specialist shows that she is friendly. Her bodily presence reveals her wish to be
helpful and welcornillg at the same time as it conceals her newness and uncertainty (van
Manen, 1990). To be relied on by children and families provides participants, despite their
newness, with some certainty in the midst of their otherwise confusing world. Being seen
by others unquestioningly as a Staff member helps them to see thelnselves as a member of
the healthcare team, and invests them with a certain authority that they may not otlierwise
feel. Building relationships is one area where it is possible to feel confident and competent
in the midst of so much that is unfamiliar.

It seems, too, that there inay be an interconnectedness between the ease with which
participants encounter others and the space in which they encounter others The space of
the playroom environment, containing recognisable toys and resources for play,
establishes a familiar context for novice play specialists and for children and their
families. It is a place of safety for them all, away from the foieignness of the new world
s~irroundingthem. In encountering each other in the playrooin space, the context tells
children something about the role of the play specialist. The space itself helps establish
expectations, sinoothes the encounter and enhances the development of relationships.
However, away froin the playroom, play specialists are placed in situations when they
have to show what they do and how this differs froin the role of other professionals with
whom children and families have contact. This is considerably inore daunting, as can be
seen froin one par.ticipantls description of how she felt about entering children's rooms:
I fottnd it really diBctrlt to go into roonls at fist. It took me ages. Jtrsf
becazrse often they'd have the ctrrtain ptrllerl, or yotr don 't knotcl tc~ho'.s in
there Yotr don '1 knotc~how n~any
fanlily nlember,s are there, or ~jhat,failli!y
is in tl~ere.Yozr don 't h7olzl icd~atthe child is like. You don '1 even loto~1
~shatdi.sire.ss they're in And just going if7 and sort of owning a ole that
yotr 're not quite sure ofyet. I mean, I didn't fie1 aplay specialist ,yet and to
have to go in and say "Ifi,1'111..., the play .speciali.st", fill veryforeign and
also very intrzr.sive in their bedroont becazrse it's a child's bedrooin
tecl717icall~~
and fantily 's there. I foui~dthat quite d@cuN.

This play specialist is keenly aware that space and privacy within a hospital are precious
coinmodities that deserve respect. Curtains and doors represent other kinds of boundaries,
delineating space within the larger boundary of the world of a hospital. Opening the door,
or going through a curtain, is moving into the unknown, in terms of relationships and of
role. Moving into another's space places her under the gaze of strangers, which she finds
inhibiting and hard to deal with, and which intensifies her feelings of uncertainty about her
role and skills. By going through the door the play specialist is moving out of "public"
space into the child's space. It is potentially a form of invasion, and needs to be negotiated
with the child and family. If the family are iiot welcoming, but instead are distressed,
angry or abusive, how will the hospital play specialist respond? In their early days the
participants have not yet acquired a repertoire of responses to deal with the possible range
of emotional states that they inight meet in these situations. They may feel the need to
show who they are and what they do at a time when they are not yet authentically a play

specialist in their own minds, yet must act in this role to children and families in order to
gain their trust and acceptance They are paradoxically both "outsiders" to themselves, and
"insiders" to the children and families they work with.
Furthermore, in each new encounter, even with the same person, there is a possibility that
the nature of the relationship will be different:

I iverit into a child who hod jtr,st corne zrpfrom having surgery and I walked
in and she ~1a.ssitfi~mgon the bed and I said lo her; "Hi, I i n [nante] the
play .speciali,st. I jtrsl w~oiidervd[f ,yotr wanted a video. And her mzrnl jtrrt
ltrriied arortrmd and gave nle the look o j death and .mid No! and bt1a.s qtrite
firi~nyabotrt it A ~ ~ d Isjzrrt
o said okay, that :sjne, and ttrrned arozmd and
IeJ I went back lo the ofJice and I was fine, but I tliirik I k quite guilty oj
aln~aysfeeling like it's t t ~ ew11o's done .so~netl~ing
~ ~ r o rAnd
~ gthe next time
I sa>c~flie rntmt she 1t1as jzrst the nicest person I've ever nmet and she was
co117ingi~ilothe plqj~roonm,cheery and happy
The "look of death" is unnerving. This participant interprets the mother's physical actions
and verbal response as a personal rebuke and she looks to herself as a cause of the distress.
Confronted with parents' anger or frustration, these new appointees may readily believe
that it somehow reflects on their own competence or on their ability to form a supportive
relationship with the family. At this early stage, it is lilcely that they may not have had the
experience to recognise that impact of' stress on the emotional wellbeing of families, and
that these stresses may rebound on the play specialist through no fault of theirs. Learning
to see that the world of a hospital may impact differently on others is one part of the new
knowledge that is acquired during the journey across the border.

Journeying in a new role
The journey across the border takes novice hospital play specialists into a new world, the
world of healthcare. It also takes them on ajourney of learning, to what is for them a new
profession, of hospital play specialist. As the novice hospital play specialists move
forward in this professional journey, they soon notice that there are gaps in their
knowledge and skills. From their reading, from talking with others and from what they see
of the practice of other hospital play specialists, they recognise that new learning will be
needed before they can become fully contributing citizens.

Participants' stories reveal very different experiences of their early attempts to learn
aspects of the role that are new to them. All express excitement about the opportunities
for new learning and new challenges, whether these are in connection with medical
knowledge, working with more diverse cultures, or acquiring new professional skills.
Support and feedbaclc from more experienced play specialist colleagues is one source of
learning:
I knew every week I iiad this nleetiiig so I cozrld say lo her M ~ what
N about
this, nlhat abolrt /lint, arid I could save these thirigs zrp to ask arid I thotrglil
/ha/ was really ir77por/aii/,really helpfir1

The certainty of knowing that she has a regular time scheduled with a colleague sustains
this novice play specialist. She can hold olito her important questions and concerns until
the weekly meeting. Having an experienced colleague or colleagues who can give
feedback, listen to concerns, and teach new aspects of the work, such as preparing children
for procedures, is something that is described as very helpful. One participant says, "I
watched her preparations and I ,just thought it was a really wonderful way of showing
children, of explaining to them what was going to happen. I found it really interesting."
However, watching colleagues who seem very competent may also raise some anxieties:
I reiiten7ber n~ntchiriga 13 year old bo,y ud~owar iiaviiig quile a niajor
operation ~sitka lot of catheters arid lot,s of thiiigs he was going to coiiie
otrt of il with Tlie other iio.spitalplay specialisl was very onto it arid kiiew
how they all ic~orkedarid how /lie air ~ ~ e itrp
i t tlier71 arid so or?. Aiid I'm
thiiikirig, " I f o ~ va111I ever going to know all that to be able lo teacli hi171
and be able to talk to iiiiii about t1ii.s tzrbe goiiig zrp hi,speriir arid thii1g.s like
thnl?" It 17iade me fie1 qzrite apprelierisive nbozrt whether I cozrld do /hi.?
job. Arid I also worried that she ,vns oiily goiiig to be ~vitiiiiiefor a week
or so mid Iio+c~1i~a.sI goiiig to gather eiiotrgii ii?forii7a/ioiito be able to prep
/hat boy rnyselfr I was fieling a bit iiiodeqttnte flint I iclasii '1 goiiig to be
nble to deliver to /lint staiidard

This participant is worried, both about her ability, ever, to do the work, and also about the
quality of her work. To be faced with the expectation that she will prepare an adolescent
boy for procedures, especially where genitalia might be involved, is for her a very
daunting prospect. Providing support for children who are undergoing complex medical
treatment is very different from anything the novice play specialists are used to. Working
with adolescents is also outside of the previous experience of most

Another participant tells how opportunities to work alongside more experienced
colleagues had a discouraging effect:

I found ntyselj isorkirtg with these mliazi17gpeople who were really, really
good in their_lield. In fact, they were lcgcrads ill thefield I don't really
hioit~if they realise that they're like thi,s, but lhey just do everytlti~tgright.
They know jztst what lo do and they see tliiitgs that I didn't see. And I think
I foltrid that really hard. I hadn't expected to feel that I wasn't doing a
goodjob. And even thottgh people told me I MJUS,
I kept tlti~tkirtg,"C)h no,
this is hard".
This newcornel is daunted by finding she is working beside people who have "legendary",
almost God-like, status within the service. She aspires to be like them yet perceives that
they can do no wrong and finds herself wanting in comparison, despite reassurance.
Instead of building her confidence, the presence of experienced colleagues has the
unanticipated effect of undermining it. It seems she has not yet had an opportunity to
visualise the steps she will take, and the support she will receive, to enhance her own
skills. As well, what she has heard about her colleagues' abilities and experience perhaps
clouds her ability to value the skills that she brings with her, and at this early stage
prevents her from seeing their worlc as anything other than perfect.
Despite such apprehensions for some participants, others quickly identify differences
between their preferred ways of working and that of their colleagues. In observing others'
practice, they are sufficiently confident to resolve that they will follow their own style. In
referring to her orientation period, one participant comments, "I found being taught by her
quite difficult because I wanted to question and say, 'Well that's not the way I would have
done it'." Opportunities to observe more than one person provide alternative models of
working:

I ivas taz~ghtto do preparatio~tsone M ~ Cand
I ~ then
,
I smv nnothtr perso~r
who worked very differeittly She r~iadethe experience niuclt 1110rechild
initiated arid let the children jt~rtgo the way they %ventrather than a preplanned scenario ~vhicl~
is +vltat I had seen before that. Seeing another
person cio it I saw a co~npletelyd@erent way, so I took sollie fioni one and
.somefio17~
artofher and I tlio~tghtthat ~1a.sreal(y Itelpf2tl.
This participant is able to discover a way that seems ~.ightto her by taking some
knowledge from one colleague and some from anoti~er.These novice play specialists
welcome the opportunities to observe others, yet are eager to start taking on more of the

role themselves. Those in larger programmes seem to be impatient for Inore autonomy and
f o ~the oppoltunity to work with children in ways that feel authentic to them. Already at
this early stage most are feeling some degree of confidence about the learning journey,
and their ability to acquire the additional skills they need to undertake the new, therapeutic
aspects of their role with children. Tliis journey is less daunting if others are available to
provide directions, encourage~nentand support, as well as a baseline against which new
appointees can evaluate their own practice.

Standing at the point of tangency
Despite the pervasive sense of being a stranger that some new hospital play specialists
experience, there are some advantages to seeing with ail outsider's eyes. One participant
describes what she calls, "doing the logical things that you'd do for any human being",
even though she suspects that she has broken some unwritten rules in doing so:
Becairse I wa.s so new I didn't really know what n ~ bounrlnries
y
were and I
think I probably ove~steppedthen1 nf least a hundred tirves [lazrghs]. I'd
lvith a long-slay leenager and the s t a were
~
saying she wa.s
been ~t~orking
obviously anorexic becairse she ~~011ldl7't
eat. They wanted lo get psych
involved. I said, "So u~hntare lhe TB rliirgs like to lake?" And the doctor
said, "Oh well, maybe they make her feel a bit sick". And I said "Well have
~ 1 0 2 1ever thozrghi nboirl gising her some anti-nausea piNr?" Aimdthe doctor
said, '"17 I see isl7at yoir ntean". So /hey pzrt her on anti-17azrseapillsand
e1~erythir7gioa.s,fine I fo~ri.rdpeoplejzr,stfi.eaked and jziinped to cor7clzi.sions,
1vl7er.eoffen if was jirst boric things like that

Within the borders of the new world there may be other concealed boundaries that
differentiate how people are in relation to each other, ones which this participant believes
she may have overstepped on many occasions. However, taking the risk to bring her own
ideas to this new world pays off. Because they are not yet fully immersed in the world of
healthcare, the novice hospital play specialists can bring a wider perspective to situations
such as this. This fresh viewpoint is not yet accult~~rated
to the world of a hospital, and
allows for alternative explanations for the behaviour that children and young people are
showing. From this point of tangency the new hospital play specialists can see other sides.
They can suggest comlnonsense possibilities in the first instance that may not have
occurred to medical staff who aie trained to seek a diagnosis.

A similar example arises from another participant's description of how she handled an
acrimonious situation on the ward, one that had arisen due to differences of opinions
amongst staff on llow to handle the difficult and deteriorating behaviour of two girls with
rl~eumaticfever. After several months on the ward, the nurses were increasingly impatient
with them:
Stafl*vere sqying "Who do they thiink they are? Don't they realise there are
sicker children? " There w~asa lot of negative stuff goiiig 017 in the w a d
abozrt their care. So~llestafftvere,jzr.st.seeing their behnviozrr 0,s nazrgl7~N
~1a.sintere.sting - becmrre I +vasnew I cozrld .sta17dbackj?on7 it a bit and I
cozrld zrnderstar7d dijGerent people's points of vieill. So 1vhe17the staff were
feeling renllj~riegative about iilhat the gids 1ver.e doi~ig1,jzrsttalked to the111
abort/ hoiv these gir1.s had been here so long and it was really their I7onle
noiv. And holv they ivepe going throzrg17 pzrberty and they really needed
soiiie privacy sonietii~~es.
They were having to sl7are roonls ~litl7,fiveother
children arid otl7er adzrlts coi17ir7gand going, and I thozrglit ij they cozrldget
their o*1117~ O O I I itI . ivould
~
iliake a hzrge d$,rence, And it did. They suddenly
becai~lehuman again The ,staff cotrld .see it The girls' behaviozrr iniproved
1.vke17tl7ejt were beirig t~neotedmore kindlj~and given soine tiine and respect

Being new, this play specialist is in a position where she can see multiple perspectives in
situations such as these. There are real hardships associated with hospitalisation for these
girls, because of their age and the length of time they have been there, and these
developmental and psychosocial needs justify consideration alongside their medical
condition. She is sufficiently confident even at this early stage to advocate for the girls by
helping staff see the children's behaviour as a predictable reaction to the conditions of
hospitalisation, rather than as wilful and deliberate bad behaviour. By acknowledging the
girls' needs, their behaviour improves and this in turn has a positive impact on the way in
which the ward functions. In treating the girls as truly human, their response is to behave
as human beings do in relation to those who show them care and concern.
Similar situations sometimes occur with regard to parents and families. .Judgments may be
made about parental behaviours or responses, and at times the play specialists can see the
situation through a different "lens", partly because they are new but also because they may
have had the opportunity to get to know the family in a different, less formal, way. An
outsider viewpoint may enable the new hospital play specialists to act as "translators" of
medical jargon.

The parer7ts are trnder. a hzrge a17totmt oJ stress and ihey nod a17d .say yes
bzri they have no iden bvl7ai he :s said and then he's gone. So so1t7etimesI'n?
the go-bet~~~een
person, the interpreter Yeah, jzrst having ihe time to sit
do14117111ithso177eone nr7d go and get a book which explaii7.s it ittaybe, and
they're planning on doing. @en yozr ca17't jr7d your
sqy this is ~~l7nt
charge nurse or sonleone else who could help, ov they jtrst slirtrg their
shotrlders a17dsqy, "Wl~atever,
she'll be iigl7t!"

This participant recognises that she is not the only person in foreign territory. Others, such
as parents, can also be struggling with the newness of the language. Although the novice
play specialists ]nay quicltly acquire knowledge of medical terminology, they are far from
h l l y fluent in the language of the hospital. This unfa~niliarityhelps them to "hear" what is
said from a lay perspective and perhaps to recognise when families are confused and
si~nplyacquiescing rather than really understanding. They recognise that they can create
opportunities for families to have information explained to them again in a different form,
or by a different person.
At the point of tangency, novice hospital play specialists inay be able to see across both
sides of the border. Within the new country they encounter both other staff, who are
inhabitants, and children and families who are newcomers like themselves. The difference
between themselves and families is that the novice play specialists plan to stay in the new
world and make it theirs, whereas tlie families wish to leave as soon as they can. There is a
tension in this situation. Tlie new play specialists want to belong in their new world, yet at
the same time there is value in their outsider viewpoint and the ability it gives thern to see
this world to some extent as families see it.

Summary
This chapter shows how tlie decision taken by the participants in this study to seek and
accept positions as hospital play specialists takes them on a journey to the edge of what is
effectively a new country They set out in excited anticipation, despite their uncertainty
about what lies ahead, and soon discover that in crossing the border they have entered a
somewhat oveiwhelming world of sensory experiences, with an unfamiliar culture and
language, peopled wit11 strangers This journey also takes them into a new professional

world, from early cliildhood teaching to the more therapeutic role of a hospital play
specialist.
Once they have crossed the border they may find there are other unanticipated and
sonietilnes hidden boundaries that mark out personal and professional space and influence
how relationsliips develop. The things they brought with tliem, their previous experience
and skills appear, at least for a brief period, to have no relevance in this foreign territory,
with the result that some may feel their confidence and competence slipping away, at
times creating fear and anxiety. More experienced hospital play specialists, and colleagues
011

their wards, can provide much wanted guidance as they try to find their way and settle

in. A welcoming environment together with opportunities to see colleagues practice and to
receive feedback on their own practice help participants to feel that they will in time be
able to become contributing members of their new worlds. However, we have also seen
from participants' stories that they cannot always find what they need. Some of the early
support that is offered is overwhelming and tends to increase, rather than diminish, the
sense of being different and foreign.
Paradoxically, these new play specialists discover that there are some advantages in being
an outsider. While they want very mucli to increase their own feelings of belonging to
their new cominunities by becoining familiar with the language and culture of a hospital,
they discover that their very newness helps them to see this setting as it may seem to
families. By standing at "the point of tangency", they may notice incongruities and
frictions that are missed by staff members more attuned to the nature of a medical world.
By glimpsing situations from both sides, neither co~nplete "outsiders" nor fully
acc~tlturated"insiders", the new play specialist's may be able to be interpreters, bringing a
fresh viewpoint to how things are done in hospitals.
In the following chapter 1 turn to themes that show the experiences of the participants as
they endeavour to become established in their roles as hospital play specialists. This next
chapter reveals what happens as they attempt to find a personal and professional place in
their new workplaces and discover tliemselves face to face with the realities of the world
of a hospital.

Struggling to Face a New World
We must learn to be vulnerable enough to allow our world to turn upside
down in order to allow the realities of others to edge themselves into our
consciousness.
Delpit, 1993, cited in Canella, 1997, p. 1

Introduction
As has been shown in the previous chapter, the participants in this study approached their
change in employment from early childhood teachers to hospital play specialists with
excited anticipation. In stepping over the border, they quickly discover they have entered a
very different world, one in which their former professional certainties may seem to have
been turned upside down. It is not until they actually enter tlie hospital setting that they
have the opportunity to survey their new professional territory and to evaluate what exists
against what they had assumed it to be like. Participants tell many stories of struggling to
gain a foothold. It is these experiences of facing difficulty and challenge that are revealed
in this chapter.
To struggle is to make " determined efforts under difficulty" or "to have difficulty gaining
recognition" (Allen, 1990, p. 1210). Struggling shows itself in a number of aspects for the
novice play specialists in this study. They may struggle in their attempts to build
relationships with others and to practise in an unfamiliar context and culture. They may
struggle with securing a physical space for tl~emselvesand for children, and a professional
place for their role within healthcare teams. Participants may also face internal personal
struggles as they learn to cope emotionally with the realities of siclc children and their
families, and with experiences of loss. At times, striving to confront the real nature of the
world of a hospital leaves them feeling exposed, anxious and unsafe, and it is to these
experiences olvulnerability that I now turn.

Experiencing vulnerability
Vulnerability is experienced as feeling defenceless and at risk of harm. This may be
physical harm, or it may relate to exposure to potential criticism and damage to sense of
self (Allen, 1990). Participants related a number of incidents where they were involved in
situations that left them feeling at risk and vulnerable, or where they felt uncertain how to
proceed lest they harm others. One context in which vulnerability is apparent is in
experiences ofstruggling to develop relationships with other staff members.

Feeling under threat
Situations where the participants feel they may be under threat in some way emerge as
aspects of early experiences that are difficult to face. This may occur in early efforts to
coinmunicate, as described by a participant who tells what happens when she expresses
her concerns that some equipment is too old to be safe. The background to this particular
struggle is that this participant had considerable responsibility for child safety in her
previous role and expects that she can make a useful contribution in this area in her new
role. She understands fsom her charge nurse that a new pushchair can be purchased for the
ward, and that she can dispose of the old one, which she does:

A.s soon as I ca17ze in the door slie ca17ze stornling trp to r71e in front of
eve~:yorie,the receptio~iist,parentr, everyone, arid said, "Did,yozr take that
bzrgg~? Who gave yozr perr71is,sioii? It 's nolie of your btrsiness. " She jtut
ioeiit on arid or7 at r7ie arid really bit n7y head off It was really dreadfir1 I
1sos qtrite shocked I did~i't kiiow ~clliat to ray. L,ater she ca177e arid
apologi.sed and alien I said that she /:ad told n7e I cozrld take it mvqr she
then said "CIIi, 1'177sorry, Iprobably did- Iwas having a bad &yn A n d l
jzrst felt yucky arid mclftrl,
To be "storined at" in public is to be at the mercy of a verbal barrage that can only leave
the recipient feeling overwl~el~ned
by its force. The attempts of this new play specialist to
show initiative and, as she understands it, to contribute to the unit and to children's safety,
are met by a response that is shoclcing both in its unexpectedness and in its intensity.
Being snapped at in fsont of staff and families leaves her speechless. The incident is
experienced as more threatening than it might otherwise have been because the charge
nurse is in a position of some power over the novice play specialist. She is left feeling
angry and sickened, yet at the same intimidated and powerless to express her sense of
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indignation at the way she has been treated. Although her charge nurse apologises, this
private apology does little to remedy the public humiliation experienced. The incident is
likely to have quite different rneanings to the nurse and to the play specialist. To the nurse,
it is apparently insignificant and is lightly brushed off as ,just part of "a bad day".
However, to the play specialist the apparent casualness of this apology suggests either that
the charge nurse has completely underestimated the impact of the verbal assault or,
alternatively, that she has no concern for the impact it has had. Either way, it seems that
she may now perceive the charge nurse as unpredictable and untl.ustworthy, and no longer
feels safe. When such experiences happen to new play specialists, who may already be
uncertain of their place, a heightened sense of vulnerability can be created. To feel one
cannot place trust in important relationships is to experience the reality of a world turned
lipside down.
Vulnerability is also shown in the struggle that eventuates when a participant attempts to
do what she thinlcs is the right thing by checlting the admission book for patient
information. A ward clerk whom she has not previously met challenges her

I told Iier. that [1im77e of hospital play specialist colleapre] said I cotrld get
trsejirl iifor.niation +om the book, and she said, "I've never. seen her look
in tlie book". And I said, "Well, that's becazrse she waits tr~itilyotr 're not
tliere " And I jtrst iliozrglit to myself iliat [colleapie] ha.5 developed these
isqys oj doing things to protect herlselJ:becatrse it '.s too hard and too big to
do it on your oiiln Btrt I can't ic~orklike that I think it's dangerotrs. I think
if S trr7snfe
There is a sense for this play specialist that she is unable to practice in an open,
straightforward way, even where she has been told how something should be done. As a
new appointee, she discovers that there are hidden barriers that she may need to
circumvent in order both to do her work and also, possibly, for personal survival in her
job. She realises that her. colleague has discovered the existence of power relationships
and has adapted to their possible impact by learning to work around them, rather titan
challe~igingthem openly. However, this way of working is not one that fits readily with
this participant's values and so she struggies with how she will function without
co~npromisingher professional beliefs.

Where incidents such as these occur, they are the source of considerable disquiet and
concern. They indicate the subtle and unacknowledged ways that power may be exercised
in the world o r a hospital, ways that must be discovered, and recognised, in order to
understand the culture The participants want to establish relationships and to belong in
their new world, yet there may be tensions between what seem to be the realities of 'the
way we do things here' and their preferred way of wo~kingand their understanding of safe
practice.

Unsafe practice
At its most basic level, safe practice is about knowing the rules and complying with them.
However, at another level, practising safely is about having confidence that one has done
everything possible to fulfil professional responsibilities to others and to self. For those
new to a role, this is likely to feel fundamental to their work, and concerns about
practicing safely are colnmon for some new appointees. One participant tells how the
need to "get it right" was a cause of'considerable anxiety in her early days:
It ivas jzi.st ~nakinglittle nristakes. Jzist ieartling the hospital policies Little
things, like riiaybe ivnlking into the playrooin will7 a &ink bottle, forgetting
the 'no n'r.ii7k' rzrle Forgetting to sign things out. L,earr?ing ~il7atn7y
bozindaries were HOMJto talk to children M J ~ Owere brir7gii~gzip their
operations, ar7d lem7i17g how and when to steer theri7 in another way or
1tll1er7 to talk to the117 Learning ~1he17to say son7ething, m7d 11~heliriot to
Without thinking, saying things like, "Yorc'rc lzicb to be having an iceblock", ivhen yozi know they'd rather be at hoi77e than having mi ice-block.
JZIS!the hole novice feeling Wanting to do a good job. Becazise, yozr
kno111,yo21 ivant to CIO evelything right. For a little bit, for the first coziple oj
days, I fozrnd ri?y.selfr7otsayi17ganything

Even in the relatively familiar playroom environment, where it might be expected that she
would be most at home, this participant feels tentative and unsure, making her feel that slie
is a beginner once again. She struggles to remember and comply with the rules of the
hospital world as she understands them to be, rules that require fluency in a new and
different language. It seems she is vigilant in almost every aspect of her interactions with
children whether this is in relation to their physical safety, for example in ensuring they do
not drink prior to anaesthesia, or to their emotional wellbeing. Her concerns that she might
somehow say or do the wro11g thing have an inhibiting, if not almost paralysing, effect for
a time. In trying to do everything right, she is constantly evaluating the appropriateness of

every action, every minute of her day, struggli~igwith how she should be in relationship to
children in hospital. Van Manen refers to this process, saying that many teachers
"privately realize that everything they do with children, every minute of the day, has to do
with what is appropriate or less appropriate for particular children in specific situations"
(van Manen, 1994). This is a process that play specialists are accustomed to in their lives
as teachers; however, in hospital there are new considerations to be evaluated and the
specific situations are ones they have not come across before, so adding to the complexity
of the decision making
The hospital environment is one where there are lnany rules that must be learned. Some
of these are overt, and available as formal policies and practices. Others are unwritten and
]nay vary from one team to another, and between units. Some new play specialists may
struggle to discover the unwritten rules, many of which may have to be "second guessed"
or deduced from the behaviours and responses of others. One participant comments that
she felt people were ‘‘salt of waiting to see how you are going to handle things". It is as if
they are on trial, waiting for a ,judgment as to whether they are doing well enough to be
accepted for residency.
Feelings of vulnerability may also arise from uncertainty about role boundaries and
expectations. In describing tlie impact of having high numbers of bureau nursing staff one
participant says:
People did7't knoit~where things were. A child n7ight need son7e ga,s to
l d "Well, do we use
have an ii?jection,,yet the ntrrse doing the job ~ ~ o t rsay
that here? I didn't k17oiv we trsed it, tt~here's it kept?" And so it's zrp to the
ho.spita1:splay specialist to go to the maternity ward to get the gas bottle to
this ir the rrttacl7177ent and we
bring it back to tne, and then to say "011,
keep it 017 the top of here and we plzrg that in to that and this is what we trse
for the childre17" And I'nl thinking, "It ca17't be! I don't l V ~ 1 f 7 1 to be
respo17sible for that." I didn't ivant to be walking arozmd the hospital
getting things I do17't~tlantto tltink, "I've got the wrong thing here - this is
ithat they tr,se for the heater; not for whatever." Stranige thi17gs ivere
happe17ing becazrse the hospital piny speciali.st~sivere the people that were
tliere niore thm7 the nzrrses a17dthey knew n7ore of those rozttine,~.

The new play specialist is alarmed by this request. On tlie one hand, she wonders if slie is
simply expected to fetch and carry. She resents this, yet hesitates to say no because at this
early stage she does not want to seem uncooperative. More importantly, slie does not want

to be compromised by taking responsibility for medical equipment or for any area of
knowledge that is not within her competence. In this participant's unit an expectation has
developed that the play specialist is a legitimate source not only of general infor~nationbut
also, at times, of nursing information. To be put in this position creates a conflict between
what is believed to be right and appropriate from a professional point of view, and what
seems to be the unanticipated and unwelcolne expectations of healthcare team colleagues.
When their roles are defined by others, novice play specialists are made vulnerable and
anxious at the implications and will also have less time for their assigned role. It is likely
that their newness enables them to "see" what has become invisible to others and the risk
involved in unacceptable practices. However, they may not at this early stage be confident
in refusing to perform such taslts, especially where it seems that these are expected or
liave been undertaken by a previous play specialist. While concerned, they may not yet
know who to approach with their concerns or how to clarify role boundaries.
Other participants struggled to fulfil what they saw as their professional responsibilities.
One person who had been worlting with a child who was hospitalised with lion-accidental
illjury tells of her follow up with the hospital psychologist:

I tried really hard to con~mt117icate,
btrt there were .some people who jtwt
seerned to forget that I'd been lork king w i ~ ha child. It was really ml)'lil,
and I rentenrber ihir?king that it tvar not v e ~ safe
y practice. One partictllar
p~sychologistwotrld ray, " 0 1 7 I ' I jtist
~ going to see this child", and I'd say,
"Look I've spent a lot of tirfte ~oitl?he6 it ~rtiglttbe vet? vnlzrable for zrs to
sit dol~jnand sliare sonte informntio~t" I tried really hard to ??takeszire I
n~nsrt't retaining iitforn7atio17 btrt she'd never corne back to talk to rne
This participant struggles to have her professional voice heard. She knows that she is
required by hospital policies to report anything that she believes to be significant in view
of'the child's reason for admission. Furthermore, she also believes that what she lcnows
about the child may be helpful to the team in enabling them to develop a fuller picture of
the child's circumstances. She maltes determined efforts to communicate, only to find that
lier input is apparently disregarded and she feels marginalised from the healthcare team.
When their perspective is ignored, play specialists may feel that the safety and wellbeing
ofchildren, and their own professional safety, has been put at risk or at least compromised
to some extent. They may have done all they could in abiding by the rules, yet still feel
they have dolie less than their professional duty. It is difficult to have invisible rules to

discover, but to be treated as invisible oneself is to feel disregarded and worthless. In turn,
this may leave them feeling vulnerable to future accusations that they have withheld
significant information or that their own practice has been unsafe and poses a threat to
others.

Feeling unprepared
Another area where participants may feel they are a threat to others is in relation to taking
on aspects of the role that are new to them. As already discussed, the hospital play
specialist role incorporates knowledge and practices that are not part of early childhood
teaching Foremost of these is preparation of children for procedures. For all new
appointees there will be a first experience of having to prepare a child and some of the
participants find themselves taking this on at a time when they do not yet feel competent
to do so:
There i11a.s a tinre of actzially preparing a child for theatre and not really
feeling ready for it. N :s a bit like getting directio17.s@on7 sonteone M ~ :sO
tackled inner city Atrckland a n7illion tinres. They don't tinderstand i11hy
,yozr're fieling so scared obozct giving it a go yotn:self They forget what it
~ s a slike for them the first thne they got in the car and drove. That S how I
felt

At this early stage of' her employment this novice practitioner has Ilad some basic
instruction; she knows the theory of how to prepare a child, but has not had opportunities
to watch others or to receive feedback on her o\n7 practice. Despite the map, her directions
are vague and road signs are non-existent. She is a learner driver, yet has no warning "L"
plate to signal her beginner status to others who may expect a competent operator and so
make no allowances for her. She is uncertain how to proceed into this new territory that
seems fraught with hazards and so she ventures out with considerable anxiety, aware that
she may put innocent people at risk and do real harm. In the absence of a clearly defined
"novice" period or a credentialing system, there lnay be no processes in place to protect
new play specialists fram others' expectations that they take on aspects of the role for
which they do not as yet feel competent. Tl~eyfeel exposed both to criticism from others
and to self-doubt about the adequacy of their practice.

Insufficient information may also give rise to potentially unsafe situations. One participant
describes worlcing with a family where, unknown to her, the father of the child has been
issued with a protection order. In a well-meaning effort to obtain additional support for the
mother, she hies to organise for the father to come into the hospital:
Tl?irtgsjtr.st started to fall apar?. Igot swept into it and Ijzist started feeling
n7ore and n7ore re.spo~t.sible,for
the sittiation and wl7y hadn't Ipicked it t p
sooner I ivas getting all s0rt.s ojcoiflictiitg .stories and Ii.i~ns17't.stire I had
the resotrrces to deal with it. 0 1 7 talking it over later I realised I co~ili/have
done a lot oftlti17gs

This participant feels tossed around by the different stories she is told and the mounting
confusion leaves her feeling quite out of her depth and vulnerable, not knowing how to get
to a safe place as her new world falls apart around her. She feels the tension of being
caught up in a serious situation for which she feels responsible, yet which is beyond her
ability to solve. Only in later reflection can she see what other choices she might have had.
Novice play specialists are not accustomed to the enormity of the potential consequences
of their involvement with children, where both they and the children they work with are
vulnerable. They may take upon themselves a very personal responsibility for outcomes
for individual children, fearing that any inadvertent carelessness or inappropriate
intervention on their palt may be catastrophic. As the following stories show, these
feelings of concern may extend to their own personal safety, as well as to that of children
with whom they work.

IJnsafe environment
A safe environment is one which is free of danger or, at the very least, where potential
dangers are guarded against in ways that make it as risk-free as possible. It seems likely
the participants in this study anticipate that the hospital environment cannot be guaranteed
safe and that the potential for cross-infection may be one of the realities of that world.
They express concerns about the vulnerability of the children they work with and yet they
may struggle to discover how to protect them:
Tlte i?ui:se,s were not ptrttirtg isolafio~tnotices 011 the doors and I didn't
lime a clue what I v11asslipposed to be doing I got sick of asking cltrr77b
qzrestiort.~,t1:ying tofind ozrt illhat I needed to do, and what was wro17gwit17
,soi?tebo~y.And no-one ivotrld tell r77e m7d no-one ever can7e tip to nte and
ofleeredany irfor177afionto me, and there wa,s no pr0ce.s.s inplace.

This participant is mystified as to how to protect herself and the children she works with.
She is faced with a situation where the essential information as to how to proceed is
missing and no one amongst the colleagues on whom she must depend seems willing to
spend the time to help her. New play specialist appointees do not lcnow how they should
be handling infection control procedures, and need accurate information. This participant
goes on to say that although her concerns are supported by the unit manager, nothing
seems to change, and so she decides that she will have to talce more initiative in protecting
herself' and children.

I ivent and got the ii$eciioti.s di.sease,s book and i?trr?tedn7y way throzigh
~ i ~ ~ l ~ ) ~and
t h ifoz~nd
i l g a lisl ofpaediatric requiien~entsin /lie back oj it arid
Ip/ioto~ol~ied
if So //?el?I cotildfind ozif fl?nfif a child Iiad.x, y , z, I'd *tlear
goit~r?s,gloves, inasks or jttst goivri.~and gloiies or h hat ever and I ~ ~ o u l'ti n
hove to ask any of fhose sftipid que.sfionsany more.
By reading a manual, she is able to solve the mystery for herself, without needing to rely
on those who know the answers. Effectively, she finds a way of circumventing what she
believes to be the inadequate communication processes within the unit. Awareness of
good hygiene and minimising cross-infection are responsibilities familiar to novice
hospital play specialists from their previous early childhood roles. They are also aware
that toys and playthings may be a source of contamination, so it is very frustrating to them
when they are unable to find consistent information in an environment where the potential
risks seem to be so much more serious. These concerns are intensified where they observe
that infection control policies are not being followed, or are inconsistently applied. Tiley
expect that someone will tell them how to manage these risks, and feel very vulnerable
when this does not happen or when there are inconsistencies between policy and observed
practice. When those who are have expert knowledge do not share their lcnowledge with
others who need it, then novices are placed in an unsupportive environment.
While new appointees are conscious of their responsibilities to protect children, it seems
they do not necessarily anticipate that their own health may be jeopardised. One person,
exposed to TB, comments that, "I was quite concerned that I could catcll it, and I didn't
have any immunity. That was one sort of barrier, that I had to look after my own personal
safety". She is taken aback at tile realisation that her role requires her to work with this

infectious child in an isolation room. Initially her concern for her own safety causes her to
hesitate about working with the child at all, effectively establishing a barrier between the
child and any possibilities to engage in play. However, she goes on to recount how she
seelts advice from medical staff and is relieved to discover that she can in fact work safely
in this situation providing she follows appropriate precautions.
Another participant, who is pregnant at the time, tells of an early exposure to a contagious

One o f t h e riurse.s said to rne, "Oh yozr better be carejirl caririg,for tllol
baby becazr,se slie 's got CMV It 's really n'nrigerozrs for. you. " Tlie rizrr.;e
1vas pretljl ca.stral abotrt it bzrt I +va.s,
feelirig like, " I don 'I know +i~liat
ihi,s is,
what it's going to do to rne. I don't krio~llaliat yotr 're talkirig
I don 't krio+i~
nbozrt ".
This participant feels at a loss to know how to protect herself and her unborn baby from
danger through her inexperience and unfalniliarity with contagious conditions. She ,just
does not know enough. Although the nurse alerts her to a potential problem, she seems not
to recognise the degree of alarm and fear of physical threat that this precipitates in
someone who is not used to the hospital environment and who lacks Itnowledge about
various infectious conditions. This participant receives reassurance from her play
specialist colleagues who have a better understanding of how very vulnerable she feels.
She later tells how grateful she is that they "instantly,jumped on it and didn'tjust go, 'Oh
you'll be fine"'. Other health care professionals, although caring, may not recognise as
well as her play specialist colleagues, who may have had similar experiences, the depth of
her anxiety and stress. It seems that there is not the necessary level of care and concern,
amongst those who have the expertise, for novice play specialists in situations such as this.

Being accountable
Another aspect of feeling vulnerable is in relation to new play specialists' legal
accountability to the Ministry of Education for provision of curriculum, compliance with
requirements for facilities, and reporting on financial matters. They tell of struggling to
ltnow how best to comply with the early childhood regulations in the hospital setting:

I brozfglit it tip +ilitlioto. ntariager arid shotiled her that [lie n7oriey had corne
thr.ozrgli arid tliat we had to be absolzttely clear with otrr procesres

regardii~gtl~atmor~ey. That it had to be ab,soltrtely worked otrt. I'nt also
we don't
concerned that becazrse of the btcsy-ness, especially in the ~c~intei;
11ave very good processes set zip for recording what's happening to
cl7ilrli-ei~Affer keeping szrch tl~orozcgli17otesfor so long in 111.y otheyjob, I
feel it's not happening as intrch as it cozrld be and as I feel that it shotrld be.
I'in jz~striot szae how to do it, the be.st way to do it. Tile Ministry :s DOPs
(Mini.stry of Edzrcatior~)are niandatoq~ but what tl~ii~gs
are acttrally
applicable to trs?

The thorough accounting procedures followed in her past workplace are not visible in her
new role, and this participant feels concerned that the "busy-ness" of the hospital setting
will erode the time needed for something that only she seeins to understand to be
important. Even though this person is familiar with the Early Childhood Regulations from
her previous employment, she is unsure how they are applied to hospital services. This
leaves her feeling vulnerable to the possibility that her service may be non-compliant. In
early childhood centres, licensees hold legal responsibility for maintaining compliance
with Ministry of Education regulations. However, hospital managers who hold licensee
responsibilities, and hospital accountants, may have very limited understanding of
Ministry of Education requirements. New appointees sometimes struggle to impress upon
them their obligations, as licensees, for service quality and financial accountability.,
Hospital play specialists may therefore feel very concerned at what seems to be inadequate
record keeping or reporting, yet silnultaneously be uncertain as to how the Ministry of
Education regulations and the mandatory Desirable Objectives and Practices should be
applied in the unique situation of a hospital service. They are likely to feel personally
vulnerable as the person with day-to-day responsibility for the service.
Some participants also tell of more generalised experiences of feeling a lack of
accountability that leave the~nfeeling unsure that they are fulfilling the requirements of
the job. One says, "It was almost like no-one was checking on you. You could do as little
as you liked or as much as you lilted. I sort of felt I wasn't accountable to anyone." In the
absence of any oversight, this person experiences her independence as not so much an
advantage of her role but rather as a kind of limbo, where others are oblivious to how
much or how little she does. It seems that these experiences may result from isolation and
from unclear lines of responsibility. It may be that there is a general assumption that
hospital play specialists are competent professionals who are just "getting on with the

job". However it may also be tliat they stem from a certain invisibility, or from others'
indifference to their work.

Experiencing indifference
Van Manen (1990) describes indifference as the refusal to dwell together, the refusal to
engage another human being in a genuine encounter or relationship. To him, "Indifference
is a failu~eor crisis of the 'we"' (p 108) According to the dictionary, to experience
indifference is to feel unimportant, to be someone who is of no interest to others (Allen,
1990). Participants in this study tell stories of how they struggle to belong in their
healthcare teams and to have their professional lcnowledge and slcills recognised. This
experience may be challenging for hospital play specialists because they are seeking an
identity within the "we" of two teams, their play specialist team and the ward team with
which they work on a day-to-day basis. As shown by the narratives in chapter four, they
feel war~nlywelco~nedinto their play specialist team and also receive much support from
individual colleagues from other disciplines. However, they may struggle to become part
of the "we" of their healthcare teams:

I fotr17d iny war-d really d$jctrlt to get into becatrse nly charge ntirse isn't
very receptive and doesr?'t really incltrde a play specialist as partictrlarly
intportant I d017't think she n7ean,s to be that way, but she is. She didn't
introdtrce rite She did11' I introdtrce nte to the s t a i a t all. She did11't include
nle in nteefings that otl7er play .speciali~stsgo to, like the weekly meetings
that staff have, I didn't get i~icltrdedin tl~ose She c?idn't greet nte Not
saybig 17eNo in any %ijay No/ ellen talki~igto itte in a social way; not saying
'How ivas yotrr ~veekend?' or 'Ho~vare you?' None of that.
Tliis new appointee commences work with an expectation that her charge nurse will be the
person to help lter become a part of the day-to-day life ofthe ward, however she discovers
heself on the outside, facing a different reality. She feels excluded from even the most
ordina~yof social exchanges as well as from ward meetings, interpreting these experiences
to mean that her charge nurse sees no need for her to be a part of the information sharing
process on the ward. While she does not believe the nurse's actions to be deliberate, she
nevertlieless experiences them, in van Manen's terms, as a "refusal to dwell together" (van
Manen, 1990, p. 108). Feelings of irrelevance may be heightened for this participant
because she ltnows that other play specialist colleagues are seen differently. When such
incidents happen, play specialist participants feel very isolated and excluded. They feel
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their colleagues are refusing to engage in a relationship with them, but are uncertain how
to respond. They do not know whether the staff members concerned are deliberately
excluding them, or whether the ward culture is generally unfriendly to everyone.
Indifference is also experienced by a participant when a pl~ysiotherapist enters the
playroom and, without ac1cnowledging her at all, opens her storage cupboards and begins
to take things out:

I .said, " 0 1 7 car1 I help you?" - I'd r7ever riiet this lady before - and she
said, " 0 1 7 yes, I jirst need some balloor7s and sonie this a17d sonre that to
iclork with the children". And I said, "017, don't ,yozr bring those thifigr
yoirr.self7" She said, "Well, I didn't think I'd have to. I'ni going to a
children's v ~ a r d -don't yotr have those things here?" So I said, "Well, yes
we do, bttt orking ~vozrlc/have been polite, and bringi17g,yozrrow17resozrrces
would be even better" A17d she thotrgl7t I was being dread&rlly rtrde and I
tl~ozrglitshe nlas being drearlftrlly rrrde, bzrt it wa,s,jtr.stthis as,st11iiptior7that
the p1q)irooni is here so you car7 help ,your-self to anything A1icfyc.t not for
one second i~~otrld
it occia. to nie to walk into the physiotherapy roo17i arid
help nlyselfto all their balls ofid things n~ithoutsaying, "Hey, cm7 I borrow
these" or whatever. It jzrst needs a little profes,sional respect
This participant has an understanding of the playroom resources as her professional tools
for working with the children, and the space as her base for programme provision. To have
a stranger come in and help llerself to resources is experienced as not only impolite but
also as indicative of lack of understanding and respect for the resources and, by inference,
for her role. Opening the cupboards and taking things out, without asking or even
acknowledging that the play specialist is there, overturns the play specialist's
understanding of appropriate professional behaviour. She feels she is being ignored, both
as a person and in terrns of her work and the uses she might have for the equipment that is
being taken.
When experiences such as this are repeated, it can leave novice hospital play specialists
feeling that they are both personally and professionally invisible. If other staff do not
"see" them, despite their physical presence, then it seems likely to them that this may
equate to an invisibility and irrelevance of their role. If colleagues from other disciplines
malce no overtures to engage in a personal relationship with them, even at the most basic
level of polite greetings, they may wonder whether it will be possible to establish a
professional relationsllip where their contribution to children's care is noticed, let alone

valued. They may come to feel they are a source of resources, but not of expertise, and
that their professional qualifications and sltills count for nothing. As another says, "I felt
demeaned. 1 felt like wearing my degree across my back and saying, 'Hey, look, I'm not
just the play lady"'.

Several participants talk of battling for recognition both for

theinselves and for the role, and even for "why my position was even there".
For some play specialist participants the sense of battling is ongoing, at least
intermittently. One participant tells how it is for her, fifteen months into the position:

N took a ivkile to get to a place and so~ttedqis ,youfeel yoti 're acl7ieving it
and otl7er.s somethi17g laill happen ar7ciyozr.jtr.st ,strddenlyfeel you lost that
ntonte17t.So it :s still very nttrch baby steps foi~ilard,and there contes a ti~ite
1ilhe17yotr tl7i17k, I've been here for months, strrely it .sl7otrld be riifere17/!
Yotr feel like yotr 're figI7ting yotrr M J G I ~ , yotr 'refigI7fingall the ti~ttefo refain
a foothold When yotr're ti~orkii?gn~itl7children and parei7t.s it's positive
and yotrfielyotr 're ncttrally doii7gyotrr.job. But with the rta& when yotr 're
tr:yh?g to ,fi17d y o w MJUJ witl7i17 the system, that's here the strtrggle
happens. For a while we went otrt there and tve 1ijere doing profersional
developntent a17d tellir7g people ~ i h n twe did and wl7nt otrr role i17volved,
btrt it ' 5 jtr.st a ic~a,steof tinte. It's better to jtrsf get on with it m d hope that
evenitrallypeople will see il7at tvltat yotr are doing is acttralIy valtmble, that
there's son7e voltre in the bigpicttrre.
This participant has several years experience in teaching, yet feels she has gone back to a
professional infancy where she is toddling with sinall and unsteady "baby steps". More
than a year into her new role she expresses a sense that there is still no strong, secure
foothold for herself and her work and that gains she has made could topple over at any
mornent. It seeins that she is making no real headway, and she feels that she might just as
well withdraw from the struggle and focus on her role with children. To be always in
battle mode is to be feeling defensive and subject to criticism, a frustrating and
e~notionally draining situation. Prolonged experiences of indifference may lead to
resignations. One says, "Despite it being stressful, if I'd felt that the job was one that was
valued by the hospital then 1 would have stayed".
Other participants, however, seem less discouraged and able to sustain the effort needed to
be pro-active in establishing themselves. Common strategies mentioned by participants are
to ensure that their interventions are documented in the notes, giving feedback to other
staff about how they have been involved and the outcomes of this involvement, and

,joining with nursing staff at informal times such as tea breaks. One talks of the success she
has once she decides to advocate for herself and "really put myself out there to be used".
In contrast to their interactions with staff; experiences of indifference are not recalled with
regard to the new play specialists' relationships with children and families, where they
tend to describe their intervention and support as recognised and, usually, as valued. As
one participant explained, when she feels discouraged about her struggle to maintain a
position in the team, she sustains her sense of job satisfaction from "the children, the
people who are receiving the service - the grateful parent, the exhausted parent, the child
where you know that a little thing, perhapsjust the five minutes you spent with them, has
made a difference". Part of the difference novice play specialists can malte for children is
ensuring that they have access to playroom space and programmes, yet securing a place
for children and for themselves may also be experienced by the participants as a struggle.

The struggle for a place
Playrooms themselves are the focus of struggle. Play specialists may struggle both to
secure the playrooms as their professional space and also to ensure that they are valued
and preserved as a place for children and young people. Van Manen suggests that when
we want to understand a person's world or their profession, "it is helpful to inquire into
the nature of the lived space that renders that particular experience its quality of meaning"
(van Manen, 1990, pp. 102-10.3). The hospital playroom is where play specialists spend
much of tlieir time, and it is therefore a significant space for them both personally and
professionally. Hospital playrooms are their "home base", the place where they are most
able to feel at ease. For some, their administration area occupies a part of the playroom
and there is nowhere else in the hospital that is not also the everyday workplace of
colleagues from other disciplines. As well, as has been shown in earlier chapters, hospital
playrooms are "safe spaces" for children, free of the threat of invasive procedures or
treatment. They may also be licensed early childhood centres, subject to regulations
established by the Ministry of Education.
In some units, playrooms may remain open when play specialists are not on duty, or they

may function as a parent lounge in the evenings and weekends. Some tension may arise
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between the playroom as the domain of the play specialist, the playroom as the child's
space, and the playroom as a shared space within the ward. All the participants have
similar stories to tell about their struggles to inair~tainplayroom space as a safe and
sti~nulatingenvironment for children. All experience incidents when the playroom is used
for families to sleep in, where cupboards are left unlocked in weekends, or where the room
has been "trashed". Some of these experiences are very discouraging, leaving the play
specialists feeling, as one said, "Oh, what's the point? What am I here for? I'm just a
cleaner". However, play specialists are protective of playroom space and this seems to be
an area where most are able to be assertive, as the following comments illustrate:

I ~ i ~ very
n s pnrticular abozrt what people did in the plnyroonl. When IJirst
tzrrned trp people were jtrst treating the playrooni like it isas a waiting
roonl. It ujas getting tagged and it ic1a.s disgzr.sti17gandpeople were rzrini~ig
thi17gsmid breaking into czrpboards. So, what I did isas to sort otrt a lock,
and I rilrote down all the reasons ~ l h yit 1vozrld be beneJicia1 to have a lock
for the dooi; and once that ~10sdone it nlade niyjob a lo! earier I felt like,
by doing this, it e17.szrredthere was a .space for the child.el7 to trre and I
thiiik people respec!erl it riiore. The 17zrrses %vozrldsay to the childrel?,
"Yotr '11 be excited when yozr get trp in the morning becnztse the playroonz
sill be open." It becarlie a special place for the children to go mid people
really looked afier it and really respected it And I think they respected the
service better becazise they didn't jzrst view the playroon~as a place to get
toys - they i~nlzredit as n pluce for childi.ei7 to zrse for therapezrtic piny It
~ v a really
s
good
This participant is clear about how the playroom should be used and cared for, and she
takes decisive action to protect it as a special place for children. In writing dowin why the
room is important to children, she helps other staff understand the importance of play. She
is gratified to subsequently find that her actions result not only in more respect for the
playroom environment but also in greater understanding of and respect for the play that
takes place in it and, consequently, for her service more generally. It is through being
particular that she has made it a special, even exceptional, space. Another tells how she
felt she had to be "overly assertive" to ensure that playrooms were available for children.
She tells how she found the playroom being used by senior medical staff for a teaching
session with medical students. She reminds the group that the playroom is the children's
space and asks them to leave. She continues, "I think they were a little bit embarrassed,
but, you know, I wouldn't take ten children into their office and take a whole lot of paint

in there and let the children do what they lilted in tlfeir space". By keeping the focus on

children's needs and right to play, some potential tensions or conflicts between staff'about
the use of the room are averted. The playroom is defended as the child's place to be,
somewhere where children may have control, pursue activities uninterrupted, and where
they are emotionally safe from potentially threatening medical interventions. This helps
other staff to see that they have a shared responsibility for its availability and maintenance.
As well, however, the playroom is a special place for hospital play specialists. It is their
domain, too. They enjoy tlte flexibility and autonomy that goes with playroom
management and programme planning. As one participant says, in the playroom, "You
don't have to say to someone else, 'Oh is it olc if I do this', or,'Do you mind if i do that?"'
Respect for the playroorn seems to be equated by some study participants with respect for
the role of the play specialist. One makes this explicit when she says, "I'm saddened that
the service isn't valued enough, or seen as being important enough, to actually have an
area that is physically ours without it being disturbed all the time".
Some play specialists strategise early on to ensure there is a shared sense of ownership of
the playroom with nurses, in children's best interests. One person, who also experienced
proble~ns with damage to the room, encourages nurses to utilise the room and its
resources. She actively discourages them from regarding it as her exclusive domain

One by one, I've let each nltrse ho,v exactly wliere things are. And I've
done edtrcafioi7al days aborrf developnie17ta n d p l q ~and
, they ask questioizs
and fIie172 see the177 tr-yi~;gout tecl7riiqzre.sI've /old flier77 abott/. And tliere :s
so1i7e rizrrses I've tapped inlo - one :s qzrife artistic and .she S niade a lot of
tl7ilig.s a17d it was jttst so great A17d another helped 177e paint all the
firr17itto.e. And m7oflier I7a.s a httsba~idiid~o'sa good cmpenter. So that S
helped them to take oic~r7ershipa,s st-11. I think it'sjust working wit17 your
colleagtes. Kno+vingfheir goodpoir7t.s And realising tlfat iiztr-se,shave got
illto pnediatrics beca~rrethey really like cl7ildre11not becazr,se tltey want to
do ri7eai7 thir7gs. So entpowering ihe17ito do ,soiiie o j iliese really cool things
Iias broztglit a bit ofliglit back into tlrcirjobs and made tt2y job a lot easier-.
TIte playrooin is closed ~ ~ l ? eI'in
i ? 1701 here prtrely becattse if gef.s trashed
Btrt i.ve Ye starting fo change flint IJ,youi.e r-espor7sible, ij'yo~open it tip
for the cl7ildreii you're with and stay with theni, flieii it can stay open And
r?o%11
I have therii corniiig to rile iii the morning sayi17g they had it open for
three hotrrs and, look, it's nice arid tidy and they'ile sorted iny books out
loo, .so tl7af :s great!
By acknowledging the skills of her nursing colleagues, their potential to enjoy getting to
know children through play, and by being inclusive of them, this participant is gradually

developing a shared understanding of the importance of the hospital playroom and a
trusting relationship with her colleagues. She sees their realities and acknowledges that
they, too, are in the world of a hospital because they like children and want to help them.
This theme around the struggle for a space shows two contrasting ways that people
manage their work space, one way being of defending and the other of inclusion. Those
play specialists wlio are able to engage with their colleagues and help them to better
understand how they can work together, begin to establish not only a physical place for
children but also a place for themselves within their healthcare teams.

Experiencing loss
Another aspect of struggling shows in the internal struggles that new hospital play
specialists have in relation to the children and families with whom they work. Van Manen
says that, "To care for a child is to provide for and to attend to a child in such a way tliat
we should not be surprised that we will be burdened by worries and deeply rooted
concern" (van Manen, 1990, p. 58). Where play specialists have opportunities to become
close to children over extended periods of time, they may struggle with the emotions
aroused by the need to let go of relationships. One participant describes her feelings, as
follows:

Yotr build zrp a relaiionsliip ivorki~ig~ ~ itliern
i h aiid helping the111inaiiage
procedzrres over ~,eek.r,and then they go aiid it 's really sadsometiines. Yo21
can 't really sqy ii !s upsetting, but it's definitely different fiorn early
cliildliood You can't be sad abozrt thern going, becazrse they're well, And
we have sucli a higii t~rr71overthat (lie iiexf one conles along and you 're
btrsy v~iihiherl7 Bzrij~oucaii't . yozr car7 '1 dwell ori it, 1gzre.s;~
Sadness is one of the elnotions that this novice play specialist feels at times when children
leave the hospital. Loss of relationships is another reality of the wo~ldof a hospital, yet it
is something tliat she feels she should not indulge or dwell on because there are always
new children who need attention Becoming close to a child and then letting tlie child go,
often with no opportunity to find out how they are managing when lost from view post
discharge, may cause play specialists to struggle with mixed emotions of happiness for the
child overlaid with their own sense of loss.

The emotional content of the work may lead some participants to take upon themselves a
burden of care that contributes to the anxiety they experience in the early days. They may
struggle to cope with their own feelings regarding the personal situations of some of the
children. The experiences that are hardest to let go of are those involving children who
have complex family situations of neglect or abuse:

N's really diffictrlt ~lltena parent con7es irt and is jtrst really totrglt and
0bviotr.s~j1
don7ineerintg to the child aitd yotr 've got to .sort of.sit back and
sqy "Oh hi, h o are
~ yolr?
~
I'n7 .so-CIII&SO"
Ancfyotr 've got to .still be really
itice artd take yota profe.ssi01101role away fiotn yotrr en7otiortal one. I t e
fototd those orte,s hard to take. I've worked ~litltchildren M ~ I Ohave been
abtlsed befo~e,bzif acf7ml[yhaving a physical cl7ild i,vlto Itas got physical
tltirtgs happertiitg to hi177 front being abzcred and then seeing 11itn as a
person .. . I tl7iitk that's been really hard. Becatrse he's there. He's sitting
tltere, and titen he goes iton~ewith tltent And titere 's.... There',s rtothiitg
yoti can do He goes honle and that's it and,yotr don't know ~ l h a itapperts
t
to hhnfion~there really.
Situations such as these, where the participants are working both with the abused child and
with the family, amongst whoin may be the abuser, are experienced as particularly hard.
There is no protective barrier here. Novice play specialists may struggle to be courteous
and professional and to separate their emotional response from their professional role. It is
very different from situations they may have come across in teaching, where it is possible
to put some emotional distance between the child and the fact of the abuse, where it is
unlikely they will have a relationship with the abuser, and where the abuse may be only
suspected rather than confirmed. The sense of helplessness is exacerbated by the shortterm nature of the contact and the likelihood they may not find out what happens to the
child. As another says, "There are things you do that just stay with you. That's when I
find it hard to finish at work."
Another experience that stays with the participants, is the death of a child. One participant
describes her first experience of a deatl~on the ward. It is a boy with whom she has
worked for three months, and whose death was not anticipated:

Time vvereit't rrtatly tin7es ic~l7eitI felt really entotional. Probably, jtrst
~jhenthat one boy died In the ti177e I was tltere, tltere were a lot ofchildrelt
M ~ I Oca171etltrozcglt toith physical or sextral abtwe, and people isould .say,
"How do yotr cope ~ ~ i tthat?"
lt
bttt 1'177 fairly open about itoiv I feel and I'd
seek otrt mtotlter play specialist or a rttrrse I ions close to mtdju.st chat Btrt
~vherthe died, I ivas upset He Isas getting ready for discharge, artd riteit it

happeiied so qzrickly It was iny firat experience of watcliing a youiigpersoii
die I reiiienlber talking wit17 fitlo play specialists before lie died and they
10ere really good. Tliey were ,saying, "What bit are yozr scared of?" And I'd
sajs "I fie1 realZy scalnedabotrf the zriikno~n7".I didn't k r i o ~~llieii
~ it was
going to happen, I did??'! k i i o ~%c~hat
~ it wotrld look like . . . Aiid I said,
"Wliat ij he dies mid I'iit in tlie rooit??" Aiid that sort of tliiiig So we really
talked abotrt it and that war great. Tlie stafloii the ward speiit a lot ojtinie
talking abozrt how ivefelt before he died We had a nleetiiig that was really
zi.sejir1, e1rer:yoiie tzoiied zip arid it wasn't a hierarcliy, ~iliich+vas really
tiice. TIiey were all crying, btrt I fotrnd, for ine, I cozrldti't let go. It took nle
a really lorig tinre. Tlie day lie died was tlie inost eriiotional thing for iite.
I'JIIgood fiie~ids~ijitha iizrrse who was i.sitli hiiii wl7en lie died so we had a
really good chat abozrt ever:ytliing Aiid the charge rizrrse war really
onlaziiig at ackiio~i~ledgi~ig
people :s re1atioii.sliip.s arid their ei~iotioiial
welfare. So, ever7 tliotigli it itt~a~
ail myfir1 experieiice it was really amazing
in ptilli~igpeople t o g e f / i e ~It >$,asi~icredible.TI?e ward filt corltpletely
dijferent qfleri~~ards.
For this new play specialist, the death of this young person is something that she struggles
to deal with emotionally. Her distress is intensified by the sudden and unexpected nature
of his death, and the over-turning of expectations that he would improve and go home.
Despite the good support from more experienced play specialist colleagues and from her
charge nurse and ward colleagues, the death is a very emotional experience which stays
with her for months xfterwafds. Play specialists commence their work in hospital
anticipating intellectually that sooner or later they will experience the death of a child.
However, such an experience is liltely to be more intense emotionally than anything they
have previously had to deal with in teaching. They may have got to know the child and
family well during their illness and feel that they have been a significant person in their
lives. Unlike nursing and medical staff, who have specific cares to perfonn, they feel
uncertain of their role as the child's condition deteriorates. Tliey may struggle with
uncertainty about how to relate to the family or to the child, or how to judge whether their
continued support is welcome or an intrusion on the family's grief. As well, for some,
because of their own relatively young age, they may not yet liave experienced a death
amongst their own family or friends. Where a child's death in hospital is the first death
they have experienced, then this may contribute to the intense emotional impact. Out of a
shared experience of grief and loss, through being well supported, can come a new
awareness and regard for each other as individuals and a strengthened sense within a team
of shared purpose and sllared humanity.

Summary
In entering the new professional world of a hospital, novice hospital play specialists may
experience their previous realities of the world of teaching being turned upside down by
the foreign-ness of the hospital world. This chapter shows the struggles that result for the
participants as they attempt to develop relationships with others and to establish a personal
and professional place to be. The stories reveal participants' experiences of vulnerability,
and their anxiety about how to ensure they have sufficient knowledge and slcills to practice
safely in the unfamiliar environment and culture of a hospital.

It shows, too, their

difficulties in getting to know others, and in becoming known, and how disheartening it
can be to feel that they and their roles are largely invisible within their teams. The chapter
also reveals the participants' experiences of coping with loss of relationsRips. For some,
facing continuing struggles with the realities of a healthcare setting may be a regular part
of their lived experience of the world of hospitals many months after commencement,
leaving them feeling discouraged and frustrated. However, it seems that in allowing the
process of change to happen and accepting that there will be periods of vulnerability along
the way, new appointees begin to see the possibility that they may find a place to belong.
The focus of the next chapter is on participants' experiences of becoming members of the
hospital community,

CHAPTER
SIX - FINDINGS

Learning the Language of Colours
Chameleons use their ability to change colour to both adapt to changing
environments and to communicate states such as anger, fear, calm and
distress. A green chameleon is peaceful, calm and serene, whereas a
yellow cl~ameleonis surrendering. It takes baby chameleons a year to learn
the language of colours and to read the messages portrayed by these
colours through interacting with more mature chameleons .... As with the
chameleon, the ability to change colozi~sis part of the learner's selfpreservation repertoire to deal with the diversity of envirnnments, settings
and community, and in doing so, the learner becomes adept at being a
member of multiple learning cultures and communities.
Bourke & Bums, 1998, cited in Rogoff, 200.3, pp. 257-258

Introduction
Just as it takes baby cha~neleonsa year to "learn the language of colours", so it takes time
for novice play specialists to adapt to the hospital environment. As newcomers, they want
very much to belong to the multiple communities that make up a hospital, yet the previous
chapter has shown that they may struggle to achieve a "self-preservation repertoire". As
has been revealed, interactions with other staff and families may intensifj their feelings of
being not fully prepared and vulnerable, especially where they discover that the "colours"
of those around them may change in ways that are confusing and difficult to anticipate.
However, we ]lave also seen how the participants' sense of belonging to their new
profession and to the world of a hospital is enhanced where they have the support of more
experienced colleagues who are thelnselves at home and have learnt the language of
"hospital colours". The novice play specialists' challenge becomes one of learning to
adapt and to "read the messages" in their new environment, whilst still preserving their
sense of their own colour and of what they can uniquely contribute. This chapter explores
experiences that reveal the ways in which participants recognise the progress they are
making in becoming adept and contributing members of the new communities.

Recognition that they are adapting to their new roles is one of the signposts along their
professional journeys towards becoming proficient hospital play specialists.

Adaptation
To adapt is to adjust or fit, to become acclilnatised or accustomed (Allen, 1990). An
adapt01 is therefore someone who is able to adjust to new circumstances, to change in
ways that make the person more useful or functional in a new environment. An adaptor
may also be something or someone that is an aid to compatibility

In their move to a

hospital setting, and their change of role from teacher to hospital play specialist, newly
appointed hospital play specialists make many adaptations. As will be seen, these include
adjustments to the physical environment, opportunities to extend their lcnowledge and
slcills so that these better fit their new roles, and changes in the ways in which they work.
Chapter Five revealed the impact on the participants of the physical environlnent of a
hospital. Because play specialists are largely playroom based, adapting the playroo~n
environment and their familiar ways of working to the hospital context is an early
challenge for new appointees:

I worked at a centre where they were very niuch into r~attwalthings and
into the out,side, the sorid, the sticks and stones, and those sortr of //lings.
Bzrt it jzrsl conies doivn lo adapting We do the sai~dinside, we do the gr0;s.r
~ ~ i o t ositrff
r that perhaps iitould be done ozitside, inside. It's jzrst bock to
that arlnpting /iiir~g. We've got otrr playrooni and a big corridor; so ij'yozi
notice that the childre11are qtrite on the go, we can give therii a ball, or a
bike, and adapt like /ha(. I f t I ~ y ' r e.stz/ck in their bed, ive can giile ~ J I ~ I aI I
soft ball.

For this participant, the lived space of the hospital playroom is very different to her
previous wolb environnient She modifies the way in which she provides activities in
order to ensue that children, so far as possible, are not disadvantaged by their hospital
circumstances. She shows her awareness that children in hospital may be more reliant on
adults to anticipate their needs by being watchful for indications that they need additional
opportunities, for example, to expend physical energy. Despite the sense of foreignness
and the intense impact of their early impressions, new hospital play specialists seein to

experience little difficulty in fitting the way they work to the largely internal environment
and the constraints posed by the special needs of children in isolation or confined to bed.
One participant only fully realises the extent to which she has adapted when she has an
opportunity to see the playroom through a student's eyes:

I looked at the environnrent jiom the sttrdent 's perspective and I thotrgltt,
h o ~grotty
l
it looked Make.shiji firrrtiture, nowhere decent to wash stlijj no
rotrtine.~ And tltere ivas jrrst SO 111rrc1~
conling and going; parents and the
children and variorrs other people conring in and otrt all the tillre It was
absoltrtely a~naziitgif yorr .sat there and jrrst watched It was jrr.st like a
tltree ring circrrs! Brit she was very enthrrsiastic. Site .scented to really
enj0.y it So we mrr.st have done .somethirtg right, becazrse site was very keen
to cotlie back [Larrglt.~]

The playrooln is chaotic by comparison with this participant's previous setting, where she
could predict which children would be there, and plan with some certainty for the day's
activities. However, while she experiences some initial discomfort in relation to the
student's possible response, she finds that she herself is not unduly bothered by the
disorder. She discovers she is seeing the room no longer as a stranger might but, rather, as
an "insider". Up till that time, she has not been consciously aware of how much she has
adjusted and now realises, somewhat to her surprise, that she has become adept at working
in this setting. She has developed a "self-preservation repertoire" that enables her to
manage colnpetently in the delnanding and diverse role that is the reality of her new role.
Furlhem~o~.e,it seems fiorn the student's response that this play specialist and her
colleagues have made the playrooln a place where "outsiders" feel welcome and where
they enjoy themselves, despite how different it is. Standing back a little, and seeing their
work as others might see it, provides novice play specialists with opportunities to re-frame
what appears to be chaotic as a busy and complex workplace, a place where their skills are
evident to thelnselves and to others.

Part of "learning the language" of hospital, is the opportunity for new appointees to adapt
and extend their knowledge. The participants recognise that what they bring with them
froin their previous training comprises only a small part of their current role.
I press yozr've got that early cltildltood kito?vledge there, and one part of
this role is trying to adapt wltat you knolc~to fit the needs oftlie children
yorr *re~jorking~ ~ i tIfind
l t ~?~yselfdoing
a lot more work i ~ i t hcltildr en wit11

special needs than ivhen I worked if7 early cl~ilrll?oodParents ask iiie,for
irforn7atioi7 so I fi17d I need to go back to research things like Donrns
Syr7droine. AOo, I do sonie learning nbozrt the physical aspects resztlti17g
fi.ori7 the treahiie17t that the children have here, and /?ow this affect,^ their
n7oventei7ts, whether or 1701 they car7 get ozrt of their ivheelchair and so on.
I actzrally enjoy that par1 ofthe role. Having to think ozrtside the sqzrare what can I do for this cllild? Jzrst fhinki17g,ok, %shatcan I do here?
"Thinking outside the square" is part of the enjoyment and challenge of the work for this
participant. She is not professionally threatened in any way by "not lcnowing". Rather, she
finds it stimulating. Requests for advice and information are welcolned as opportunities to
seek further information in order both to increase participants' own lcnowledge as well as
to ensure that they are providing as well as they can for children. Similarly, in referring to
her enjoyment of the new learning involved in her role, another participant says, "The
more I read the more I find out, and the more I'm like, 'Wow! Wow!"'
Stories emerge that show that as they gain more experience, the participants become more
realistic about what they can achieve in the limited time they have. They malte
adjustments in their expectations and in how they prioritise their time with children:

I had to change exactly what I achieve My ozrtcon7e.s are a lot snialler.
Wl7ei7 I fil-st .started I ~10ll/dsee everybody. I v~/asrtmning arozrr7rl like a
madper:soi? realIy n17d .spreading myself too thin, far too thin, becazrse the
expectntior7 before I nrr:ived was that the play specialist sees every child
Noic~I'm a lot better at prioriti,si17g So now there are sonie chillien Ijzrst
don 't get to see at aN Professional(y, I,fozrnd that hard becaztse that's not
the kind o j person I mn. I'd like to see ei~er:yoi7ebut if childre17 are oj
siitlilar ages and have sin~ilarthings happening, I'll do i f in a group, and
that',; isorking really ivell.
As a new appointee, this participant set herself goals that she believed were expected o i
her, but that were unachievable She felt she was spread so thinly amongst the children
that needed her involvement that she was unable to be effective. Her decision to work with
only some of the children is one with which she has had to wrestle as it conflicts with her
view of herself as someone who provides an inclusive, quality programme. However, she
has adapted her programmes in order to find a compromise that is both self-preserving and
acceptable professionally. Similarly, another participant describes how she learns to fit in
with the realties of time constraints and workload:

NOMJ
I hiow I can go in, arid even by looking at n7y stats I know I a171
getting the ones I car? ~jl?e~i
I'nt there. And that's .so1iietl7ir?gI think you
jttst learn. Jzrst, that's ok I can't get the ones in the tveekend and I can't
get the ones that 1sent to theatre at 7 o'clock before I got to work So I
think abozrt what else I curt do for thnt child. I mightn't have ~nanagedto
do the prep beforel?anc( bzrt I can do something ajierwards. I car7 alro just
171akestrre tliey're ok ajie~wards

In her five day week, this participant cannot be everywhere she would like to be. There
are aspects of her role that she is not able to undertalte for every child on the ward.
However, this is not sometliing tliat is a burden to her. Rather, she learns to accept what
she is unable to do and focuses instead on the positive things that she can still achieve. By
following up with a child she has missed, and checking on how the child has managed, she
indirectly reassures herself that she, too, is "doing ok". It seeins likely that by adjusting
what they are trying to achieve, and by seeing these adaptations as a necessary response to
changed circumstances, novice play specialists are able to re-gain a sense of themselves as
doing the best they can without unduly compromising their professional values.
Adaptation is also experienced in relation to working with parents, who are present for
much of the time with their hospitalised children. Where participants' views differ from
those of parents, some tension may be created:
Yo21're being drm-IJI?
behveer?what tlie pareiitr want, m7d theni parentii?g as
Ilrcy ivnr?! to, and yotrr knowledge as an early cliildhood teacher B~rt
so177eti1i7esthere :s nothing yotr can do Yozr cari 't take a ~ ~ a y f i onparent
~tt
's
wislier I don't think.

This participant seeks a way to practice that is respectful of parents' views, but which does
not unduly co~npromiseher values as a hospital play specialist. At the same time, she
accepts tliat in the hospital context it may be more important to uphold the family's values
than to provide for the child's learning in the way that she would have hoped. Novice play
specialists' colnlnitinent to valuing family expectations and ways of doing things may be
challenged when their beliefs differ from those ofthe family:
One thi17gI've found quite hard arotrnd cultural sttrff is where cl?ildren are
hairi~?gpainfirlprocedztres thnt are really ttpsettir~gto tlie cliild, bztt where
the fanlily justjoke and lattgl7 while it's I?appeninig. Y o t ~can tell the childts
ttsed to it, bttt it's still hard. For 17712,lvith ngj backgrotn?d, I think "Holi~
can they sit there arid laz~gl~
+whentliat poor child's in pain?" I alu1ay.r
tl7oz1gl7t I was really 117'zrlticttlttrral,bttt going into that erivir-onn~e~?t
it S

co177pletelydifferent The first time I saw it I was kind of shocked Bzrt
+r?l?e17
it lvas over, the child was ,sitting there Iazcghing wit/? everyone else.
I've had to step back and look at it fi.0117 other people's perspectives and I
gccess jzrst accept that that is the ~ ~ they
a ydo it And this is the way I do it.
In7ight I701 like their ~r~ay,
bzrt that :r the way it i.s I've got to renlise that
my little bit of inpzrt is not going lo chm7ge their hole va1zee.s That's all I
feel I can do - have il7y .sillall bit o j inpz(fand tell thent hotv Ifeel it .shozeId
be, or the .strategie.sI ~.vouldtrse. The17tl7af's it. Leave it at that.

This participant feels torn between her sympathy for a child in pain, her own beliefs about
what should happen, and her intellectual commitment to respect for family and cultural
practices other than her own. She is especially challenged by this experience as it requires
that she re-think her view of herself as someone who is multicultural and values diversity,.
She takes her cues froin the child's responses and is reassured by observing his ability to
recover, concluding that his elnotional wellbeing is not at serious risk, as she at first
assumed. She adapts her responses, but her acceptance of the family's way of coping does
does not prevent her from sharing with them the strategies she would suggest to help the
child manage with less distress. In this way, she provides the family with alternative
options for future situations, yet leaves the choice to them, and in so doing she preserves
her sense that she has done the best she can professionally. By recognising that their
involvement is only a very small and transitory part of children's lives, novice hospital
play specialists are able to be more accepting of difference and more open to the
possibility that there are many ways of coping and of being a parent to a child in hospital.
One part of "learning the colours" of hospital, is becoming more aware of the pressures
and stresses that are affecting other staff and families, and the impact these may have on
interpersonal relationships. One tells, laughing, of how she learned to stay "a green
chameleon" in the face of outbursts of distress and anger, by discovering that "It's not
always you" who is to blame:
People are in a really skessed enviror7mer7t and nr?yoizewho says nrzytliirrg
is going to get that kind of reaction W7en I f i s t started I looked for.
reasons il7 n7yrelj m7d what I had done. I've got over that now! I think
that's 017 experience thing really Yozc see all that tho,refantilie,s go throtrgl7
and they're all difserent'a17dyou jttst lenrn to cope.

Thinking about how she has been interpreting the messages portrayed by others helps this
novice practitioner to see that there may be many reasons for a family's distress that do

not reflect on her. She adjusts her expectations of what is courteous in the light of her
enhanced understanding of the other stresses that may cause people to act like they do. As
their experience grows, the participants gain a deeper understanding of the impact on
families of having a sick child, of the unique nature of each person's response, and also,
perhaps, of the impact of hospital systems that may frustrate staffwllo are trying their best
to support families. With this increased understanding, they are freed from the burden of
feeling that they have a direct responsibility for how children and falnilies manage. As has
been seen, the novice play specialists begin to adapt not only to the realities of the
changed physical environment and time; they also become more lcnowledgeable about the
multiple communities that make up the world of a hospital, and more adept in interpreting
the messages portrayed. In turn, this helps them to be inore open and accepting of others.

Showing tact
Van Manen gives the term "pedagogic tact" (van Manen, 1990, p. 169) to actions that
preserve children's space, protect those that are vulnerable from injury or hurt, enhance
the unique, and sponsor personal growth and learning. Pedagogic tact may manifest itself
in a number of ways, including through open-ness to a child's experience, by holding
back, by demonstrating situational confidence, and by having a gift for improvisation.
Pedagogic tact, in van Manen?s view, is closely related to pedagogic competence. It
involves "a kind of thoughtfulness, a fonn of praxis (thoughtful action: action full of
thought and thought full of action)", actualised in real encounters between children and
adults (van Manen, 1990, p. 159). Pedagogic tact seems to be similar to what participants
in this study describe as "being real" or "being authentic" in their relationsl~ipsto children.
"The touch of tact", van Mane11says, "leaves a mark on a child" (1 990, p. 169). In other
words, it lnalces a difference to a child's experiences of being in the world.
Participants in this study told me many stories of times when they fell that the opportunity
to simply be with children and families during difficult times had been helpful or had
made a difference, even thougl~they had "just chatted" or had acted as "a listening ear".
One participant, called to intervene with an angry and disruptive young person, recalls that
she "just talked quietly" lo her, and got her some things to do. Fro~nthat time the young
person sought her out each day in the play room, and the play specialist comments,
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"Obviously, what I did on that day was just be this person that didn't come in and put
needles into he1 or try and get her to sit up" It seems that by holding back, by not making
any demands on the young person and by not being a part of the treatment team, this play
specialist was able to use this seemingly insignificant interaction as a basis for
development of a trusting relationship which could further develop with time At the same
time, by effecting a change in the young person's behaviour, the novice play specialist is
likely to have satisfied the expectations of her role held by the person making the referral.
There are times when the new play specialists are able to be emotionally or physically
present for children or for their siblings when parents or family members cannot be. One
hospital play specialist recalls accompanying a child to theatre, holding his hand while
anaesthesia was induced, and being with him during recovery. She describes what she did
as, "just being a parent replacement for that day, someone to be there who was on his
side" To this participant, the value of her accompanying the child is not in what she
actively does, it is in the "being with". As someone who has inanaged to develop trust
with him and who is not part of the treatment team, she is able to make a difference for
this child through her attentive presence at a time when his emotional needs are
heightened
The experience of showing tact reveals itself most often in stories that revolve around
times of emotional intensity for children and families. It seems that relationships formed
within the playroom setting can be very significant at sucll times, as the following story
shows:

We had a fartiily wl7o.se,fatl?erhad had a major accident. The mzrnt had a
newbor17 baby arid several other children. I+om tvliat I cotrld see, the wee
baby beca177e the father in the chiln're17:s play They played in the niedical
corner and they pretended that the baby had the injzrries of thefathel.. I
cotrld have ~vept. N war ari incredible thing to observe. And I didn't do
ai~ything- I jzr,st stood back and watched - and I cozrld see and,feel the
valzre oJ the pla)n.oom being there and the valzre of having the nien'ical
cornel I couldr?'t help bzrt ~ ~ o n d e~vhat
i . wozrld have happened and where
those childre17 ~c~ould
lime been if they could7't have corne to this place.
That leas one of those days wher7 yozr felt that yoto service was in7porta17t
and rnade the n'ifSerence for the childre17.
To be part of the world of these children and to see how their father's accident has
affected them, is experienced by this new hospital play specialist as very moving. It is

enough for her simply to be present with the children and to give them the time and space
they need to play through the experience of their father's accident and hospitalisation. She
says that she has done nothing to support this play, yet the children's involvement shows
that the environment was one in which they had both the resources and the necessary
"permission" to play through the tragic situation that was so big a part of their recent and
ongoing life-world. Participants demonstrate tact in situations such as this when they show
by their attentive presence that they are fully available to children, yet are sufficiently
confident not to intervene. They act in ways that are "thoughtful, tactful and sensitive to
the child's experience" (van Manen, 1994, p 20). Their support is shown by "knowing
how to listen, seeing each child as unique and different, understanding fears and
vulnerabilities, encouraging success, remaining patient and supportive, and being reliable,
trusted by, and available to children" (van Manen, 1994, p. 20).
in a similar story, another participant tells of how she felt she made a difference to a
family by being available to children whose infant sibling has died. The child's death is
the first this participant has experienced. After describing the close relationship she and
her colleagues developed wit11 the baby's brothers and sisters, and the playroom activities
that were provided to help thein express their feelings, she continues:
Soon a3er the baby died the oldest boy said, '"y baby is sitting 017 a
raiiibolv watching zrs" That was a~ttazhg So what we did was give hilt1 a
book abozrt a Maori grir~irlntotherwhose grar7dchildren conte to visit and
~ttakea raiiibon~on the beach using the niaterial,~arid coloztrs theyfind on
the beach. They get to the last coloztr. and lvheri they arrive the next day the
sea has washed it away. It talks abozrt I i o ~ sonietintes
,
things that are
preciozts and beazttij5tl to zts don't stay tijith ztr And we were able to give
that to the childrei?. And there were all these little things that flowed and
were jzt,st so appropriate. We went to thefta7eral and we felt really part oj'
the fanti(y. We felt like we had been able to be there for the~tion a very
intporfa17flevel.

It is not surprising that being closely involved with a family whose child is dying is an
intensely emotional experience for a new play specialist. By being open to their
experience and by finding a way to acknowledge the loss that the children and family have
undergone, she feels that they have made a difference in a significant way for the family.
The death of a child brings home to participants, probably more than anything else, the
very different context in which they are now working. The participants' experiences in

being wit11 children and families at such times reflect the "appeal of the other" (van
Manen, 2002, p. 8). It is as if the children "burst upon" the novice play specialists in ways
that leave them feeling "charged with responsibility" (van Manen, 2002, p. 10). However,
it seems that recognising they can "leave a mark on a child" by acting in ways that are
thought-full and tact-full ensures that such experiences are deeply satisfying. For one
participant:

Sad tl7ings do happelt here, btrt yozr 're doiitg the very best yozr can Seeing
the best outco~nespossible tinder the circurnsta~tce~s
and knowing that
perhaps in sorne way, not throtrgh any huge expertise oj ntine, btrt jtrst
tltrotrgli ti~?te,
I've been uble lo help That's really re~vardiitg

Recognition
The importance of recognition to professional wellbeing is spoken about by van Manen as
critical (Lecture notes, van Manen workshop, Auclcland University of Technology, 9
October 200.3). He describes the need to be "seen" or regarded as somebody by others, as
well as the need to be a somebody in one's own eyes. To be recognised is to have one's
existence or one's work acknowledged and valued, or to be seen as significant in some
way. According to van Manen we may recognise "who we really are" or "who we want to
be" in some other person or experience. As will be shown in the next section, recognition
by others or by self comes through in participants' stories as important to their developing
sense of confidence that they are "learning the language of colours". This recognition is
evidence that they are becoming adept in their new roles as hospital play specialists. There
is another meaning of recognition, that is, to identify what is already known or to know it
again (Allen, 1990). The stories in this first section show experiences of re-cognition.

Knowing again what is known
Previous themes have shown that during their early days and weeks in the hospital
environment, participants may feel their prior knowledge and skills are irrelevant. With
time, their stories reveal changes in how they see themselves and their abilities:

I think n1y coitjdence has grow~tso rlrtrch Jtlst a It~cgramotrnt I'nt more
co17jdent in ~ ~ h Iasay
l and in realisi~tgthat I [lo actually know what 1'177
talki~tgabotrt. I did train ,for three yeam, ajier all. I think when I,fir.st
.stepped into that em~iror7ment,for a tvhile that kind ojsttrf ~ ~ e iotrt
t t the

door becazr.se I felt tliat there as this little bit that I did know, and titis
huge bit that I didn't know. Btrt riolo, drm~iiigon ~c~liat
I do know, shariiig
that >11itlipeople, arid being a bit ntore conjdeeiit as I learn, plus being iii
the e1iviroiin7eritfor a longer period arid kno+viiig/,tore abozrt it. Jtrst little
steps at a tinte I think A little thirig that happened that day. A little thing
that hcrppeiied this day. I told that person that and it it~orkerl Or, I did that
~ i ~ i.so-arid-.so
th
arid he 1,1,asable to cope.

At the start, this participant felt that what she needed to learn far outweighed the skills and
knowledge that she brought with her. However, she is recognising that her previous
training is relevant, after all. This new practitioner is taking small steps, but they are
diffelent from the tentative ones with which she stepped into her new role. Neither are
they the "baby steps" described by the participant in Chapter Six, who felt she might totter
and fall. These are confident steps, even if they are only little ones at this stage. Novice
play specialists who can see that they are having some impact, no matter how small, feel
that they are making progress. As they learn to "read the colours" in their new world, they
are re-discovering their own strengtlis and gaining confidence in their ability to use them
in the new context. With this increased confidence comes the ability to be open to their
need for ongoing learning, at the same time knowing they can contribute as they learn.
One participant sees her previous early childhood training and experience with families in
a new light:
I think that having early childhood traiiiing and valuing play in child
iiiitiated i~ivolventent,and having !lie theoretical iniolvledge arid ktio~c~ledge
of itow chilrireri interact is really iniportant Even thotrgli I'd riot worked
before 1.1~itl7
older childre~i,I f i n d iii playing w~itlithen7 arid talking with
them, the traini~igstill contes in Contirig fi-om early cliildliood edzrcntioii
arid having experience in drfferertt .set/i'iigsyotr realise that ilie,faniily and
co~tmirrriiiyare really intportarit midyozr valtre the faniily 0.5 being t l t e j ~ s t
caregivers mid the 117ajorinfltreiice iri cliildreri :s lives 1,find in horpital I'm
looking for ~vhatsort of interveiition is needed mid how well the fanlilies
are coping and how nttrch injlzrence they have. Yozr learn to see wliat the
fantily is sayi~ig,even tliozrgli tliey are jzr,st having a coiiversation. Yotc can
acttrally hear i.vhetlier they are copiiig or ~jhetlierthey're not, or lvhetlier
there are systenis iriplace for the fanlily,

This participant is re-discovering the relevance of what she already knew. Despite not
having worked previously with children older than preschoolers, she discovers that her
skills in playing and communicating with children are equally effective with older
children. As well, she finds tliat she can readily adapt her ability, learnt in early childhood

teaching, to "read the messages" portrayed by families with regard to how they are
managing in hospital and whether they may need extra support. Other participants, too,
find that the ltnowledge of families and family dynamics that they have learnt in teaching,
is very useful in the hospital setting. From her experience of working in the community,
one says, "I knew the kinds of places where a lot of the families came from, the kinds of
background they were in, the other stresses and strains they would have". It is as if first
i~npressionsof hospital were so overwhelming that participants were unable to see the
usefulness of their skills and knowledge. Now, they begin to know again what they knew
before, and start to see that what they are doing has value. Recognition may come from
within, or it may develop from knowing that others see their worth.

Recognition by others
Recognition is experienced when others demonstrate in some way that they regard the new
play specialist's involvement as useful or significant. Some participants are able to
describe a particular situation that they consider to be a turning point in their relationship
with others:

Not long ago a bo,y came in lvitlt a chronic coriditio17 tvhicli regtiired
reglrlar injectioris and blood tests. He was havi17g real dificzrlties 1.sit11
these. For sor77e rear011 tlie phleboto1i7ist caliie andgot me arid together we
nwre able to develop a coping strategy tvith him. By doctrri7eiiting that in
the niedical notes and by talkirig to the other st08 and the117 writing it irilo
the haridover sheet, tve rtlade it clear the .steps we i.ve17t throtrgh eveiy
1i70riiing to help hi111 cope 1.c1ith having a blood te.st And that defniiely
niade a dijfirence. Previoti.sly, the phlebofon7ilst ~.vozrldnever ever co~ne,
she 1.1~ozild17
't see n7e as a17 optioii, btrt ajier that orte tinle she I I O M J ca1l.s nte
all the ti177eto help children and strpport then7 tl~rozigliblood tests, which i,s
good. It's great It feels like you're getting so~ne~vhere.When yotr go to
u~orkyotr 11~aittto feel you've achieved somefliing m7djzrst tliat small little
thirig, that one thirig - the phlebotonii,st co1ni17gto get rile - n7ake,s a lizige
dwereitce to me in feelirig like oilier staff car?see what I've done.
Just one opportunity to work cooperatively with the phlebotomist is seen by this
participant as marking a point of decisive change in their relationship. From feeling that
the phleboto~nistwas indifferent to her, she is now delighted to find that she is called all
the time. At last she feels she is malting progress, and that her contribution is being
acknowledged. In working together and in sharing the planning and follow-up work, this
play specialist believes that she is becoming more visible to all her colleagues, not just to

the phlebotomist. Being sought out by staff of other disciplines shows new hospital play
specialists that their knowledge is valued by others and helps them find a place within
multidisciplinary teams. Inclusion in a team, rather than being at tile edge of one, shows
acceptance and gives confidence that a comer has been turned.
In a similar vein, the following story shows another participant at a turning point for her:

Becaltse I'd prepared hin7 before, I kr7ebv he was really frightened about
being cut ope17 So the next tinte, ~ll7enhe did need qzrite a large operation,
I w)us able to 1ef /he tea117hiow ho,~,scared he was Also, I knew hirn well
enoztgl7 to jztdge how ~nzrclito tell him and how n7uch not to tell kin7 till I7e
car77e oztt tire other side And that ivas all possible becazt.se oj the nttrse
rnaking sztre I had the opporttrnity beforehand tl7e fist tinle It was that
,1~17olecollaboru/iori tl7ing
A referral from a nurse prior to an earlier procedure, ensures that this participant is able to
provide effective support to tlle child and useful feedback to the team. The nurse's
approach is evidence to this play specialist that she values her role sufficiently to seek her
out and ensure she has time to see the child. Receiving a timely referral demonstrates to
participants that staff of other disciplines recognise how play specialists can contribute to
children's wellbeing and recovery. To know that team planning for children's health care
includes anticipating play specialist involvement helps these novice play specialists to feel
that they are part of the ward teams.
Another participant describes the significance to her of being recognised, when she
comments, "I was away for about a week and when I came back people said, 'Oh we
missed you!' I felt 1 was between two teams, whereas now I feel I'm part of the ward."
She no longer feels that she has to struggle to be involved. Instead, she feels her
colleagues are eager to seek her out. When she returns from leave, her colleagues take
time to let her know that they have noticed her absence and to make sure she k~iowswhat
has been happening on the ward. While she has her play specialist teain in the background
to suppol-t her, it is the nursing staff on the ward who are her everyday colleagues and it is
their language that she "reads" in order to assess whether she has been accepted, She
attributes her increased sense of belonging to the opportunities that others have had to see
her work and to "learn her colours". Successful experiences of working collaboratively
with staff of other disciplines enables the work of play specialists to be seen and

understood and helps then1 to feel they have a place. "Belonging" may be experienced by
something as simple as inclusion in the routine happenings of the ward and in day-to-day
social chat.
Recognition can also come from increased visibility on the ward. One participant who
described that she had previously been feeling sidelined from the team within which she
worlced, tells what happened as the result of making sushi with two adolescents who were
on wheelchair rest:

It was so 177ttchfirn!N tvas an extensio~iofihe bays' interest.^, fioni the day
before ... AN the nztrses poked their /?ends arottrid, 'Oh, are you ~naking
.rtt.sl?i?' And the tea~rileader carire in - 'Xre you niakiiig sushi? "And Iput
.so~ireon the plate for the temii leader and she took sor77e do11117to the
nianager N really helped It helped the vvliole ~ w r d .I! vva.sficn, heaps o j
,

fill7

Seeing that the activity has enticed participation by a wide cross-section of the ward
compensates in some way for previous occasions where she has found it difficult to
involve others or to feel that she is a part of the unit. Activities such as this can involve a
wide cross-section of the ward, breaking down cornmunication barriers and hierarchies,
helping children, families and staff to see each other in new ways. They provide a
springboard from which new play specialists may build mole positive and supportive
relationships within their ward co~nrnunities
Where the novice play specialists are less available to work with other staff, this may
make it more difficult to achieve recognition, as one participant describes:

Before, I could be relied ttpon to be available and perhaps was n7ore
visibly there and able to .szrpport children and be irivolved and tI7at was
really good Btrt beca~rsethe circzrms!ance.schanged I've gone back to just
rttnning the playroonl and I've again become tliis sort of ttrireliable 'might
be available, ntigli! not be available' person .... So I've put in the
co~i~~r~zrnicafio~~
book /ha! 1'1riavailable all day, approach nie, and if1 can't
do it I'll let yozr knov~~,
To be unreliable is to be someone who is erratic and inconsistent, and who may let others
down. Instead of being actively involved and visible on the ward, this participant fears that
she has taken what she feels to be a backwards step into the playroom. When play
specialists work mostly in the playroom they may not be "seen", both literally and

lnetaphorically by their colleagues. They become people whose colours keep changing
and are therefore hard to read. However, it may be that the playroom setting is where they
are most visible to children, and most able to 'Lbewith" them. Tensions can arise between
the need to maintain a safe and stimulating playroom programme, the supervision
requirements of the Ministry of Education, and the need to be available to work with other
staff on the wards. Working in tlte playroom may seem to erect a barrier insofar as it
separates play specialists fiom the ward colnlnunities and reduces opportunities for
hospital play specialists and other staff to learn to read the messages each portrays.

Recognising others
Together with an enhanced sense of being valued by others, participants' stories show
their increasing recognition of the contribution of others. One new play specialist,
commenting on her adjustment to working in a multidisciplinary team, describes how this
helped her to see things from the point of view of her colleagues, saying, "It's a whole
new dynamic. Like realising that nurses have a schedule too!" The new play specialist
appointees begin to see that they are not the only people who may struggle for recognition:

The .social worker was also 17aving diflculties gettir~gr.eferra1.s; a17d j~rst
being able to rlisctiss tl~ingswit11 her and knon~that there '.sso~lleoneelse in
the a n l e boat a.s you, who :s working alone ai7d trying to $nd irformation
. . . the physio felt tl7e smne vvay too. That really helps.
In discovering that there are others who also feel isolated and who are having dificulties
in communication, this new appointee feels far less alone and sidelined. Whereas the new
play specialists may have seen themselves as outsiders in a world where everyone else
belongs, they begin to see that there are different degrees of belonging. Awareness of
others' similar needs and problems takes the experience of isolation away fioln the
individual. Another participant is looking forward to providing training sessions jointly
with a newly appointed nurse educator, commenting that, "It's going to help my profile
which is good. We keep each other on each other's toes, pointing out things to each other,
and sharing different experiences. She's a really good colleague". This is a two-way
relationship, where there are shared experiences to learn froin and where both are able to
challenge eacll other without risking a breakdown in the relationship. Rather than feeling
that their experiences are unique to them or to their professional group, the new play

specialists begin to see that they have allies whom they did not previously recognise, yet
who are potential sources of support. Healthcare professionals who once seemed very
different from themselves ale now seen as having much in common. They are appreciated
in new ways, as potential allies in challenging difficulties inherent in the systems and the
culture of the hospital setting. This recognition provides strength and confidence.
Not only are the novice play specialists "learning the colours" of health professionals,
especially nurses, so too are health professionals learning to read the colours of the play
specialists:

I've got lo inio~lthe cllarge nzrr-se qziiie t4jeN. I asked her advice o j how I
cotild support her ill th lor king together. I told her whai I cozrld offer arid
she ,vns really thrilled Just givi~iglier a ring and saying, "Hey thanksfor
seiiding this sizrff', aad /laving a chat That kind ojthi17gworks really well.
And ariy positive fiedback I get - becazrse I tend to get qzrite a bit for oilier
people - I'll ring njldpa,s.s it 077. I don 'i Iie,situte, becnzrse I thiiik,yozr need
that in your job. And .she .smv ine in action oilce or h+ice aiid tliozight wow,
and i i o ~ they've
i~
decided they'd like their owii play speciali.st d o ~ ~illere.
i1
So in the firitire that's s o ~ ~ ~ e i hwe'll
i r ~ glook at.
In beliavi~igtowards other staff as she would like them to behave to her, this participant is
seeing others' perspectives and recognising their mutual needs for friendship and support.
Rather than relying on others to get to know what she can contribute, she is actively
working at strengthening relationships through helping them understand her role and how
she can support them. Where there are opportunities for the new play specialists to work
respectfully and collegially with staff of other disciplines, as equals, then both can benefit
fro111 this mutual sharing of respective knowledge and skills,.
At times, this sharing is stimulated by events on the ward. When describing how the ward
team works together when a child dies, a participant describes how she feels able to
initiate action that is suppo~tiveof families. "In working with the families, half the time I
do the ringing to ~naltesure there's a counsellor or a social worker involved, just because
I'm the first person on the team'. Work done in developing trust with healthcare
colleagues enables the novice play specialists to take an active role in situations such as
this, without having to wonder whether they are doing the right thing or crossing
p~ofessionalboundaries irr a way tlrat miglrt be seen as inappropriate.

Another new appointee comments, "We've got a paediatric dietician and a paediatric
asthma consultant and one for diabetes and I see them fly in and out and lately I've been
saying, 'Hey stop and talk to me. We can work on this together"'. By actively seelting out
her colleagues, she lets them know that she respects their expertise and recognises that it
will help her in her own work. She is able to get more information on nledical conditions
and on hospital protocols, and as they get to know each other better she finds that her
colleagues begin to spend time with her. This, in turn, builds confidence. As this
participant says, "It ensures that I know what I'm talking about".
The same participant tells of helping a young doctor with a developmental assessment that
was a requirement of his paediatric training. She recalls liow he aslts for her feedback on
what he did, and the next day aslis lo do another practice assessment with her. She
suggests Iiow he can inco~poratemore playful techniques and says, "From then on, I could
see the difference in him. He'd be down playing on the floor and getting children doing
things. He was really able to take on board wl~atI said." Novice play specialists' view of
themselves as beginners may be enhanced by such experiences to incorporate a view of
themselves as people with knowledge that others do not have. Information-sharing begins
to be seen as a two-way process in which they and their colleagues may be simultaneously
both teachers and learners In being regarded and valued by others, they are better able to
value themselves.

Recognising self
External recognition is helpful to participants. However, it is not the only way by which
the participants measure how well they are "learning the language of colours".
Recognition that they are adapting and becoming adept, may come from looking within
themselves and reading the messages they themselves portray. For some of those
interviewed, valuing of self lnay come as the result of a single intervention, as is
evidenced by this description of a home visit:

I gave him .syringes to play ~ ~ i tand
1 1 we sat on the steps m ~ he
d sqtrirted the
17eigl7botir'sfence ~litl7the water. I jtwt talked to hin7 in a way that he
wozrld tii7de~stand,abotit how trsing these strategies would help hi~nget
throzigh the pr0ces.s a lot better: I cotrld see that what I had done to
support hirn workeci; which I was verypleased abotrf IfiN like I'd tirade a
really positive connectio~twith hi117 The next tinte that I vent with hi~nto

have tl7e injecfio17,it was still hard We had to really negotiate wit11hi171to
lie dotvil and to relax, bzrt i7e was prepared to try, and he used the
dirtractio17 tl7rozrgl7otrl N was fa~?taslic co~npared with the previozrr
experience
This participant can see the difference she has made, without the need for any overt
feedback or aftir~nationof her interventions. She lneasures the usefulness of what she has
done in achievable steps, by comparing it favourably with previous similar situations
rather than with a "perfect" outcome. She does not expect that the child's difficulty with
coinpliance will be turned around in one interaction. It is enough for her that she and the
child have put some strategies in place and that he has inanaged better than the previous
time. She goes on to say, "1 was absolutely over the moon because I really felt I'd made a
difference for him. I walked a few feet off the ground after that." Realistic goals may be
important in ensuring that new play specialists do not take upon themselves more
responsibility for outcoines tha~iis possible, given children's past experiences and present
circumstances,. However, what is judged to be a successful intervention can be hugely
affirming and encouraging.
For others of those interviewed, recognition of self lnay be more gradual, and is only
apparent as they ~eflecton their early experience and the changes that have taken place.
As one says, "You just slowly pick it [new knowledge and skills] up and you don't realise
it.

It feels really good."

This gradual process is apparent in the experience of a

participant who is undertaking further academic study:

I've been doing npaper at college toj?~ii,sh
n7y degree and it'.; got r77e back
to reading .stzr# I read nl the beginning. For instance, I was looking at n7y
177edicalplqy area and realised that I'd looked at it before in thefirst two
experience and I
or three weeks Btit ilow I've got all the other 177017th~
realise ivl7at all tlte tl?ir?gswere for. And I've seen cl~ildrentr.se the area.
And I've 1tta17agedto redesign it andpzrt no re things in it and inode it more
~~alzmble.
I krro~vI've got a inore in-depth knowledge of wily the area i.s
there. For exa~nple,whe17 I started I had a doll with a hole zrp its nose well, great! And now it'$ got an NG (naso-gast~ic]tube taped onto it
becazrse I know that thal'.s what happens.
In going back to the readings that she did when she began, this participant is surprised and
pleased to discover the gains she ]>asmade. She looks at her playrooin with fresh eyes and
sees its colours very differently. Her initial practice was informed by theory, and over time

it has been modified by observation and experience of what children actually do in this
setting and how they respond to what she offers. In becoming aware that they have
valuable experience that complements and helps them make sense of theoretical
lcnowledge, the participants recognise that their practice is more meaningfill to children
and to themselves In turn, practical experience of working with children contributes to
theoletical understandings of the role
Accordingly, one participant evaluates her growing proficiency in the light of her
increasing confidence in her ability to meet children's needs. She describes her
i~ivolvementwith all older boy who had had repeated admissions following a vehicle
accident and who had become very withdrawn, as follows:

I had a lot lo do i ~ ~ i his
t h care m7d in en.rtrring he got referred to other
.services I ki70~1there were tiflies tvhen I wa.s there that I managed to get
hi177 to do things that ivere very scary for him. I know that I did help
becatr,se yozr coirldfeel it, ,you cotrld see it. Sonietintes ,you go if7 and yozr
think, oh maybe I helped a bit, bzrt there are sitzratio17.s like this when yotr
learn what helped I got hi177 to do what he needed to do jzrst throirgh
pe,:strasio17 a17d becazrse I'd got to know i7bn and got to kr?o+vwhat i~~otrld
iijork for hini I got hini to do it. Andjtrst by boo.sting his self-e.sreei and
bj) being the other person - becazrse his mtrn7 tvas veiy e~notionally
invohjed ar7d the doctor jtrst n?antedto gef 017 and do the procedoe That
felt good Really good Those ore the parts of the job that make yo21 go,
"Oh yeah, this i,sgood!".
The participant is completely attuned to the child. Her focus is on the child, on his
mastery of situation, and on ensuring he is able to do "what he needed to do".

I-Ier

relationship with him, and her knowledge of him, enable her to demonstrate "situational
confidence" (van Manen, 1990, p. 169). She judges the success of what she provides from
what she can "see" and "feel" of the child's response. She later describes her role with
this family as a "sort of third wheel that came in and wasn't emotionally attached but had
enough knowledge of him to k17ow what would work for him". By recognising the
mother's distress and anxiety, and that these may not be helpful to the child in this
situation, tile liospital play specialist "contains" the anxiety of both the mother and the
child, in order to enhance the child's ability to cope. The novice play specialists do not
have the procedural responsibilities of the other staff members. Instead it seems they can
sometimes be the "other person" who can be a support for both the cl~ildand the parent as
a dyad. In this treatment situation, the participant describes providing a steadying

influence, like the third wheel on a tricycle. Sometimes it s e e m tliat the "third wheel" role
enables the new play specialists to act as something of a mediator between the child and
tlie other disciplines, to help children and families understand the colours of hospital staff
and the messages they portray.
As they begin to re-claim their sense oftl~emselvesas adept and competent professionals,
the participants become less tied to how they have been taught to proceed. As one person
expresses it:

I ~ I O L I Jthe job well enozrgh ghtolv 'text book' that I isartt to adapt it to be
more tlterapezrtic or more ntea17irtgfirl. Now I can relate it to particular
cltilrlr-en or particzrlar iltcider7ces. Noit) I ivant to bto%vhow I can ntake it
for that child. How I can ntake it more openbetter and n7or-e n~ea~tirt~zrl
ended Wl7ereas in the begi17nirtgIprobabZy ~leittin and n'id a text book,
'Oh here's a doll arid here S Itow rlte lzrer goes in and this is what happeit.~
and okay are yo21 fine with that?', rtole I'll go in and say, 'So >vhatwoztld
yo21 like to OM' abozrt?"
This participant is reflecting
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practice in a very conscious way, with the goal of

improving tlie therapeutic outcomes of her work with children. She recognises that she is
gaining a deeper understanding, and notices that she is now able to be more flexible and
responsive in her approach. The new play specialists become aware that they are
integrating their newly acquired theoretical knowledge with the practical experience they
are gaining. They notice that they are becoming able to improvise and to trust their
p~ufessional instincts and knowledge of individual children, rather than relying on
generalisations about what should happen or how something should be done. TIley are
developing what van Manen calls a "theory of the unique", the ability to act in ways that
are right for a particular child in a particular situation (van Manen, 1990, p. 155). It is
lilcely that they recognise these changes as evidence of gains in competence, of their
enhanced ability to work insightfully with children in the hospital setting and,
consequently, of their successful transitioning from novice to experienced play specialists.
Stories tliat emerge from participants' later experiences demonstrate their increasing ease
with themselves and with their own way of being with children. One tells how she
endeavours to understand children's viewpoints and their concerns about treatment, but
that sometimes she can do no better than guess and "Maybe I'm right, and maybe I'm

wrong, and that's fine." These changes are exemplified by another new play specialist's
cominents on the freedom she now feels to develop her own approach to practice:

Yozr have yozrr ow17pel-soi?aliiy,your O M J I ~ .strei7gtl?r How I di,rczr.s.s things
with a cl?ild is dijj?erent to ~ O M 'the next person does So, it's covering
everything that needs to be done, zrsing the right words, bzrt in a way tltat i,r
yotr. I car7't go and copy someoi?e e k e becazrse they've got a hole
difserent i.~juyof doing things, and cl7il&en con s e e . fhejl have n de,sire to
see yotr, and to see yozr being real with the111
This participant begins to see the differences between her approach and that of others as a
positive thing. The messages she poi-trays are hers uniquely and she is now more confident
to "show her colours" to others. By working in ways that feel right to her, she can be more
"real"

01 authentic

with children, qualities that she believes to be essential to building a

relationship
Participants' acceptance of themselves is shown again in the following comments from a
new play specialist as she looks back on her professional journey from teaching:

I tliink it's jtr.st trial and error, ar?d,yozr've jzrst got to get in there and do it
really. So~itetintesI've said fl7ingr and looked at the child's face and
fhozrgl7t, ';2.lar?, that ii1a.s so the wrong thing to say! [Lmrgl~,~]
Yozr jztrt
think, "017, no! Have I s'carred this child for life?" [Lazrgl~r]A17d tl~er?
yotr
take a few n~irtzrtesto get over it. Qzrite oJer?, w~henI say .somethir?g in a
prep, for. ir7star?ce, it'll co117eozrt and I'N think, "Oh that u~a.s.so ~ ~ r o n g " ,
bzri 1'11 be able to go back 017 it and correct nty.se& And flien ofher tirfrer
I've tried something m?d it's brilliant atid I've zrsed it agaiit. So, yozr have
zips and do~~r?.s
I think, bzrt I feel like the rnore I do, the more ZIPS I'n7
getting
For this participant, the trial-and-enor process feels like something a roller-coaster ride of
high and low points. She recognises that she is still learning and malting mistakes, yet
there is no sense from what she says that she is daunted by this. Rather, it seems she is
eager to be involved, trying out new ideas and ways of being with children and discarding
those that seem to be ineffective. She is building ongoing reflection into her interactions
with children, and in evaluating her practice is open to self-criticism as well as to the
possibilities of "brilliance" in her work with children. She is not deterred by fear of
making mistakes or discouraged by feeling that her practice with a child is less than it
should have been. It seems likely that novice play specialists who are able to capture, as
this participant does, a sense of excitement and a feeling that, for the most part, they are

rnaking a difference, are showing that they have learnt to read the colours of their new
professional world. It seems they are demonstrating a "self-preservation repertoire", as
learners, that will ensure they become mature and adept members of their hospital
communities.

Summary
The themes of chapters four and five depicted the participants in this study as outsiders in
a foreign environ~nentand culture, and while initially excited by the difference, they may
feel that they are struggling to make any headway. In order to secure a place in the world
of a hospital and to be sure that they want to remain, they need to develop a "self
preservation" repertoire. This chapter reveals their experiences in learning "the language
of colours" and discovering how to read the messages portrayed by the members of the
hospital community. The themes of this chapter also draw out the ways in which the
novice play specialists are re-cognising the value of the skills and experience they brought
with them, incorporating these into the new repertoire of knowledge and skills they are
acquiring as they become adept hospital play specialists.
For some, an experience of recognition from colleagues can be a t~irningpoint. Feeling
that they are included and are seen by other staff as part of their ward teams, included in
planning for children's care and in social events, is seen as confirmation that they belong
in the world of a hospital. Opportunities to work collegially help them to see the
contribution of others and the wider influences that may colour the messages portrayed.
Recognition can also come froni the internal satisfaction derived from "being there" for a
child or family during a stressful period. It seems that the most rewarding experiences are
those inoments when they recognise the progress they have made not only in learning '?he
language of hospital colours" but in confidently displaying their own colours.
The participants trace their growing coinpetence by evidence that they have "left a mark
on a child" in some way. In other words, where they believe they are able to make a
difference this in itself is deeply rewarding and confirins a developing understanding of
the~nselvesas adept in the world of a hospital.

Weaving the Threads Together
When we ponder on the meaning of the most consequential or the most
trivial of human concerns, tlie act of interpretive writing, if done wit11
utmost seriousness, confronts us with the dark, with the enigma of ultimate
uninterpretability. And this is what it means to dwell in the space of the
text, where the desire for meaningfulness leads .... the writer must enter the
dark, tile space of the text, in the hope of bringing back in words what
cannot be captured in words - in the desire to see what cannot really be
seen, hear what cannot really be heard, touch what cannot really be
touched.. ..
Van Manen, 200.3, p. 11

Introduction
Tlie purpose of this study was to better understand the meaning of the experience of
novice hospital play specialists in their first months of employment. I have "dwelled in the
space of the text" throughout the writing process, searching for the underlying meanings
and significance of the participants' experiences 1 have brought to this process my own
deep interest in tlie topic, my background and understandings, yet 1 have at all times
endeavoured to ensure that the participants' experiences were honoured and that their
voices were heard more vividly.
This final chapter weaves the parts of the tliesis into a whole, giving the study a form and
a texture that the various threads lack when considered alone. The previous three chapters
presented the pa~ticipants'narratives and my analysis to aid in understanding aspects of
their experience. Each chapter centred on a particular theme that emerged from
participants' stories, but these themes are not discrete, nor do tliey necessarily unfold
sequentially over time. Often, the themes and sub-themes co-exist, exposing paradoxes
and contradictions. Early experiences of difference and foreign-ness, have a greater depth
and richness when understood alongside knowing what it is like for participants to
struggle as they face new professional worlds, and what it is that sustains their sense of
becoming competent and of belonging Experiences of becoming adept emerge as more

complex and more meaningful when seen in the context of the themes of newness and
difficulty. Within this hermeneutic circle of interpretation, there is movement backwards
and folwards through text and meaning, each spiral contributing to the next (Leonard,
1994).

Futures taking shape
The themes and sub-themes that emerged from the findings, when brought together,
revealed multiple transitions. These transitions were experienced by the novice play
specialists in relation to their place of work and where they fitted within this space, in
learning how to be within the world of a hospital, in their relationships with others, and in
their sense of who they are within their own hospital play specialist service and within
health care teams. Moreover, their early experiences shaped their expectations of their
workplace, their relationships, and their sense of how their identity might evolve within
their own hospital play specialist service and within healthcare teams. Participants
measured their progress along the journey towards belonging in the world of a hospital by
the extent to which they achieved a sense of inclusion and a belief that they could make a
difference.

Transitions in place and space
The first transition was that from the physical world of early childhood teaching to the
very different physical world of a hospital, a world that emerged not as one homogeneous
place, but many.

The huge, bewildering, busy, internal place of the hospital as an

institutional building, in which the participants initially felt sinall and lost, encompasses
many different kinds of lived space. Within the space of the ward or unit on which the
novice play specialist works, there are spaces that may "belong" to others, with visible or
invisible boundaries, such as the space concealed behind the curtains around a child's bed.
Negotiating the boundaries and the unwritten rules could lead to uncertainty and
tentativeness as the participants endeavoured to secure a place to work and a place for
children to play, a place where children and adults could engage with each other. Tensions
inevitably arose between the participants' desires to delineate a space for themselves

where they had some autonomy and control, a space for children that was free ofthe threat
of medical interventions, and a space which was valued by and accessible to all.

Transitions to a new world
The world of a hospital is not only a new physical world, it is a new cultural world, one
that is constitutive of self and of others and which shapes the language, meanings,
traditions and practices of those within it (Leonard, 1994). The participants in this study
anticipated that there would be differences between their former world of early childhood
and their new world of a hospital; these expected differences were a part of the excited
anticipation with which they commenced work. However, the extent of the difference, the
foreign-ness, was not anticipated and for some it was at first experienced as shocking and
overwhelming. They found they were unable to generalise their knowledge and skills from
the culture of their previous workplaces to the hospital culture, leaving them feeling
vulnerable. Some participants felt it was so different that "nothing can really prepare you".
One describes a need to ''unlearn" aspects of her past learning, in saying, "[You need to]
shut that [the early c11ildl~ood]door. Take your skills, but realise that you're coming into a
new profession, close the door off. Stop comparing then to now, because it's so different."
The ability of individuals to relate one situation to another, is commonly "supported by
social interaction in which social partners suggest connections" (Rogoff, 200.3, p. 258).
However some participants were not able to find such partners as quickly as they needed
them. The responsibility for finding out "the-way-things-are-round-here" often fell upon
the new appointees, and even the most basic information was missing, "like knowing what
a house surgeon is, what a registrar is". Others were bombarded with overwhelming
amounts of information, much of which was peripheral to their role. Insufficient relevant
information about hospital policies and practices exacerbated participants' feelings of
isolation and their uncertainty about how to practise safely.
tiowever, experiences varied widely, and there were many very positive recollections of
being warmly welcomed and supported. Participants were helped by knowing that they
would be included routinely in ward events and meetings, and that they had regular times
for discussion with a more experienced hospital play specialist colleague. Those who

participated in orientation or more extended preceptoring programmes suited to their
learning needs, and had opportunities for professional development, found these very
helpful. The sense of being overwl~elmedwas quickly balanced by gaining a sense of how
they might develop their own ways of working in their new roles. Experiencing
opportunities to "malce a difference" in some way, also provided a buffer that sustained
the participants' beliefs that they would become adept, given time.

Experiences of lived other, relationality (van Manen, 1990), within shared interpersonal
space and shared physical space, emerged as very significant to the early experiences of
the new hospital play specialists in this study. Relationships with staff from other
disciplines had a powerful impact on the participants' confidence and ability to work
effectively. As novices, difficulties in engaging with important others were often taken
very personally, especially where others were in a position of power, such as charge
nurses and unit managers. Their early attempts to seek information, or to follow what they
understood to be the accepted ways of doing things, were sometimes rebuffed or ignored
in ways that seemed rude or humiliating, yet their resultant distress seemed to go
unnoticed. On occasions, these interchanges resembled the abusive inter-personal
exchanges described in nursing studies (Blum et al., 1995; Farrell, 2001; Griffin, 2004;
Taylor & Barling, 2004), and 1 discuss this briefly in the implications section of this
chapter.
Human exchanges, according to Sliotter (1978) become instit~~tionalisedthrough
generations and are inherited in ways that ensure that the way things have been done in the
past cortimits us to replicating certain patterns in the future, although the reasons for this
are buried in institutional history. Rogoff (2003) echoes this in suggesting that habitual
relationships between people become expected and incorporated within the routines of
institutions. "They are often regarded as natural; their role in current activities is simply
assumed and not noticed or credited (or blamed) for the processes to which they
contribute" (p. 85). It is apparent from my study that, with time, some participants
discerned that the negative interchanges they experienced might not be personal and,

instead, might be entrenched in the culture of the hospital. Seeing such incidents as
systemic had an immunising effect and they were then less bothered by them.
Communication usually improved as the participants became more familiar with their
roles, with the roles of others, and wit11 their workplace, and as their healthcare colleagues
got to know them better.

A two-way process of mutual understanding was clearly

necessary for this to occur. This finding is consistent with Wertsch (1984, cited in Rogoff,
2003) who suggests that "modifications in each participant's perspective are necessary to
accomplish things together. The modifications are a process of development; as the
participants adjust to com~nunicateand coordinate, their new perspectives involve greater
understanding" (p. 285). For some, this mutual understanding came about through the
processes that were established within a play specialist team or a ward. Others saw what
needed to happen, and were very active in relationship building and in breaking down any
potential barriers that they sensed. For some, llowever, negative early experiences left a
long-reaching shadow for many months, so that for one participant "you never felt that
you belonged".

Professional identity
The term, "lo chi siaino. I arn who we are" is used by New (1998, p. 219), to capture the
concept of identity formation in a shared context of setting and relationships, and the
potential richness stimulated by group exchange and common purpose. The phrase is
useful in illustrating the themes and sub-themes of this study which, when brought
together, reveal complex issues of identity, and of self in relation to the identity of others.
Regardless of the size of their team, or the length of time their service had existed, it was
apparent that all participants struggled to some extent for recognition within
multidisciplir~ary teams. For some, these experiences were the cause of enormous
frustration and distress, exemplified by the person who said, "I felt demeaned. I felt like
wearing my degrees across my back."
In the professional transition from teacher to hospital play specialist there is a process of
re-discovery of professional self in a new role and new context. Not all of the participants
came to their work as hospital play specialists directly from early childhood teaching.

Nevertl~eless,they brought with them an understanding of themselves as a teacher, or at
least as an education professional, rather than a health professional. Their "I" was
constituted in the familiar "we" of early childhood teaching, where there is a generally
shared understanding of their role. In moving into work as hospital play specialists, their
professional identity became much less clear to themselves. Are they "educationalists in a
healthcare setting" as one participant said? Or are they something different? They were
eager for the new aspects of the role, and yet they continued to have teaching
responsibilities that they believed to be an essential component of their work with children
and families They did not want to be seen as "play ladies" or "just" early childhood
teachers, and yet they knew very little at the beginning about the "we" of hospital play
specialists. They wanted to be fully included in healthcare teams, yet they valued their
"outsider", non-medical, backgrounds and did not feel that they identified with the "we"
of allied health professionals.
Regardless of how they saw the!nselves, theirjob descriptions and their nametags assigned
to them a new identity, as did their colleagues and the fa~niliesthey worked with.
Immediately they were incorporated by others into the "we" of hospital play specialists as
a professional group. Some participants therefore faced a dilemma in wanting to "show
their colours" to others, whilst still having to discover for themselves just what their
colours were. To "change colours" completely, would be to risk losing their unique
identity, and their "outsider" viewpoint, which they could see was useful. At the same
time, they wanted very much to identify with the "we" of their ward team, and to have
their knowledge and skills effectively understood and utilised by their healthcare
colleagues.

Temporality: From novice to competent professional
Despite these complexities, it was apparent that in the context of the "we" of healthcare
teams, the participants were beginning to discover a new "I".

Participants' early

experiences of undertaking aspects of the role that were new to them, such as engaging in
medical play or preparation of cllildren for procedures, were done "by the book"; they
worried about getting something wrong. Feelings of uncertainty about skills may lead to
self-absorption and "anxious vulnerability" (van Manen, 2003). In turn, this may mitigate

against novice play specialists being authentically available to children, which is an aspect
of the role experienced as most rewarding and valuable, and one person recalled how she
was so anxious about saying the wrong thing that, "At first, I said nothing".
With time, developing competence emerged in subsequent experiences where participants
showed situational confidence in response to particular children in particular
circumstances. They were able to make instantaneous decisions about when to act and
when to hold back, based on what they saw and understood o i what was going on for that
child. in thinkingly acting (van Manen, 1991) they were making intuitive decisions about
what was right for an individual child. The knowledge they were developing is what van
Manen (van Manen, 1999) calls non-cognitive knowing, the sort of knowing that ]nay
seem invisible, yet resides in action as lived, and is embedded in practice and in
relationships.
It follows that the participants began to incorporate a new view of themselves without
completely submerging their previous identity, an adding to, rather than a substitution.
This new identity included a re-cognition of their skills as early childhood teachers and
their transferability to the hospital setting, coupled with the new knowledge and skills they
were acquiring as hospital play specialists. Simultaneously, they were also becoming more
comfortable with "not knowing". "Not knowing" does not need to be equated with
"ignorance", something to be avoided at all costs, and criticised in others. Rather:
A very different orientation to knowledge ..... is that useful knowledge
exists only in interaction, or in praxis. Such knowledge is mutable rather
than imlnutable, it takes its form from the environlnent in which it was
created. More like water than block or stone, it is endlessly transforming.
(Dahlberg et al., 1999, p. 170)
While this study did not seek to evaluate the sltills of novice hospital play specialists, this
shift in participants' view of self appeared to mark the transition from a novice to a
competent play specialist. A kind of re-framing of situations was revealed as participants
became more confident in their setting. Experiences described as difficult or challenging
at the start, were seen as positive in the present time, when the interviews were conducted.
The process is what van Manen (1990) refers to as reinterpreting "who I once was or who

I am now. The past changes itself, because we live toward a future which we already see

taking shape" (p. 104). For instance, "getting to know a new world" was described as an
exciting aspect of the job by a person who had talked about it as overwhelming in respect
of her early days. The amount of new learning that seemed daunting at the start, was
reappraised by another who said, on reflection, "1 loved it. I loved all the new learning".
Their experience of the past changed when seen in the light of knowing how much
knowledge they had gained. Frequently, they judged the effectiveness of their actions and
interventions in terns of whether they believed they had "left a mark on a child" and their
family (van Manen, 1990). As one participant said, "Feeling like you've made a difference
is a real buzz. That's the really big thing".

Relationship to other studies
There are many parallels between the experiences of novice hospital play specialists, as
uncovered in this study, and tlle limited literature that is available. This next section
considers the findings of my study in the light of the literature discussed in chapter two,
showing the similarities and also pointing to differences.

Developmental framework
WIiile my study is consistent with some aspects of Bolig's model (Bolig, 1982), my
findings do not correspond well with her timeframe. For example, in my study, the need
for professional recognition and inclusion, Bolig's "autonomy" phase, was experienced
very early
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and emerged during the first phase even though the study participants did

not yet feel fully autonomous in their new roles. One of the participants who bad resigned
described that she had "got to a point where I didn't feel I was learning a lot more ... it felt
quite stale and a bit routine". This situation appears to correspond to Bolig's third,
"initiative" stage, yet this person was still in her first eighteen months of employment.
In addition, the relationship between the maturity of the service, and the development of
individual hospital play specialists, does not seem to be as clear-cut as Bolig proposed.
Membership of a well-established, suppol-tive, and experienced leam of l~ospitalplay
specialists, did not remove the need for participants to keep explaining their roles to

colleagues froin other disciplines, nor eliminate experiences of invisibility and
indifference within their wider healthcare teams.
On balance, it seems that the development of novice hospital play specialists is more
complex and probably less universal than envisaged by Bolig's phased developmental
model. Novice play specialists' own historical being, expectations of the role, their unique
experiences once they are in the world o f a hospital, and the meaning they make of these,
influence their beliefs about the extent to which they belong and can contribute. In relating
what shows through in the findings with regard to hospital play specialists'
resourcefulness and resilience, their ongoing learning may be more usefully considered as
development-in-context. Viewed this way, the relationship between individual, context
and activities is "dynamic, negotiated, and mutually influenced, rather than static and
unilateral" (New, 1998, p. 265). Seen through this socio-constructivist lens, the play
specialists emerge as active in their own learning and professional growth, in relationship
with others and within the particular contexts in which they find themselves.

Workplace issues, role stress and relationships with others
There are parallels in my study, too, with the child life literature on the importance of
communication, organisational support, and the attitudes of ward staff (Hall & Cleary,
1988). The two participants who had resigned both related their resignations at least in
part to experiences of lack of recognition by senior staff or managers, and lack of
institutional support. It also seems that the hospital organisation, hierarchies and the size
and nature of the unit, were influential although, as suggested above, these are probably
nost usefully considered as parts of a very complex intertwining of individual and
contextual features.
Another area of similarity between the existing literature and this study is in relation to
role confusion and role stress. The participants in my study believed that there was a lack
of understanding, at times, of their role and of how they could contribute to healthcare
decision-malting, and is therefore is consistent with Cole (Cole et al., 2001). My earlier
study (Icayes, 1999a) identified frustrations amongst New Zealand hospital play
specialists about been seen as a "toy lady". Both these studies suggest that play specialists

and child life specialists have very low levels of contact with some other disciplines. As
well, my previous study showed that some New Zealand hospital play specialists did not
routinely participate in team meetings nor document regularly in patient notes (Kayes,
1999b). Certainly some participants in the present study were having difficulty being
included in ward meetings; it is not clear whether all were regularly documenting in
patient notes. If not, then this is likely to contribute to lack of visibility and understanding
of the play specialist role. In referring to the importance of inclusion, Cole says, "If other
health care professionals do not include them in decisions or assessments of patients, child
life professionals must find ways to include themselves in the health care team and
perhaps educate others to their value and importance" (Cole, 1998, p. 132). If New
Zealand health professionals continue to hold a model of play as primarily diversionary, as
identified by McKinlay (1983) this may influence their views on the need for inclusion of
hospital play specialists within team decision making.
There are strong parallels, too, between this study and United States studies which found
that role stress, especially lack of clarity concerning work role expectations, negatively
affected professional well-being, and that perceived ability to fulfil the demands of the
role predicted emotional exhaustion (Holloway & Wallinga, 1990; Munn et al., 1996). My
study also suggested a degree of exhaustion in some participants, from feeling the need, as
one said, to "constantly put myself out there to explain what I did". Another longed to be
somewhere where she didn't have to "keep explaining that I wasn't a volunteer, and that
we were highly qualified teachers with extra training". Hall and Cleary (1988) cautioned
that education of staff about play is an ongoing activity. New appointees in my study who
accepted that they inevitably had an ongoing role in educating others and showing what
they could offer, were perhaps less discouraged by this than those who anticipated that
people would know what they did.

Emotional labour and sources of support
The emotional component of the work that has been widely acknowledged (Bolig, 1982;
Holloway & Wallinga, 1990; Leff et al., 1991; Munn et al., 1996; Webster, 2004) shows
through in this study, paradoxically, as both distressing to participants as well as a source
of deep satisfaction. Many participants experienced a feeling of privilege at being with

families during times of intense stress, grief or loss, and described how rewarding it was to
have provided some support, however small, at such a time. In contrast to nursing studies
(McVicar, 2003; Omdahl & O'Donnell, 1999), but consistent with Holloway and Wallinga
(1990), the emotional component of the work is not shown in my study as being
associated with feelings of burnout. However, it is possible both in the Holloway and
Wallinga study, and my own, that the participants had not been employed long enough for
this to have developed.
Participants were helped in coping with elnotional stress by regular meetings with team
leaders, or with more experienced hospital play specialist colleagues, They were able to
continue working in the knowledge they could "save up" their concerns until the planned
meeting Some participants also spoke highly of the support available from nursing staff'at
difficult times, especially their experiences of effective and inclusive processes for debriefing after distressing situations on the ward. Direct links between lack of supervisor
suppol-t and intentions to leave theirjob, as identified by Munn, Barber and Fritz (1996),
cannot be established because of the small numbers participating in my study. However,
one person did link dissatisfaction with parts of her job to what she called "lack of
nurturing" and lack of "sincere, genuine feedback" from her senior. Professional
development opportunities available from the Hospital Play Specialists Association
showed through as another avenue of valued support, which one person called a "lifeline".

What is new in this study's findings?
The previous discussion section outlined ways in which the findings of this study support
and contradict what was previously known The findings of this study bring new
understandings to the day-to-day lived experience of novice hospital play specialists. No
previous study has explored the nature and meaning of this experience for New Zealand
hospital play specialists, nor, to my knowledge, has such a study been undertaken
elsewhere. In that sense, all of the study's findings are new in the New Zealand context.
The novice hospital play specialists in this study were revealed as resilient and committed.
The study gives them a voice, and the methodology that guides it enables a depth and
richness to be uncovered that is not possible from a quantitative study. Their stories
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showed the overwhelming impact of the difference between the world of early childhood
and the world of a hospital. They also showed participants' resourcefulness in making this
tiansitioii, their enthusiasm for new learning, and the emergence of a reflective, intuitive
approach to their relationships with children that enabled them to evaluate their own work,
recognise their progress, and improve their practice These qualities are not apparent from
other studies.
Another finding that emerged strongly was the importance to the participants of
recognition froin others outside of their own profession. It seemed that recognition of their
skills from fellow hospital play specialists was very welcome, but largely assumed.
I-Iowever, recognition from healtheare colleagues was prized as demonstrating their
inclusion and their ability to be participating citizens in the world of a hospital. Those who
had not achieved this recognition found it very difficult to contribute to planning and
decision-malting.
This study also shows the distinctive nature of New Zealand hospital play programmes, as
compared with those in Noith America and Britain. Dual accountability to health and
education requirements ensures that New Zealand hospital play specialists need to
continually strive to balance their responsibilities to support children's ongoing
development and learning through play, as well as their responsibilities for preparation
and procedural support. While there is an inherent tension in this balance, it may
nevertheless be a source of professional growth and strength if it results in ongoing
professional debate on values, philosophy and practice.
It is also apparent from this study that considerable development has occurred in the
profession in New Zealand since McKinlay's 1982 study. The participants in my study all
saw their role as incorporating boll1 the educational and ther.apeutic aspects identified by
McKinlay. They had a common understanding of what their role entailed and ofthe new
lcnowledge and skills they needed to acquire. It was the misunderstandings of their role by
others, and their experiences of indifference, the failure of the 'we' (van Manen, 1990),
that caused stress and distress.

Overall, this study provides confinnation of the challenges that Webster (2004) suggests
face hospital play specialists in New Zealand, yet it also shows the satisfactions and joy
that may be gained from the work. As well, it provides a basis from which to reflect on the
professional needs of new members of this particular group that, until now, has not been
identified.

Implications of the study's findings
In chapter one, I described my curiosity about the impact of early experiences on novice
hospital play specialists. It is clear from this study that the early experiences of beginning
hospital play specialists do have a significant impact on how they transition into their new
roles and on their professional identity, and may influence decisions to stay or to resign.
Aspects of the participants' experience are similar to my own, as explicated in my presuppositions interview: the thrill of initial appointment; the foreign-ness of hospital
culture; the anxiety of unde~takingwork in a new field, alongside the interest in learning
new skills; the emotional shock at discovering what some children and families are coping
with on a day-to-day basis; the experience of the relationship with children. However,
there are differences. The profession is now more established and the role is more clearly
defined Consequently, it may be that the expectations placed on novice play specialists by
themselves and by others are now higher than they were, giving them less leeway to edge
into the role at thei~own pace
This next section explores the implications of this study's findings for the selection and
orientation of novice hospital play specialists, for inter-personal relationships and
belonging, for professional developlnent and competence, and for professional
recognition Hospital managers, service leaders, healthcare colleagues, hospital play
specialists themselves, and their professional association, all have varying degrees of
responsibility to address these issues.

Selection
This study suggests that previous experience in a healthcare setting, and previous
knowledge of the role, softened the impact of the change from an early childhood setting
to working in a hospital. Those responsible for the employment of new hospital play
specialists should consider how they can ensure that potential new appointees are as
familiar as possible with the role and the environment prior to commencement and,
ideally, prior to interview. For example, opportunities to visit beforehand could facilitate
self-screening by applicants who, with a greater understanding of the setting, then decide
to proceed or withdraw. Interviews might usefully include questions exploring
participants' expectations of the differences between early childhood and hospital settings,
and previous experiences in coping with major change. Individuals considering a change
of career to hospital play specialist would be well advised to find out as much as they can
beforehand, and also to ask the employing hospital what will be provided by way of
professional development and supervision, before accepting a position.
Personal attributes, such as flexibility, the ability to articulate their role to colleagues from
a different p~ofessionalbackground, and the confidence to seek out information and claim
a place within teams, are likely to be helpful in settling into ward teams. It is hard to Inow
from a study of this size whether qualifications beyond a diploma in teaching were helpful
in carrying out the work However, higher qualifications did seem to give participants

confidence to be more assertive about their knowledge base when they were challenged by
medical staff
Team leaders and sewice managers need to ensure that novice hospital play specialists are
aware of all potential sources of new lea~ningand suppol-t, froin both inside and outside of
the hospital. In turn, the Hospital Play Specialists Association has a role to play in
ensuring that service managers and new play specialist appointees receive information on
professional development opportunities. Hospital managers establishing a new hospital
play specialist service could find it beneficial to seek advice from the Hospital Play
Specialists Association with job descriptions and selection of candidates.

Orientation and communication
The orientation provided to participants in this study was haphazard and varied
considerably from one hospital to another. Some lacked information on critical issues such
as infection control protocols. With no background in healthcare, new hospital play
specialists need specific information very early on, both to enable them to "find their
way", literally and metaphorically, in a hospital, and also to ensure they are practising
safely. For instance, they need to know the hospital's policies on health and safety and
emergency situations itnlnediately upon commencement, and such critical information
should not be withheld until hospital-wide orientation sessions that may not occur for
several weeks. They also need brief basic information on things such as the role,
responsibilities, and levels of authority of various personnel, for example, the difference
between an intern and a registrar. If basic information was provided in written form, it
could be read and re-read as needed, and this could assist new appointees to fit the pace of
new learning to their own needs and learning style. No doubt these issues are addressed by
team leaders in larger play specialist teams, but service managers or charge nurses need to
ensure that adequate targeted orientation is provided for commencing hospital play
specialists in small services.
Systems for communication within wards were also revealed as haphazard. Much of the
responsibility for obtaining information seemed to fall upon the new hospital play
specialists themselves. Lack of infonnation, or inconsistent infonnation, poses significant
health and safety risks. Hospital play specialists need to know, for example, that a child is
'nil by mouth' or that a family member is subject to a restraining order and may not visit.
Where they are uncertain about the adequacy or currency of information, they need to
know who to go to. Where there are communication difficulties, ensuring that the focus of'
problem-solving is on the patient's wellbeing has been identified as useful, as have shared
opportunities for inter-disciplinary professional development (Headrick, Wilcock, &
Batalden, 1998). Support of senior leadership of the professions involved, including play
specialist senior staff', is necessary to ensure that co~nmunicationsystems are effective.

Interpersonal relationships and belonging
Experiences of "not belonging" and indifference were common in this study, and had a
major and long-lasting impact. While examples of good processes were revealed, nurse
leaders did not always recognise that their ward or particular unit was the regular
workplace and professional "home" for various professionals other than nurses and
medical staff. Whetlrel or not this was deliberate, or simply the result of acculturation, the
effect was to exacerbate feelings of invisibility in those who were already feeling like
"outsiders"

Nurse managers and service leaders could usefully review ward processes,

and infor~nalpractices, to ensure that all staff working on a ward are welcomed and
included.
At worst, some units were revealed to have a culture of rudeness and humiliation that was
tolerated, or even modelled, by senior and powerful people. Hospital play specialists were
not necessarily the only people exposed to this; participants mentioned that others, such as
social workers, shared their feelings of marginalisation and disempowerrnent. A systemic
culture of inter-personal intimidation is, I believe, unacceptable and needs to be addressed
by district health boards because of its major impact on staff wellbeing This is
particularly so in the context of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 2002, that
requires e~nployersto protect employees from harm caused by workplace stress. Some
solutions identified in the nursing literature might help. Griffin (2004) suggests that
identification of inter-personal intimidation as a systemic problem enables individuals to
depersonalise it, and suggests cognitive rehearsal of behavioural and verbal strategies as a
counter-measure

Team leaders or colleagues are potential sources of support for

individuals in safely withstanding this behaviour from others Such a culture might at least
be cubed if there were clear policies of no tolerance of this behaviour at all levels of
hospital hierarchies and if perpetrators were censu~edrather than promoted to positions of
responsibility and power over others.

Professional development and competence
There is a gap for coln~nencinghospital play specialists in New Zealand between the
knowledge base of e a ~ l ychildhood teaching, and that required of a hospital play specialist.

This gap poses a risk for the development of consistent skills across the profession and for
a shared understanding of the role by play specialists themselves and by others. Effective
learning opportunities show11 in this study included opportunities to observe the practice
of a variety of more experienced hospital play specialists, reflective discussion on
practice, and participation in professional development offered through the Hospital Play
Specialists Association. The nature of the support was also revealed as important: too
close or too prescriptive s u p e ~ ~ i s i owas
n experienced as discouraging or inhibiting by
some participants. There is a need for all those involved to recognise that novices bring
with them their own skills and their own ways of being with children, and that they will
develop the role in their unique way.
Service managers and team leaders have a responsibility to support slcill development and
good practice. However, this poses challenges for small services with no experienced
hospital play specialist on site. Service managers need to plan, and allocate sufficient
budget, to ensure that new appointees have the opportunities they need for new learning
following commencement. This may involve enabling them to spend time with a play
specialist team in another hospital. The Hospital Play Specialists Association also needs to
consider what else could be done to provide equitable access to professional development
for members of this small and scattered professional group. The development of a
qualification specific to healthcare settings might address the lcnowledge gap, and also
help the professional credibility and confidence of hospital play specialists in their
dealings with other healthcare professionals. All professional development initiatives
should be researched to see that tliey are achieving their goals.
As well as the challenge of ensuring competency, this study also showed a need for novice
practitioners to see that they had opportunities for professional growth. Finding a balance
between the need to ensure that novice play specialists practice within their competence,
and opportunities to feel that they have depth in their work, seems lilcely to be important
not only to safety but also to the sustenance of personal and professional wellbeing. This,
too, is a challenge for a small profession when only a very few services have senior or
team leader positions. Credentialing is being introduced in some services, and this could
both protect new appointees from undertaking work outside of their competence, and be
another way of providing recognition for increasing skills and experience. This study was

undertaken before the I-lospital Play Specialists Association introduced certification, and
prior to the introduction of distance preceptoring. These various initiatives also need to be
monitored to evaluate their effectiveness.

Professional recognition
The problems wit11 recognition identified in this study are probably an inevitable stage in
the development of a small and relatively new profession (Holloway & Wallinga, 1990).
There was little sense from this study that participants understood themselves as strongly
connected to a professional group, outside of their immediate team. This may have been a
reflection of their relative newness and their consequent focus on their own new learning,
or it may just be that it was not a focus for the study so did not arise. It is probable that
service managers could help the development of a shared understanding of the role within
healthcare teams by ensuring that tlie responsibilities of team members are clearly defined,
and that hospital play specialists are included in clinical pathways, if they are not already
(Munn et al., 1996).

The Hospital Play Specialists Association also has a role in

increasing understanding of the role more generally amongst professionals and public.
Individuals, too, could do mucl~to raise their profile within their units, and the study
showed a number of strategies that participants identified as successful. Given the
likelihood that they will have an ongoing task of educating colleagues and families about
their role, it might help new appointees to think in advance of how they are going to
describe their service and the skills they bring to the work. One participant considered her
colleagues were "overly reticent" about their professional base. Some new appointees may
need to be more assertive about their knowledge and experience, and about claiming a
place within teams.
Participation in multidisciplinary meetings and regular documentation in tlie clinical notes
are fundamental to inter-disciplinary communication regarding children's care. Those
hospital play specialists who do not chart regularly may not be meeting their legal
responsibilities, and are also missing key opportunities to show their colleagues what they
do. New appointees need information on hospital policies with regard to charting Service
managers and team leaders also should ensure that new hospital play specialists know how

to access patient notes, and that they participate in inter-professional forums and in
hospital-wide initiatives.

Strengths and limitations of the study
The study's strengths are that it sheds light on an area that has not been previously
explored in New Zealand and that it points to ways in which hospital play specialists can
be more effectively supported. It may also reduce the aloneness of new hospital play
specialists by enabling them to recognise the universality of their unique experiences in
the experiences of others. To van Manen (1990), the reflective thought that
phenomenology sponsors can "bring us to the edge of speaking up, speaking out, or
decisively acting" (p. 154), In showing the meaning underlying the participants' early
experiences, this study points to action that can be take11 by novice play specialists
themselves, by those supporting them, and by service leaders, to help them in their
transitions to their new role. I believe another strength of this study is that, as researcher, i
do not come to it froin a casual or temporary interest. Rather, it springs from my deep
interest and personal engagement in the work of hospital play specialists: I have "lived" its
questions over years (van Manen, 1990).
1 believe there was a relationship of trust between the participants and myself, and that this
enabled them to talk freely with me, despite our pre-existing professional relationships and
my ongoing contact with most of them. They may have been more, rather than less, open
with me because they anticipated 1 would be understanding of the issues they faced.
However, it is possible that they would have told me different stories, or that 1 would have
interpreted them differently, had I been an outsider to the profession or if we had been
strangers to each other.
Along with its strengths, a study such as this one has inevitable limitations. Many stories
that might have contributed to a richer understanding of sub-themes could not be explored
because of constraints on time and on the length of the thesis. The participants numbered
only eight, too few for generalisation yet sufficient for the methodology chosen, which
does not seek to generalise findings.

One limitation related to the potential impact of culture and ethnicity on participants'
experiences. The wide cultural diversity amongst children and families was one of the
aspects mentioned a number of times by participants as an enjoyable aspect of working in
a l~ospital,yet the scale of the study meant this aspect was not explored in depth. Cultural
issues were also identified by some participants as they talked about how they handled
differences between their own beliefs and that of some families with regard to providing
support for children. However, none of the participants mentioned cultural issues in the
context of'their relationsliips with colleagues. It is possible their experiences might have
been different had they been drawn from a minority cultural background, and that this
would have some impact on the study's findings.
A further limitation is that all participants in the study were women, and hospital play
specialists as a professional group are predominantly female. Historically, as we have seen
in chapter two, play has been regarded as the province of women. The appointment of a
male play specialist may well challenge any stereotypes that might exist in a healthcare
setting and it is likely that gender would affect early experiences. It is unfortunate,
therefore, that no male play specialists met the criteria for inclusion in this study.

Questions requiring further exploration
This research journey began with my curiosity, and many more questions arose for me
along its pathway. There is tension for hospital play specialists between identity as a
teacher and identity as a I~ealthcareprofessional. Do novice play specialists see tliemselves
as p~imarilyeducation professionals with a different title in a liospital context, or as allied
health professionals, or as something different again? If they see themselves as teachers,
does this change with time, and over what period?
There is a tension too between support for child-initiated play for all age groups, the
provision for young children's learning, and the more "visible" therapeutic aspects of the
role. How are New Zealand hospital play specialists resolving this balance? Will they
follow what seems to be the North American pathway of increasing time on preparation
and procedural support? Or will their strong links with early childhood education, and to
the Ministry of Education, protect their ability to simply "be with" children?

There is no New Zealand research on the understandings of healthcare professionals about
the role and value of hospital play specialists It would be useful to discover if hospital
play specialists' perceptions of the differences in understanding are supported by such
research, and whether the findings parallel similar studies in the United States It would
also be interesting to see the extent to which the models of play that MclCinlay identified
more than 20 years ago (McKinlay, 1983), are still held in New Zealand hospitals.
As well as these issues of professional identity, factors relating to retention deserve
attention. Two participants resigned within their first two years, yet others continued
despite their frustrations. Retention is a critical issue for a developing profession. If
turnover is too high, there is a diminished pool of collective knowledge and experience to
provide future leaders and mentors. It would be useful to conduct further research with
people who have decided to move back to early childhood teaching and with experienced
hospital play specialists who are still in the field, to explore factors contributing to their
career decisions.
The study also raises questions about the extent to which the experiences of novice
hospital play specialists are common to other novice healthcare professionals who belong
to a small professional group. Are their experiences similar, or are the experiences of
hospital play specialists different because of their particular theoretical and philosophical
backgrounds and the "layperson" lens they bring to healthcare? Experiences of invisibility
and indifference are leferred to in other New Zealand studies. For example, Gasquoine
(1996) and Gooder (2000) have identified this in relation to patients and families. Perhaps
such experiences are widespread in the world of a hospital. If so, the experiences of the
novice play specialists in this study might be revealed to have a wider meaning for how
healthcare institutions are organised and for how they include new members.

Concluding statement
The experience of novice New Zealand hospital play specialists in their early months of
employment has been explored in this research project. Through a process of listening,
reading, writing, and reflection, many times repeated, I have sought to become more
attentively attuned to aspects of the participants' lived experience that might be revealed
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to have deeper meaning and significance to the participants and to others. Their stories
have been like the particles in a kaleidoscope. I have carried them with me over. many
months, holding them to the light as I looked for glimpses of meaning. A little turn, a
change in viewpoint, or a movement of one against another, showed each story reflected
differently in different lights, illuminating new understandings and shifting into more
complex and more interesting patterns when seen in relation to the others. Over time, I
have brought together the various emerging themes and sub-themes in ways that seemed
to me to capture their unique shapes and angles, and reveal the patterns of understanding
they have formed. It is these patterns, these interpretations of meaning, that 1 offer to
readers of this study. It is for the reader to decide whether the understandings shown are a
trustworthy reflection of the meaning of the participants' experiences.
The novice play specialists in this study emerged as strong and competent. Within less
than six montlls of "crossing the border" into the world oftlle hospital, one participant
described her journey to belonging in her new world as follows:
At the start I filt a bit lo,st, and didn't know i f 1 isas doing the right thing,
and a lot ofpeople thozrglit I was the play lady. I knew the job was Itlore
than that bttt I didn't 11a1~e
rntrch coi?$dence to do fhing.~And now I'll1 jzcrt
part ojthe teant. Ijzt.st get in and do iu~hat1'171 strppo~edto do.

They were resourceful in coping with the transition from the familiar world of early
childhood to the foreign world of a hospital, and resilient in their struggles to build
relationships and to find a personal and professional place within their healthcare teams.
They showed, too, their ability to adapt their practice to the requirements of their new role
and to readily acquire new learning and skills. The study also revealed the deep
satisfaction gained by the participants in recognising that they were contributing to their
teams and malting a difference to the lives of children and families.

But finally, when the text seems done (however incomplete or imperfect)
we have to let go of it. From now on it will lead a life of its own. It will
constitute a textorium, a space for others to enter - to gaze at what may
reveal itself.
Van Manen, 200.3, p. 14
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Dear

I arn currently undertaking study towards a Masters degree in Health Science from
Auckland University of Technology. For my thesis I plan to explore the experience of
early childhood teachers who have been appointed as hospital play specialists, in the early
months of employment. My interest in this area has arisen from my own experience as a
hospital play specialist, as a former manager of a hospital play specialist service and, more
recently, as a provider of professional development support to hospital play specialists.
Letters of invitation will be sent to hospital play specialists who have been employed
within the past three months to two years. If you employ hospital play specialists who
meet this criteria one or Inore of them may be involved in this research. I am writing,
therefore, to advise you of the proposed iesearch and to give you more information about
it.
Title

The title of my thesis will be, "The experience of novice hospital play specialists in the
first 18 months of employment".

Tile purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of the experience of early
childhood teachers who have made the transition from working as teachers in corninunity
early childl~oodsettings to employment as hospital play specialists in healthcare settings.
It aims to understand what this experience is like for practitioners in their first eighteen
months of employment, as they become accustomed to this new role.
Hospital play specialists who have co~n~nenced
work within the past 3 months to two
years - whether or not they are still employed in a hospital - are being invited to
participate Up to eight of those who consent to participate wilI be interviewed. It is
anticipated that interviews will take place outside of work time. If any participant wishes

to have the interview conducted during working hours they will be asked to seek approval
for this from their team leader or service manager. Participants will not be interviewed in
their immediate workplace If interviews are conducted within the hospitals concerned, a
meeting room or other appropriate facility will be boolted for that purpose.

W71ot o1.e the benefits?
Participation in the research will be of benefit to participants i n providing an opportunity
for reflection on their experience. It is hoped that the results will provide some indications
of ways in which hospitals, and the Hospital Play Specialists Association, might better
support hospital play specialists during the first year or so following employment and so
contribute to the professional wellbeing and retention of hospital play specialists, with the
ultimate aim of enhancing the quality of programmes provided to children and families.
It is also anticipated that this qualitative research project will complement previous
quantitative studies on factors affecting the well-being of hospital play specialists/child
life specialists, by focusing on the actual experience of New Zealand hospital play
specialists.

It is recognised that liospital play specialists are a very small professional group and that
participants and service managers may have concerns about confidentiality. Every effort
will be lnade to preserve confidentiality:
I. The identity of participants will be confidential, and all identifying details will be
disguised. Participants will be referred to as "a participant". Pseudonyms will not be
used, so as to lninimise the possibility of readers tracking individual responses.
2. Participants will he aslted not to identify any colleagues, hospital staff, patients or
patients' families. If they should inadvertently do so, this information will be removed
froin the record.
3. No infonnation will be sought about specific aspects of services.

I recognise, too, that I may be working with some of the participants in the course of my
employment as a provider of professional development support. Whether or not
participants choose to participate will have no impact on their participation in professional
development programmes. I will ensure that any contact for research purposes is
separated fiom visits or other contact for the purpose of professional development. I will
not initiate any discussion of this research during professional development visits or
workshops.
Advice has been received from the Ministry of Health Auckland Regional Ethics
committee that the research does not come within their auspices as it focuses on
professional development and retention issues rather than a health-related question, and
does not require access to health records. This project was approved by the Auckland
University of Technology Ethics Committee on 10 March 2003, Reference number 03/17.
The project also has the approval of my employer, the Hospital Play Specialists
Association of AotearoalNew Zealand

If you would like any more information, or have any questions, you are very welcome to
contact me by phone, 09 6.30 4158, or email niiltayesO,xtra.co.nz.
Any concerns regarding the nature of this project should be notified in the first instance to
the Project Supervisor, Clare Hocking, tel. 09 917 9999 extn 7120, email
clare hocking@aut.ac.nz. Concerns regarding the conduct of the research should be
notified to the Executive Secretary, AUTEC, Madeline Banda, ~nadeline.bandaaaut.ac.~iz,
09 91 7 9999 ext 8044
Yours sincerely

Marianne Kayes

153 Mountain Rd
Epso~n
Auckland
[Date]

Participant Information Sheet
Dear
As you may know, I am currently undertaking study towards a Masters degree in Health Science
from Auckland University of Technology For my thesis I plan to explore the experience of early
cliildliood teachers wlio liave been appointed as hospital play specialists, in the first eighteen
months of employment My interest in this area lias arisen from my own experience as a hospital
play specialist, as a former manager 01 a hospital play specialist service and, more recently, as a
provide1 of professional development support to hospital play specialists I am writing to ask if
you would be willing to participate in this researcli

P~.ojectTitle
The title of my thesis will be "Ths experie~iceof 17ovice horpital play speciali.sts irr [lie J i ~ s 18
t
11io17ths
of e117ploynie17t".

The purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of the experience of early cliildhood
teachers who liave made the transition from working as teachers in community early childhood
settings to employment as hospital play specialists in healthcare settings It aims to understand
what this experience is like for practitioners in their early months of employment as they become
accustomed to this new role

H o ~ arepeople
l
chose17to be asked /o bepart ofthe s t ~ ~ d y ?
A number of liospital play specialists wlio have commenced work within the past 3 months to two
years -whether or not they are still employed in a liospital - are being invited to participate You
are being invited to be part of this study because your commencement date falls within this period.

If you are agreeable to participation, I will arrange with you a convenient time and location in
wliicli to interview you It is expected that in most cases there will be one interview, requiring
about 1 5 hours of your time. Tliere may be a follow-up phone call to clarify points made during
the interview, and some pa~iicipantsmay be asked if they are ag~eeableto a further brief interview
at a later date in order to expand on certain areas Interviews will be taped and later transcribed

are the di.scontfort,sa17d ri.rk.s?
Participants will not be asked to do anything that puts themselves at physical risk However, it is
recogiiised tlial, for some, the early months of employment may have been a time of strong
emotional responses to the nature of the work and the work environment. All participants will
therefore be informed of sources of professional supervision and support available to them, should
they feel they want tliis. If you would like to liave a support person with you during the interview
that would be perfectly acceptable.
I am also aware that 1 may be working wit11 you during this period in Iny employment as a
provider of professional development, or in the course of other duties which I might possibly be
involved in for tlie Hospital Play Specialists Association, such as certification for liospital play
specialists when tliis becomes established. Whether or not you choose to participate in the
research will liave no impacl on your participation in professional development programmes. I
will ensure tliat any contact for research purposes is at a different time from visits or other contact
for the purpose of professional development. If interviews are conducted outside of Auckland,
then the visit for interview purposes may be combined with a visit for professional development
purposes. However, care will be taken to ensure a complete separation, say, by conducting the
interview on a following day or out of working hours after a meal break. I will not give any verbal
reminders about this request for participation, nor will I initiate discussion of the research with
participants during professional development visits or workshops.
You may withdraw yourself or any information that you have provided for this project at any time
up until analysis of the data commences, without being disadvantaged in any way. If you
withdraw, all relevant tapes and transcripts, or parts thereof, will be destroyed
Letters have already been sent to managers or team leaders of the various hospital play specialist
services across New Zealand, informing them of tlie proposed research and making them aware
tliat a member or membe~sof their staff may be invited to participate They have also been
i n f o ~ ~ n ethat
d the identity of participants is confidential.

Wl7at are the bertefits?
Participation in the research may be of benefit to participants in providing an opportunity for
reflection on their experience, tlieir professional wellbeing and
future professional development. It is hoped tliat the results will provide some indications of ways
in which liospitals, and tlie 1-Iospital Play Specialists Associalion, might better support hospital
play specialists during the first year or so following employment and so contribute to the
professional wellbeing and retention of liospital play specialists, with the ultimate aim of
enhancing the quality of programmes provided to children and families
It is also anticipated that this qualitative research project will complement previous quantitative
studies on factors affecting the well-being of child life specialists, by focusing on the actual
experience of hospital play specialists. A summary of the findings will be provided to each
participant following completion of the research. 1 may seek to publisli the research at some later
date, and so make the results available to a wider readership.

How ir privacj~protected?
It is recognised that hospital play specialists are a very small professional group and that
participants may have concerns about tlie possibility that their responses may be identified. Every
effort will be made to preserve confidentiality:
4. All identifying details will be disguised. Participants will be referred to as "a participant" and
pseudonyms will be avoided to ensure that it is difficult or impossible for readers to track
individual responses,
5. Participants will be asked not to mention any colleagues, hospital staff, patients or patients'
families by name. If they should inadvertently do so, this information will be removed from
the record.
6. The emphasis of the interview is on your experience. Where talking about this involves
revealing things about the service you work in, this information will be disguised in the thesis
and any presentation or publications, so that you are not identifiable. No information will be
sought about specific aspects of your service.
7. Interviews will be recorded and the transcript of your interview will be given to you to checlt
before it is used. At this point you will be able to decide if what has been recorded accurately
reflects your views, and also whether you are happy tliat any potentially identifling
information has been removed or disguised satisfactorily,
8. As discussed above, your participation is voluntary and you may of course decline or
withdraw at any time prior to commencement of analysis of the data, without giving a reason
or being disadvantaged.
9. Consent forms, tapes and transcripts will be stored securely in my office at my home while I
am working on tlie data. On completion of the thesis, a copy of all data will be held securely
at AUT for six years, and will then be destroyed.

It is not expected that there will be any cost to participants, other than the interview time. I
anticipate tliat interviews will take place outside of your working hours. However, if you should
wish to be interviewed within work time then I will ask you to seek permission for this from your
service manager. Interviews will be conducted at a place convenient to you. If this is your
workplace, a room will be chosen which ensures comfort and privacy. To protect participants'
privacy, interviews will not be conducted in participants' regular office space.

I would very much appreciate your favourable co~isiderationof this invitation to participate if
you would like any more information, or have any questions, you are very welcome to contact me
by phone (09 630 4158) or email mikavesC2xt1a.co.n~. Alternatively, you could contact Clare
Hocking, my superviso~,tel 09 917 9999 extn 7120, email clarc.liockin~@aut.ac.nz

If you are willing to participate, please let me know by telephone or elnail It is important that the
people interviewed comprise a variety of circumstances and experiences, so at this point I will ask
you a few general questions to ascertain this. We can then discuss how best to arrange for the
interview. When we meet for the interview I will ask you to complete a "Consent to Participation
in Research" form
Advice has been received from the Ministry of Healtli Auckland Regional Ethics committee that
the research does not come within their auspices as it focuses on professional development and
retention issues lather than a liealtli-related question, and does not require access to health records.

This project was approved by tlie Auckland University of Teclinology Ethics Committee on 10
March 2003, Reference number 03/37 The project also lias tile approval of my employer, the
Hospital Play Specialists Association of Aolearoa/New Zealand
Any concerns regarding tlie nature of this project should be notified in the first instance to the
Project Supervisor, Clare Hocking Concerns regarding the conduct of the research should be
notified to the Executive Secretary, AUTEC, Madeline Banda, ~iiadeline.bandaOa~~t.ac.nz,
09 917
9999 ext 8044.
1 look forward to hearing from you
Yours si~icerely

Marianne Icayes
Tel: 09 630 4158
Email: miltayes@xtra.co.nz

153 Mountain Rd
Epso~n
Aucltland
[Recipient name and address]
[Date]
Dear [Naine]
Re,searcl project The experience oJi7ovice Iiospital play .specialists
in the first eighteen months o j eniployn~enf

You will recall that 1 wrote to you a month ago, inviting you to participate in the above
research prqject, which I will be conducting for my masters degree in Health Science from
the Auckland University of Technology. 1 liave not heard from you, so am writing again.

I i you have decided that you do not wish to participate, then that is of course absolutely
fine and I will not contact you again with regard to the research. However, if you have
overlooked responding or have misplaced the original inforination, but would like to
participate, then do please let me know by phone or email, so that we can discuss it
further. I enclose a copy of the original Participant Information Sheet, for your
info~mation.
1 would welcome any questions you may have about the project. Alternatively, you could
contact my supervisor, Clare Hocking, tel. 09 917 999 extn 7120, einail
cla~c.hockin~ai~t~~c~nz.

Yours sincerely

Marianne Kayes

/APPENDIX
G : PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM]

Title of Project:
'The experience of novice hospital play
specialists in the first 18 months of employment.'

Project Supervisor: Clare Hocking, School of Occupational Therapy
Researcher:

.

.
.
.
.
.

Marianne Kayes

I have read and understood the information provided about this research
project.
I have had an opportunity to ask questions and to have them answered

I understand that the interview will be audio-taped and transcribed
I understand that I will have an opportunity to check the transcript(s) of my
interview(s) prior to analysis
I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information that I have
provided for this project at any time prior to commencement of analysis of
data, without being disadvantaged in any way. If I withdraw before then, I
understand that all relevant tapes and transcripts, or parts thereof, will be
destroyed

I agree to take part in this research

..
Participant signature: . ....... . . . ............ . ......................
Participant name:
,,

Date:
Project Supervisor Contact Details: Clare Hocking, School of Occupational
Therapy, Auckland University of Technology, tel 09 917 9999 ext 7120, email
clare.hockinq@aut.ac.nz

This research was approved by the Auckland University of Technology Ethics
Committee on 10 March 2003 AUTEC Reference number 03/37.

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT

Between Marianne Kayes (researcher) and
Tania Churches
Research topic: The experience of novice hospital play specialists
i n their first I 8 months of employment
I undertake to maintain the confidentiality of all material connected with the
above research topic.,
All material related to the project will be stored safely, where it is not accessible
to any persons other than the transcriber
All original data, transcriptions, and any associated material will be returned to
the researcher immediately upon completion of the transcribing. All electronic
files will be deleted immediately I receive Marianne's notification of receiving
them
I understand that if I have any questions I am welcome to contact the researcher
on 09 6304158.
I understand that I may raise any concerns I have about the nature of this project
with the Project Supervisor, Clare Hocking, 09 917 9999 extn 7120 Any
concerns about the conduct of the research may be notified to the Executive
Secretary, AUTEC, Madeline Banda, 09 917 9999 extn 8044
Name (Transcriber):
Signed:
Date:

...............................

..15./,%.LQ~.
..................................

Name (Researcher):
Signed:

.......

Date:

......I..L. ....

.......................
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